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PART I
To provide material for "Mission Accomplished," in order to gain an insight into the war as Seen
h o u g h Japanese eyes, hundreds of the enemy's civilian leaders, military commanders and industrialists
were interrogated in detail.
Like the Germans before them, the defeated Japanese were ready, willing and able to talk. The
real problem of the interrogators was to get Nippon's leaders to stick to thi subject and not wander far
afield.
The first Part of "Mission Accomplished" consists of a chronological narrative of intelligence deveioped by interrogation, a blow by blow Story of the Progress of the war as Seen from the Japanese side
of the lines.
The second Part is a representative collection of answers to specific questions. Why was there a war
at all? If the Japanese started it why weren't they better prepared to finish it successfully? Were the
military fanatics and the politicians harmoniously and irrevocably committed toward eventual war?
When did the Japanese leaders realize that the war was lost? What made them give up and what
brought them to that condition?
The answers to these questions, and to others, constitute a Cross section of Japanese thought on
the war.
For the table of contents to PART I, in which source and subject of the material are conveniently indexed, turn this page.
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PART I 

On 4 September 1945a report was given by the
then Premier Prince Naruhiko Higashi-Kuni to
the Japanese Diet. He said "The general conditions of the country (Japan) began to show marked
signs of impoverishment and exhaustion * * *
so much so that in the days just preceding the termination of the war it seemed almost
impossible to carry on modern warfare for any long
period of time. The manufacture of modern war
materials, principally aircraft, by mass production
methods such xs we had adopted before would
shortly have to face insurmountable difficulties as
a result of the destruction of transportation
and communications facilities caused by air
* * Our losses in naval and aerial
raids
strength were so enormous as to obstruct seriously
the prosecution of the W& * * * Moreover,
various industries suffered directly from air raids
which caused huge damage to plants and lowered
the efficiency of the workmen * " * Frequent
air raids together with depreciation of rolling stock
and equipment brought about a steady lowering of
its capacity and a tendency to lose unified control.
Despite the exertion of all possible efforts, the
carrying capacity of railways would have to be
reduced to less than one-half as compared with
last year."
Only the actual reality of a total defeat could
induce such an admission. The high hopes inspired by Pearl Harbor, Singapore, The Philippines, Wake, Guam, Java and a string of other
conquests had burned in the smoke of attrition

loosed against an inflammable Empire. The Japs
failed in the main chance; they failed for reasons
which can be broken down again and again into
dozens or hundreds of other reasons, but the main
reason still is that they failed to see the awful might
that could and would be piled against anyone who
dared challenge it.
Printe Konoye, 3 time Premier of Japan, indicates that there might have been a suspicion of it
when he says "there was considerable opinion in
very high places, both military and political, that
a few powerful blows against the United States
might be sufficient to make you seek a way out
of a war by negotiation. But, after Japan had
committed itself to war it was extremely difficult to
get out on terms other than our own because of
the inherent policy of saving face."
The Japanese leaders who were indulging in
wishful thinking simply failed to realize that the
United States was also committed to total war after
being attacked and would vindicate its national
honor with all the power it could muster. This
power was land, sea, and air power and reached
its crescendo of coordinated impact in August IW.
Some of the boys on the wrong end of it tried a
number of ways to excuse their failures, such as
suicide which was simple, or flowery apologia
which was not so simple. A lck of them, however,
simply stared the facts in the face and admitted
what had happened. They werenytgood enough
and we were better than they thought..
t

*

#

#

#

-
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It has become obvious that there is wide dissension among the,leaders of Japan as to who bore
the final responsibility for preparing the country
for war both materially and mentally and eventually pushed it over the brink to conflict.
The politicians put all the responsibility on the
Army and Navy, particularly on the former. The
Marquis Kido, Lord Keeper of the Privy Seal and
probably closer to the Emperor than any man in
Japan, attributed the rise of Japanese Army influence over national affairs to the following:
"As a result of Japanese victories in the RussoJapanese and the Sino-Japanese wars, the Army
expanded to a considerable extent and as a result
increased its voice in national affairs. Parallel
with the expansion and influence of the army, the
political parties also developed, especially dter
World War I. The political parties made rapid
strides and the nation was progressing toward
democratization. Then came the world-wide depression which created many serious problems and
this Situation only served as a stimulus to the military. As is well known, most of our army Comes
from the rural areas-the agricultural areas which
were seriously affected by the world-wide depression-and these events served as an impetus in
bringing the military upward, resulting for instance, in the Manchurian incident. That, briefly,
is the process of the historical rise of the Japanese
Army."
Prince Konoye says that "I always desired and
worked toward peaceful solutions of all dificulties.
But, since the military had intruded themselves in
a larger and larger degree into the political life of
the country and became the principal makers of
foreign policy, the politicians were constantly
forced into compromises which led to sole domination by the military. Eventually the heads of
state were not consulted at all concerning war
plans and aims."
That the military did not subscribe to these
charges in tot0 is evidenced by the remarks of

Admiral Toyoda, who was Chief of the Naval
General Staff. He says :
"In order to avoid war, our country needed most
the presence of strong and wise statesmen."
He is careful, however, to put whatever blame
the military might have on the army, by continuing:
"But there is great doubt in my mind as to
whether the Government that was in power at the
beginning of the war should alone be held responsible for the way the war started. I do not
hesitate to state definitely that the army did participate in politics and that is not a recent phenomenon. It goes back considerably into the past,
tracing as far back as the Meiji era. I can see
from the way in wliich the army played a part,
even in the formation of the cabinets, that the
political activity of the army went back many years
into the past and had a profound influence on
national policies."
Fleet Admiral Nagano, Supreme Naval Advison
to the Emperor, Supports Admiral Toyoda in his
remarks by stating:
The question of service men participating in
politics or political affairs of the state was, I believe,
a point of fundamental difference between the
army and the navy. Many army oflicers have definite opinions on political questions and undertook
to have their opinions exert influence in questions
of national policy, especially as regards the affairs
in China. The navy on the contrary, believed in
keeping completely out of political affairs. Generally speaking, naval officers were very quiet on
political subjects in contrast to army officers who
always voiced their opinions."
However, so that no one gets the impression that
the navy was principally composed of a great band
of pacifists who are dragged around on the army's
apron strings, he adds:
"Of course, the army was not always able to
run its own sweet course, because there were always
e$cient navy oflicers cooperating and coordinating
L<

with army oacers with the result that they were
able to check their political influence to some extent."
In the summer of 1941 when some Japanese were
attempting to arrange a conference between President Roosevelt and Premier Konoye, the military
leaders agreed that a full ranking general and
adrniral should also go along for window dressing.
However, both Konoye and Toyoda observed:
"I£ an amicable solution to negotiations with
Roosevelt had been arrived at, they were all Sure
of being assassinated upon return to Japan."
Since the conference did not take place, as fundamental differences could not be compromised beforehand, Konoye held a meeting in his private
home on 12 October 1941 and besides himself,
there were present the Ministers for War and
Navy, Admiral Toyoda as Foreign Minister, Lieutenant General Suzuki, and Lieutenant General
Teiichi, president of the Cabinet Planning Board.
The purpose of the meeting was to discuss the

possibility of avoiding war and how the negotiations with the United States could be continued
successfully toward that end.
It seems that the meeting was doomed to failure
as an impasse was reached because of the attitude
of the military personnel. The general atmosghere was that war was coming regardless of
negotiations, in fact, a successful solution would
have been distasteful to the military clique. Admiral Toyoda speaking of the meeting says:
"Tojo felt there was very little prospect of an
amicable solution and General Suzuki felt the
same way."
1
All this amounts to buck-passing on a really high
level, but the fact remains that a statesman attempting a strong hand with the military or endeavoring
to steer a road away from war, was promptly
thrown out. (Witness the three-time expulsion of
Prince Konoye). Therefore the army installed
Tojo, who could be depended upon to be top Jingo
in a land of Jingos.

B. UNITED STATES FORCED IMTO THREE PHASES OF WAR 

'Regardless of who pushed the Japs into the war,
it was there and the question was how were we
going to win it. In retrospect it is clear that the
United States, together with its Allied Forces, was
forced to fight in 3 distinct phases, namely:
I. Defensive phase during main Japanese advance period.
2. Holding phase until land, sea, and air power
could be brought to bear.
3. Offensive phase.

1. Defensive Phase
The first phase, lasting from December 1941,
until about March 1943, was characterized by the
progressive Japanese seizure of existing airfields in
the over-run areas, improving them or building
new ones and establishing ports and harbors to
supply them. During this phase, our air effort
was limited to tactical targets, in an attempt to
blunt the surge of the Japanese hordes. The effort

was necessarily concentrated on rendering airfields
unserviceable and destroying airplanes to dampen
the enemy air offensive, and on shipping to disrupt his supply and reinforcements. Shortage of
planes and supplies limited our efforts to the forward areas in an endeavor to darn the flood at its
outer edges. This left the enemy more or less
free to consolidate his position in the rear which
he achieved by the development of airfields already seized and of great supply bases, notably,
Rabaul.
He spread himself over New Britain, The
Celebes, Burma, and the Solomons and the threatened Strangulation of Australia was in high gear.
In the meantime we were striking back desperately to hold the advances in check and the important G r a l Sea Battle in May 1942 finished
Japanese aspirations toward Australia. The J a p
anese had sent a naval force consisting principally
of aircraft carriers and destroyers with five troop

I

transports for the purpose of capturing Port
Moresby, General McArthur's precarious foothold
in New Guinea. On the 7th and 8th of May, this
force came under attack from United States Navy
aircraft carriers and other ships and Allied land
based aircraft. Two Japanese survivors of the battle, Cbmmanders Sekino and Okumiya, Navy
General Staff officers, in describing the outcome
of the engagement said:
"Sinking of the carrier Shoho and damage to
the carrier Shokalju was a serious set-back to the
operations for the occupation of Port Moresby.
Due to the delay of operations in that area and
American occupation of Guadalcanal, it was
finally necessary to give up the plan for the occupation of Port Moresby by sea, forcing the army
to try and occupy by land from Buin over the
Owen Stanly Mountains. Furthermore, damage
to the carrier Shokak~prevented her from being
used in the Battle of Midway operation as
planned."
The Japanese reaction to the American landings
on Guadalcanal was quick and hot. They
sneaked men and supplies ashore to Supplement
the forces already there, but since the Americans
showed no intention of leaving it became obvious
that a really large attempt had to be made, otherwise the American position would soon be too
strong, to overcome. Accordingly, 13 transports
with about 11,ooo troops were to be landed under
Cover of a strong naval escort during early November. This force was intercepted on the 14th of
November by our dive-bomber and torpedo planes
and the Japanese lost I battleship, 5 cruisers, 7
troop transports and the next day 4 more transports had to be beached because of damage received in the air attack during the previous day.
Captain Ohmae, Chief of Staff of the Southeastern Fleet (Rabaul) and Commander Yamamoto,
Staff Adjutant and Communications officer of a
destroyer squadron, both of whom were present
during the battle, made the following Statement:
"Up until this battle we were determined to
retake Guadalcanal. The Army particularly de-

sired to do so, but the transportation was too difficult mainly due to your dive bombers and strafing
planes which were able to locate and destroy the
transports and landing barges which,were hidden
during the day time. Following the battle it was
decided to do as much as we could by reinforcing
the Guadalcanal garrison by destroyers while a
sufficient supporting force of aircraft was being
built up in Rabaul. This plan was not too successful. We were able to land a number of troops
and supplies, but our air losses were too great.
Almost all of the navy's first class pilots and a few
of the army's were lost in the Solomon operations.
The greatest portion of these were lost against
Guadalcanal. At one time we had three or four
squadrons at Rabaul but they were sent down one
at a time. The constant attrition was very expensive. The z ~ s t24th,
,
25th, and 26th air groups
were lost and this loss was keenly felt in the defense of the Empire during the Marshall-Gilbert
campaign. In 1943 our training program began
to be restricted so we were never able to replace
these losses, although we still had a number of carriers. In January 1943 due to your increased
strength and our difficulty in supplying Guadalcanal it was necessary for us to withdraw."
In the meantime some other sea and air battles
were taking place too. The most notable of these
was the great battle of Midway where 7th Air
Force B-17's and torpedo carrying B-26's joined
the Naval Air Forces in repulsing a Jap invasion
fleet and sunk 8 or 10 of their ships including 4
aircraft carriers. The Japs lost altogether about
250 planes during this action and Captain Ohara
who was on the carrier Soryu said :
"The loss of the carriers meant loss of control
of the air. We did not think that we could capture
Midway after we lost air control so we returned
to Japan. The loss of the carriers and planes also
slowed up the occupation of the Solomons and if
we had been stronger in the air maybe we could
have stopped some of your convoys to that area."
.Rabau1 was getting some attention too and its
great importance was recognized by both sides

early in the war. Lieutenant General Arisue, general staff officer and chairman of the Army-Navy
Liaison Committee expressed himself concerning
its vital function as follows:
"It was thought necessary to hold Rabaul at all
costs in order to protect the main fleet base at
Truk. We tried to send ships into Rabaul to supply our forces there. We had enough ships if they
could get through and we tried to protect them
with air cover. We were forced to use army
planes in the Rabaul area, however, and consequently their activities in the forward areas were
greatly restricted due to the escort of transports.
We lost about 600,ooo tons of shipping there,
mostly as a result of attacks by B-17's and B-24's.
The Battle of Midway also impaired our ability to
send planes to Rabaul because of the loss of
carriers."
"It was felt that if we lost Rabaul, air attacks
from there would make Truk untenable for the
fleet. The Allied landings at Lae and Bougainville demonstrated the Allied intention of bypassing Rabaul and showed that the campaign was
lost but it was already too late to evacuate."
Rear Admiral Matsuyama, whose naval forces
were employed on convoy duties off New Guinea,
summed up the chief source of trouble:
"After September 1942, the use of transports to
eastern New Guinea was suspended, principally
because the transports were slow and thus were
unduly exposed to air attack."
The 1st phase of the war with Japan was finished; our air and sea power had whittled at the
over-extended tentacles and their arteries and
found they could be cut off. Whether they knew
it or not, the Japanese era of island conquest was
over and now they were to try desperately to hold
on to what they had to keep us away from the
heart of the octopus-the homeland.
Another thing they didn't know was that a
4-engined monster called a B - q made some test
flights over Seattle on 14 September 1942 and Cast
a dark shadow of events to come.

2. Holding Phase
The second phase opened with the enemy estab
lished on a series of airfields all over the SouthWest Pacific and his position was stabilized. But,
the Allied air offensive was mounting. It was
still necessary to hit the Japanese fingers extended
to probe the possibility of advance and to destroy
his supply ships. This was accomplished by destroying his forward supply dumps, his aircraft
at forward fields and rendering those fields unserviceable and constantly attacking his shipping.
Colonel Kaneko, a Staff officer of the Japanese
4th Air Force located in New Guinea, felt this
way about it :
"You created the greatest delaying effect to Japanese air operations by your heavy B-24 raids
against our aircraft on the ground. This actually
did more damage than the low level and strafing
attacks, not on the runways, of Course, but on the
aircraft. I place in order of importance the mass
B-24 strikes and next the B-25 parafrag raids.
The net effect was an air blockade which cut off
sea transportation and stopped resupply. Furthermore, the morale of the men was greatly affected
through physical fatigue from loss of sleep. They
had to go to fox-holes or the mountains continuously which considerably impaired their operational efficiency. Some raids were more effective
than others and from personal observation, I
would say that if the planes are dispersed, I would
send a mass B-24 raid against the airfield as a
whole, being Sure to cover the revetment areas.
This would be followed by a wave of low flying
strders attacking nothing but the aircraft on the
ground, and this would be followed by a B-q
strike on the runways, after which low-level attacks would be made against facilities including
cornrnunications, barracks, supply dump~,hangars
and shops. We attribute your success to the great
superiority in number of aircraft, second, excellent
interplane communications, and third, the high
concentration of bombs. One of the best examples of a successful raid was that directed

.

against Wewak on 17/18 August 1943. It was a
complete surprise and we attribute it to a faulty
warning system."
Lieutenant Colonel Tanaka, 8th Area Army
(Rabaul) st& officer, and who was at Wewak at
the time of the raid, gives the following account:
"Wewak was the end of the plane ferry route.
Its fields accordingly were loaded with planes
which had been delivered but had not been assigned to any units. In addition, there were many
unserviceable planes on the field which were
awaiting repairs or could not be repaired. The
fields at Wewak were too small at this time and
there was no possibility of dispersal. The reason
all the planes were assembled there is that we
thought we were out of your fighter range and
about 120 serviceable planes were destroyed plus
a number of unserviceable ones. The effect of the
attack was to reduce our operational strength to a
handful of planes and it seriously retarded all our
plans."
"The Same thing happened at Hollandia the end
of March and early April 1944. Hollandia was at
the end of the ferry route just as Wewak had been
the summer before. We had begun to build a
depot at Hollandia and there were many planes
there which did not have crews-planes which had
not been delivered to any unit and planes which
were under repair. Through what seems to me
the negligence of those in charge, these planes were
never properly dispersed. Besides there was no
radar there. It was not thought that Hollandia
was within the range of your fighters, but Wewak
should have been a suflicient lesson. Later, when
your landings actually came, we had only a handful
of planes left and only 4 or 5 actually attacked the
beachheads. The final result was that we did not
have sufficient air strength left to oppose your advance along the New Guinea coast so we decided
to hold back and build up strength for the defense
of the Philippines."
Commander Okumiya, who was in the Solomons during the entire air campaign, testifies as
to its eff ectiveness:

"At Buin, at the beginning, the Americans used
too small bombs. But later it was a different story
when the B-q's, the B-17's and the B-25's and
the dive-bombers came. From August 1943, the
big bombers were coming over from Russe1 Island
and sometimes we received 5 attacks in one day.
At Munda, they got our field completely. We had
about 20 planes there which did a very good job
in the first battle, but when they landed one day
to refuel they were all destroyed by American
fighters. Because of bombing and strafing we
couldn't repair or develop the field afterwards.
The B-24's were the most effective on land bases.
When there were few fields in the area, it was the
size of the bombs that did the harrn. Little ones
didn't do much damage. The number of crashes
after attempting to land on damaged fields was
very great after B-24 raids. The main thing that
bothers us in an operation was having several fields
hit at the Same time, leaving nothing to be used as
an auxiliary."
Things were happening fast to Japanese airfields
and airplanes all over the theater. The enemy
had lost all hope of grabbing off more territory,
but he did want to hold on to what he had. The
only way to do it was to keep the forward areas
supplied and that took shipping. But, it was getting too dangerous to send the big ships to forward areas, so he developed barge routes and with
trains of barges edged along the coast by night
and hid camouflaged by day. By this means he
sneaked significant quantities of supplies forward
until our aircraft found the hiding places and
sprayed them with bombs and lead. His forward
garrisons were in such desperate straits that the
Japs even had to use submarines in the unromantic
business of supplying the troops on islands which
could not be reached by regular shipping any
more. Commander Nakajima, of the Japanese
Planning S t d of the Combined Fleet, said sourly:
<<
We couldn't use submarines to oppose your advances in the Pacific because they were being used
to supply isolated and even ineffective bases because the army, which was also a Partner in the

planning, would have refused to send additional
strength to the South Pacific i£ the navy had left
the men to starve. The exact use of submarines
was the point of much discussion at headquarters,
but we were forced to let them be used for supply, actually, because of the shortage of warships
and supply ships of all types."
Vice Admiral Miwa, Director Naval Submarine
Dept. and CinC Sixth (Submarine) Fleet confirmed this by stating:
"It was pressure from the army which caused
this uneconomical use of submarines as they were
determined to try and supply their isolated garrisons which no longer could be reached by regular
shipping as it was all being sunk by air attacks."
The holding phase had been expensive for the
Japanese. They had been hit hard everywhere.
According to Vice Admiral Omori, Commander
in Chief Rabaul Assault Forces:
. "We had thought that your Counter action
against the Empire might come from the south.
We planned to use Rabaul as a main point of the
New Guinea-Bismark-Solomon perimeter defense.
By your constant advancement of airbases through
the Solomons you were able to neutralize Rabaul
without actual assault. During 1943 we attempted to hold this line at all costs and it was
very expensive. We lost most of our best pilots,
many valuable ships and much well-trained military personnel that we were unable to replace."
What effect this parade of Allied air power had
on the commori soldier who was doing his fighting on the ground can be gathered from diaries
found on captured or dead Japanese. Records
show varying reactions to bombing by Allied aircraft. The available evidence indicates that the
reaction to bombing in the earlier Stages was negative. At that time American raids were comparatively light and of necessity, dispersed and
infrequent. The Japanese troops undergoing
these attacks were either advancing or still under
the impetus of victory. The Special naval landing parties had had considerable training and
combat experience. But as -these forces were

pushed back and successively mauled by United
States Air and Ground Forces and the weight and
pressure of air attacks increased, the effect was
cumulative. The reactions run the gamut from
apprehensive depression through fear to outright
panic and demoralization. Isolated instances will
be found of an attitude of immunity to bombing
attacks, but in most cases these men wert members of units newly arrived in the theater or were
located in areas only recently brought under attack by Allied Air Forces. The cumulative effect
of bombing had not yet affected these troops. It
should be noted that the apparent discrepancies
and contradictions between references to bombing
and strafing may be due to the type of target area
occupied by the man making the statements. The
line of communications troops and troops in rear
areas receiving proportionately a greater weight of
bombs and seem to fear bombing most. Troops
in the front lines, who are normally dispersed and
subject to artillery and mortar fire as well as
bombing, generally fear strafing more tha.n
bombing.
Examples of a wholly negative reaction to air
attack are Seen at their most extreme in the diary
of an unidentified soldier on the Kumusi River,
who noted in January 1943: "The foolish enemy is
continuing to bomb blindly." A somewhat similar reaction is evident in the Statement of a P/W
from Cape Kometto "Japanese troops were not
afraid of bombing or strafing. It was a matter of
getting used to it. In the jungle one was quite
safe when behind tree trunks and stumps." A
second lieutenant who was present during the Hollandia operations declared that "during strafing
attacks it never Struck me that by any chance I
might be hit" while a corporal from Depapre
claimed that "strafing by B-25's was inaccurate and
their low level bombing ineffective because the
speed of the aircraft in flight caused the bombs to
ricochet and explode harmlessly in areas adjacent
to the target."
A somewhat different tone is apparent in other
references and statements. A private on Tro-

briand Island writes in February 1943: "B-17's are
very di$cult to shoot down with A/A. Caught
one in a searchlight, but it used tracer bullets in
strafing and escaped. The reason for the defeat
at Guadalcanal and New Guinea is that we did not
have air superiority. Enemy plane scored direct
hit on an air raid shelter killing 17 persons. The
enemy having planned their counter-offensive are
really giving us a pasting." At Salamaua an unknown diarist notes that celebration of the festival
of the Emperor Jimmu had been postponed as a
result of the intensive bombings, while a superior
private comments: "There were very heavy losses
of personnel due to bombing which I tl~ought
worse than strafing, as troops could protect themselves to a certain extent against the latter by
digging in. A direct bomb hit smashed everything." A prisoner captured on Goodenough
Island in March 1943, added: "Blast from bursting
bombs was felt up to a kilometer away and shook
the body heavily. Concussion from bombs bursting in water was much worse, as it travelled
through the water and administered a sickening
jar to the abdomen. Allied bombing of life rafts
was responsible for many deaths from water concussions and was certainly a primary factor in
lowering resistente of men clinging to life rafts."
These remarks merge into a third category,
which reveals a positive reaction to air operations
unaccompanied by any admissions of impaired
morale. For example a diarist writing in the Buna
area in December 1942, notes: "Arrival of 50 of our
troops was reported. Enemy fighters bombed and
strafed our positions. Their dive-bombing is very
accurate." In the Same month a notebook kepr
by a leading private at Wau reports rumors of the
scale of Allied air activity at Guadalcanal: "According to report, Yamagata group has been completely annihilated by enemy ground and air bombardment. It is regrettable that in New Guinea
and Guadalcanal the American Air Force has definite superiority. The Situation is to our disarivantage." At Salamaua an unidentified writer
comments in July 1943: "Sunday-clear. 'rhe

aggravating enemy airplanes strafe the Salamaua
area as usual. We cannot stand seeing them nonchalantly flying low over the desperately active
A/A positions. Alas for friendly airplanes." An
impressive entry was found in a diary kept by a
superior private at Kamiri: "In preparing for enemy landings, we are ,conserving ammunition
rather than expending it in fighting enemy airplane attacks; hence the enemy planes bomb and
strafe us from very low altitudes. I would like to
go back home once more, and in one piece. hfany
others have voiced similar thoughts."
From the superior private's undisguised wish to
return to Japan "in one piece" it is no great step
to the many records of Open fear among Japanese
troops. In October 1942, an unknown diarist
noted that air attacks on Goodenough Island were
"making the men jittery." In the Yokipi area a
writer speaks of putting out the fires in his camp
when the noise of an aircraft is heard: "in the
cold, shining, star-studded sky enemy Boeings are
heard droning whether it is night or day. I'm
beginning to wonder when this overhead sky will
be ours. A prisoner from Natamo confessed that
"I fear bombing attacks most. My first reaction
is a desire to go back to Japan." A superior private from Sio testified in January 1944, to the sense
of personal insecurity which continued air attacks
were inducing among Japanese troops: "I£ only
one Japanese soldier was visible to an attacking
aircraft, it would try to kill him and if necessary
dive as many as three times." In March 1944, a
prisoner from Kometto admitted that as a result
of casualties sustained in air attacks "the men
had no more fighting Spirit left." A captured
diary from Talasea contains the entry: "Experienced the most intense air raids since coming to
Talasea. The line of communication warehouse
was burned to the ground. There are countless
bomb craters,along the beach and all the trees in
the coconut grove are felled. Everyone is afraid
to go to mess because they fear another raid." A
diary kept by a veterinary corporal in the area,
admits that "physically and mentally we are be-

ginning to feel the efiect of the enemy's constant
bombings."
As early as November 1942, the writer of a
diary notes that at Giruwa "today's bombing was
so terrific I did not feel as if I was alive." An
infantry soldier in New Georgia amplifies this
Statement: "I will remember this New Year under the title of 'American New Year'! The unceasing Boeings, North Americans and Airocobras! Regardless of what one might say, the
Boeing is the seed of trouble and agony. Three
and one-half hours of bombing during the night
affected my nerves." An imaginative prisoner
from Cape Wampun observed that "bullets
seemed to search for the soldier until they hit
him," and a soldier at Satelberg declared: "The
enemy air raids are terrible. I can't lift up my
head because of the fierce bombing and strafing.
I eat potatoes and live in a hole and cannot speak
in a loud voice. I live the life of a mud rat or
some similar creature." As expected, some of the
most striking evidence of panic came from the
Rabau1 area, where "every day we have raids. If
there are none during the day, they come at night.
It is becoming unbearable," "everyone has a helpless feeling," and "the majority of soldiers were
rattled by air raids. As soon as the sound of
planes was heard, all rushed to trenches and shelters and cupped their hands over their ears." At
Arawe, a depressed private comments during a
raid: "I expect this will be the end of my diary
writing." (It was.)
A diary kept by a Japanese first lieutenant in
New Guinea states: "In air superiority, to put it
briefly, we are about a century behind Germany
and America. Although 6 years have elapsed
since the China incident, we have faced only the
poorly equipped army of Chiang-Kai-Shek. Now
we are on active Service for the first time, participating in war in New Guinea. We are in a condition to appreciate fully at first hand-air power.
Those in peace and safety at home (he was apparently a poor prophet) talk about our air
superiority in China. This is exceedingly childish

chatter. I£ you have not experienced a continuous
bombardment by formations of Lockheeds and
North Americans, a true appreciation of air superiority is well-nigh impossible.
"This present war is termed a war of supply.
Shipping is the secret of victory or defeat in this
war of supply in countries thousands of miles across
the sea. And again, may I emphasize shipping.
To have regular shipping lanes, air superiority is
essential. Ah! Ah! If we only had air superiority-air superiority! Those engaged in the war
in New Guinea, even the privates, voice the Same
opinion. 'If we only had airplanes'. Despite very
heavy losses from the relentless and violent bomb
ing we have continued this mighty AmericanJapanese war. But, at dawn on September 3rd, the
American and Australian armies which can boast
of absolute superiority in the air in an arrogant
and blatant manner, severed our main supply lines.
"Early in November airplanes flew over us continually in all directions. Somehow or other they
had discovered us and promptly proceeded to divebomb us. It was a severe bombing at low altitude. I flung myself on the ground and all but
cried. Every time I endure one of these bombing
attacks I say to myse1f;-'Ah! friendly planes, fly
over us.' "
Another captured diary kept by a Japaneseofhcer
in the first half of 1943 contains the following
entries:
"20th January: I rise late in the morning and
take a nap till bedtime. Now and again I get up
and doze a little."
"7th May: We will plant the Rising Sun flag,
dyed with our life blood, on the far desert with its
twinkling Stars; when the lion roars beneath the
trees. We will drag the very crocodile out of the
Ganges, where it flows at the foot of the Himalayas. The paper carp shall flutter high above the
city of London. Today Berlin, tomorrow Moscow, and snowy Siberia shall soon be in our hands.
Our grandchildren shall raise a monument to us
in a Chicago purged of gangsters. And when our

.

time Comes to Cross the Styx, we will wrestle with
the Shades themselves."
"26th May: Since our landing, the enemy has
had command of the air. It has been a tragic 3
months. During that period the enemy airplanes
have dominated the skies over our lines appearing sometimes as often as ten times a day and
never less than three times, either by daylight or
at night. Many of us were exasperated to the
pitch of cold fury at this and were thirsting for
vengeance.
"3d August: We were the target for a mammoth air raid for the second time since landing
in New Guinea. We were boiling over with rage
and resentment but there was nothing we could
do about it."
All this, and more, is accompanied by pieces of
factual evidence from more objective sources. In
one instance a United States missionary at Hollandia describes the progressive demoralization of
the Japanese troops under air attack and notes
that they were particularly apprehensive of P-38
attacks. "The troops always appeared to be on
edge and at the slightest suspicion of an alarm
were ready to run into the air raid shelters." Another example is a copy of an air defense regulation issued by a Japanese infantry regiment at
Maffin in April 1944. This contains the signifiCant admission that "the loss of fighting Spirit is
in proportion to air raids, and the lowering of
fighting power in this way is remarkable."

3. Offemsive Phase
a. Fear of air raids.-Tlie Allied air offensive
was getting into high gear and there were big
plans ahead. The Japanese were not unaware
of what the big bombers were doing to Germany
and were trying to prepare their people for harder
times. Reports like those quoted above were
drifting home from the various fronts-all were
filled with the terrifying news of the air war.
The exaggerated success claims of a few months
ago were now alternating with gloomier warnings of the gravity of the Pacific war situation in

Japanese propaganda for the home front, since
the early triumphs of the Far East war would
seem to have encouraged a facile optimism in the
Japanese public, which the Government was anxious to quench. The following article appeared in
the popular Japanese weekly newspaper Mainichi,
in October 1943:
"The fierce and bitter air and sea battle in the
Solomon Islands area has already been going on
for more than a year since 7 August 1942, when
the United States Army turned to the offensive at
Tulagi on Florida Island and at Guadalcanal
Island. In these savage Parts, sparsely populated,
sweltering and pestilential, the most melancholy
fighting in the history of warfare is being carried
on day and night without respite; it is getting
daily more melancholy and the war in the South
Pacific, around the Solomons and New Guinea
is already entering into an extremely important
phase.
"I was serving as a war correspondent in the
South Pacific area for over 6 months, and I could
not help deplore the fact that, in spite of the withdrawals from Guadalcanal and from Part of New
Guinea, with the resultant strategic change in the
war situation, the majority of the people at home
in Japan still continued in happy recollection of our
lightning advance in the first six months of the
war and in fond dreamings on the rebuilding of
the Southern regions. Recently, especially since
tlie death of Admiral Yamamoto, the people have
begun, with amazement, to feel serious anxiety regarding the grave situation in the South Pacific,
but I think there are still numerous individuals
who have not realized the strategic significance of
the area as the great decisive battlefield of the war.
"Before the war, many people, in considering
Pacific strategy, thought chiefly in terms of the
strengths of the rival navies and of their struggle
for more and more advanced operations bases. It
was from this point of view that they spoke of the
three routes across the Pacific. But at present, the
first condition for advance in the Pacific is the advance of tlie air forces, in other words, of air bases;

air power is now the most powerful factor in naval
operations. America quickly realized this, and
changed to a strategy of advance by island-hopping.
Glance at a map with such a strategy in mind and
you will See that the only great route across the
Pacific is the chain of islands scattered from Hawaii
through Samoa, the Fijis and the Solomons to New
Guinea. Looking at the Solomons and eastern
New Guinea in the light of this information, you
will clearly See their connection with our communication lines in the Southern areas. These
communication lines are internal; consequently
they are of decisive importance for us. Consider,
for example, the distribution, diversion, shuttling
to and fro of our forces to repel each and every
attack by an enemy who is operating on external
lines, or consider the exchange of materials between the occupied areas and our homeland, and
you will understand that the effect on our lines of
communication of the approach of enemy air bases
must on no account be lightly dismissed.
"Moreover, since June 1943, the United States
Army has moved forward in the Solomons, from
Guadalcanal northwest to New Guinea, Vella Lavella and other islands, and in New Guinea it has
landed at Hopoi, northeast of Lae and elsewhere;
thus it is attempting a pincer movement against
New Britain, New Ireland and the other islands
of the Bismarck Archipelago. The Bismarcks,
with their good bases such as Rabau1 and Kavieng,
have a strategic value which is of decisive importance in the Pacific operations, especially in our
internal-lines type of operations. During the past
year, we have maintained a strategic defensive in
the north and in the south, meanwhile striving to
strengthen and organize the areas in Greater East
Asia which we have acquired since the beginning
of the war, and inflicting cruel losses on the enemy
by intercepting his frantic offensives. But the enemy, trusting to his abundant productive power
and counting on making himself felt through sheer
weight of metal, through a veritable deluge of firepower, is still planning offensives, and our side,
which has the disadvantage of being further from

its bases than the enemy and so having to work
under diflicult supply conditions, is carrying on the
bloody struggle night and day with but scant forces.
Considering the strategic importance of the South
Pacific and the situation which at present obtains
there, one realizes that Japan is now entering into
a phase of the war in which it will be decided
whether she is to survive or go under.
"The control which air power now exercises over
the fortunes of war and the resulting revolution in
South Pacific strategy, have brought about a revolutionary change in the fundamental nature of
war itself.
"The rapid development of the capacity of aircraft and the rapid increase in their power have
made Speed the ruling factor in every field of
warfare. Tremendous attrition of men and material~creates the necessity for its urgent and mass
replacement; an instant's delay may spell defeat.
Thus the rapid forward movement of based air
power comes to control the situation, and thus
again the rapid construction of airfields comes to
an important factor-swiftness in civil engineering
work comes to determine the fortunes of war.
The United States, mobilizing its abundant civil
engineering machinery, is constructing airfields
with great rapidity in the middle of the jungles,
in valleys between the hills, etc. T o add to the
seriousness of the situation in the South Pacific,
the fall of Italy through the action of the Badoglio
regime, has had the effect of shifting the Center
of gravity of the world war a good way eastward.
"Neither the idle-spectator attitude that 'the decisive battle is not yet,' nor any other form of
facile optirnism can now be tolerated. The whole
people without exception must now get to their
action Stations and exert all their efforts in the
prosecution of the war. They must keep on
fighting even if it means going without food and
without drink. They must win through to victory at all costs."
A responsible informant who left Japan the latter Part of 1943 indicated that the threat of an

air war agninst the homeland was inducing feverish preparations for protection. H e said:
"According to my observations, Japanese civilians are living in dread of bombardment by the
Americans. The attack of 18 April 1942, liad
very little or nothing to do with this, but the impossibility of further advances, the attacks on
cities in China and especially the devastating effect
of Anglo-American air raids on Germany, as described by Japanese newspaper correspondents in
Berlin, has caused the Japanese to realize that
they are not as invultlerable as they were led to
believe by their leaders.
"Continuous air drills, the digging of trenches
or shelters in the streets in recent months and
prior to that the obligation imposed on owners or
tenants of houses to construct air raid shelters in
connection with their dwellings, has brought the
air menace to the consciousness of almost every
Japanese.
"Among civilians in general there is much talk
as to when foreign aeroplanes will come to Japan
and on the occasion of the anniversary of the
attack of 18 April 1942, the Japanese generally
expected another attack, in line with their own
psychology. Many Japanese who have connections in the country, and who are not otherwise
prevented by the authorities from leaving the
cities, remove to the coiintry at the earliest opportunity because of tlie feeling of danger from air
attacks. Recent radio announcements by spokesmen of the army and navy have stressed the danger of air raids in an endeavor to prepare the
population for the evil day."
An excellent and unusually frank appreciation
of the Situation confronting Japan was published
in the Japanese Press in December 1943 by a
Lieutenant Colonel Akiyama Kunio :
<<
The enemy is driving on our bases. Between
the Casablanca and Quebec Conferences America
concentrated her mzin forces in tlie European theater of war, but recently, owing to the stubborn
resistance of the Japanese troops, she has concentrclted the greater part of her Navy in the South

Pacific and around Hawaii, and also increased her
Army and Air Forces. In the Southwest Pacific
there are altogether about 30 Australian and American Divisions, and 3,000 airplaes. Their object
is to obtain some stronghold from which they can
attack the mainland of Japan. Since last August
when the Americans captured the Japanese base of
Guadalcanal, they have never slackened their
offensive against Japan, and they have captured
such islands as Rendova, New Georgia, Kolombangara, and Vella Lavella. In New Guinea, since
the capture of Buna, the eliemy have ceaselessly
attacked us, making seaborne landings in our rear
and capturing Lae and Salamaua, and using two
divisions to attack Finschhafen. Their main objective is Rabaul, the largest Japanese air base,
which is the sliield of our combined fleet.
"Why are the Japanese forces compelled to retreat, even though the decisive objective of Australia is near at hand? Have the Japanese forces
becoine weak, or the enemy strong? These are
the questions whicli are exercising ~oo,ooo,ooopeople in Japan. In the Solomons the enemy shipping
can move freely and they can land at any place
they wish. This is due to the enemy command of
the sea, which has been obtained as the result of
a gigantic air force. On the other hand not even
a Single Japanese ship can approach the decisive
ba:tle area. We have made several desperate attempts to rusli ships through to the threatened area
of the Southwest Pacific, but unfortunately all our
ships have been sent to the bottom of the sea before
they could arrive at their destination. Although
the fighting Spirit of our soldiers is still very high,
even before they can come to grips with the enemy
their supply line has been cut behind them. Our
men are fighting in the most difficult area in the
world, and although they are growing vegetables
for their own use, their staple diet of rice must be
imported by ship, and the sea belongs to the enemy.
On Guadalcanal our men would See the enemy
seated with luxurious foods and even though they
were sometimes without rice for 10 or 20 days at
a time, they saw two or three enemy transports

have air supremacy. This fact has become evident. Whether it be a battleship or a row boat,
it absolutely cannot move in seas over which the
enemy is supreme in the air; and this applies to
night time as well as in daylight. As you know,
the Prince of Wales and the Reptllse, without any
air Cover from their fighters, came hulking out
into seas where Japan held air supremacy. At that
time both Britain and America thought that battleships were unsinkable by airplanes, but they were
at once knocked out by our air force.
"What follows from this? When troops land
on an island that will not afford self-support, supplies of munition and food must be transported
there by ship. But if we have lost air supremacy, it
becomes absolutely impossible to send them.
Within a week the troops that have landed will
be without supplies and so it is clear that they
cannot carry On. Thus when the defense of the
island gives way, the enemy turns it into an airplane base; and so on with the next island. If
we cannot get supplies, tliat too collapses, till ultimately we are routed from island to island. Such
are the conditions manifest in this 'island hopping'
warfare. Accordingly, if we intend to keep an
island, we must absolutely hold air supremacy.
How to win in air warfare is the gravest problem
confronting us at present.
"Furthermore, the Americans are very quick in
constructing airfields. All that is required is to cut
down the trees in a plantation and they use a
machine called a 'bulldozer' which levels tlie trees
and the mounds just like a chiselplane. One machine does the work of a thousand men, so that 70
machines with 20 drivers were as eficient as 20,000
men working from morning till night. A prisoner said to me: 'In making airfields, you Japanese require a lot of men; we only need 207."
A Chinese Student who left Japan during the
latter Part of 1943 after graduating in Economics
at a Japanese University gave an account of conditions in Japan to an accredited war correspondent
at Chunking. It represents an unusually good

appreciation of the state of Japanese morale at that
time:
"I have just returned from Japan via Korea,
Manchuria, and North China in spite of considerable difficulties. I visited Tokyo, Yokohama,
Kobe, Osaka, and other main cities, thus putting
the finishing touches to my picture of the situation
inside Japan gained during 2 years of intimate contact with the Japanese.
"Liberal Japanese of my acquaintance shared
my impression that heavy bombing of Japan
would be most effective and might cause surprisingly favorable results for the Allies because there
is now the possibility of a complete and definite
collapse of the people's trust in the Government
and the army. The first wave of the crisis in
confidence developed strongly last year, affecting
all Strata of the population. Since the American
capture of Attu which marked the end of the popular belief in final Japanese victory, and in the
safety of the Japanese island, the danger of air attack has dominated everybody's imagination. It
is only since then that people became fully aware
that the Government's oft repeated guaractee that
the Japanese homeland will never be directly attacked is spurious. The resultant crisis in confidence was deepened when people realized how
pathetically inadequate their air defenses were. It
is now popularly known that Tokyo's shallow subway will not afford protection against heavy
bombs. Other cities are without shelters and
those built, in spite of a severe shortage of construction materials, including steel, cement and
even timber, are most inadequate. Japanese correspondents in Germany have described the havoc
wrought by Allied bombers in German cities,
which are known to be much more solidly built
than Japanese towns, and have followed up
lengthy and realistic descriptions of attacks with
Stern warning to the Japanese people to intensify
their own ARP measures. The people's reaction
is 'What can we do when the authorities do nothing? Our cities will be simply wiped out.' Similarly, the Government's attempt to harden people's

nerves and prepare them against panic are having
only negative results. I myself know families
who would not allow their children to go far
from home on sunny days last summer when
everybody constantly expected air raids.
"The danger of air raids is freely and constantly
discussed in the secrecy of family circles and fear
is undisguised among friends in universities, factories, and practically all circles where one can talk
frankly. Everyone is expecting these raids to materialize during the coming summer and the Government is making desperate attempts to allay
popular fears and demands for protection by impressing them with the necessity for a supreme
effort in strengthening defenses and increasing the
output of munitions. The Government insists that
these supreme efforts will completely change the
situation in favor of Japan by September 1944.
Under the influence of these promises the curve of
confidence of these gullible people in their Government was again rising when I left the country.
The confidence problem may be said to be entirely centered on home defenses, much more
than on military developments in conquered areas,
about which the people are more or less ignorant.
If Allied bombings of Japan take place before the
defense and construction programs finish next
September, the hollowness of the Government's
promises will be at once exposed and a sudden revulsion of feeling of the badly tried and already
shaken people may have far-reaching effects on
morale and the war effort.
"lt is already clear that the present program for
improved home defense is inadequate and will not
avail against a determined air offensive. It is
planned to build many shelters in and around
big cities, but the eventual results seem doubtful
and the Government has so far done nothing to
reduce the danger of disastrous fires by cutting fire
lanes across the crowded districts of wooden
houses, like the Chunking authorities did at the
early Stages of the war. The much advertised
modern methods of impregnating wooden houses
with fire-resisting chemicals remains on Paper, and

while it is true that new factories have recently
been built outside many city areas, no old factories
have been dispersed from the city Centers, where
they afford an ideal target for bombers. The
greatest emphasis is laid on fire fighting and all
civilians, even women, are .forced to train for 2
hours every morning from 5 a. m. to 7 a. m., but
the primitive methods used are characterized by
the fact that the authorities are giving prizes to
those who are able to throw water highest out of
buckets!
"I have watched Japan from below, living among
ordinary Japanese people and believe me Allied
bombings would have a surprisingly large effect
on the overstrained people whose entire attention is
now focused on the defense of their lives against
air raids. I do not believe for a moment that air
raids will have the opposite effect of stimulating
hatred and fighting Spirit. For that, the war has
already lasted too long, and demanded too much
of them."
When the evacuation ship Gripsholm returned
from the Far East to the United States in December
1943, passengers confirmed the apprehension under which the Japanese were living-apprehension
of coming air raids. The following is a partial
Summary of their Statements:
"Evidence is overwhelming that the oficial attitude in Japan regarding the possibilities of air raids
has undergone a complete reversal in the past year.
At the time of the outbreak of the war the people
were told that air raids might be expected, but h a t
attemyts would fail because the strategic defenses
were impregnable, after a few months, when
no hostile air raids had been attempted, the original complete nightly black-outs were relaxed and
it was interpreted by the people and not contradicted by authority, that lack of raids proved that
the enemy knew how good the defenses were and
so would never attempt bombing.
"The recent picture in 1943 shows that the 06cials are now doing their best to condition the
people for future air raids which they feel are
inevitable. Newspaper and magazine articles

have been published giving all the gruesome details
and personal accounts of their correspondents
about the Allied air attacks on Berlin. The people
could not fail to remember that Berlin was supposed to be invincible from the air. Further, high
officials have stressed in recent Speeches and broadcasts that the people must be prepared for air raids.
They state that the Allied air forces indulge deliberately in blind boinbing and indiscriminate bombing of helpless civilian populations. Coupled with
this has been an increase in air defense measures,
especially in the cities. The chief reaction to this
has been to give the population a strong sense of
apprehension and fear of impending destructive
raids especially in the urban areas.
"The official plan is to arouse the apprehensions
of the people and to require them to'cooperate in
the frequent drills. This is not only for the purpose of air raid defense, but also to increase the
people's willingness to aid the war program.
From the oacial emphasis put upon the bombings
of women, children, and defenseless civilians, it
appears to be part of a definite plan to stir up
hatred of the enemy and to play upon the patriotism of the people to secure a higher degree of
unification of effort and a more ready acceptance
of, and cooperation with oacial programs for
tightening the war economy.
"The Chinese attitude toward the possibility of
air raids is very clearly defined. They are so
thoroughly sick of Japanese occupation that they
will welcome anything that is detrimental to the
Japanese. This is reflected in their stubbornness
and refusal to cooperate with Japanese instituted
air defense measures except under pressure, and it
may be expected that the Chinese will endure
bombing philosophically.
"Both the French and the Annamite populations
in Indo-China on the whole would welcome air
raids, thougli the reactions of each would be different. In the few instances of strategic bomb
ings of northern cities the French accepted raids
philosophically. On the other hand, the Annamites were very readily thrown into a panic

and attempted to leave and remain away from
places liable to bombing."
The following is Part of a talk entitled "I as a
Man," delivered to home listeners by a Dr. Muneo
Takeo, Doctor of Science, over Tokyo Radio on
17 April 1944:
"The newspapers indicate that the government
considers the Situation grave. This year, students
are being employed for production work. It is
planned that students even in professional and scientific studies, are to sacrifice themselves for the
Sake of production.
"I have a limited field of work, but even in this
I know of certain shortcomings. I am surprised
at the composure of the other scientists. A certain industrialist friend of mine is interested in
retaining a monopoly of his goods, rather than releasing his interests to the government. Another
industrialist is working on a small scale, since he
feels that he would lose money if he were to expand to meet all government requirements. With
these men thinking of profit first, I hardly know
what to say at a time when there is a need for
more effort in production.
"The victories in the Greater East Asia War are
due to the peerless military forces of Japan, who
have sacrificed everything for their nation. If
they had been armed with the best equipment, the
losses of Japan would have been only half as
great, and conquests would have reached as far
as Australia.
"Then, one wonders how a strong military force
such as ours is on the defensive, and why we have
fears of the imminence of bombings and raids.
Two or three days ago, while going to Tokyo by
train, I overheard people talking of the war as
being a scientific war, which you listeners in the
Greater East Asia sphere probably agree with.
Should the negroes of America not be counted, the
mobilization rate of America and Japan is probably the Same. It is said that the American soldiers
are weaker than the Chinese soldiers.
"The reason our soldiers have had to engage
in a drawn-out war with the Americans is due to

the use of scientific equipment. No matter how
strong our troops are, they cannot overcome a
cannon-ball.
"Though our scientific research is not as advanced as in America or in England, we should
not give as an excuse that we have had no time for
preparation. We must produce more war material, for more words are useless. There is no one
willing to say we can produce as much as Britain
and America and it would be difficult to produce
even half as much as they. Thus, we must produce superior goods, but even that is uncertain.
This is probably due to the backwardness of our
scientists.
"With the great disparity in ratio in aircraft and
shipping, favoring America and Britain, the
strength of men is of no avail. The Situation is
rapidly getting serious. This war is different from
wars of the past. The nation must work with the
military in striving for victory, by its production
and scientific efforts. We must win by the sinking
of a cruiser with a destroyer, of 30,000 troops with
~o,oooof our soldiers, of a carrier with a few aircraft. If we still cannot win, it will be the fault
of the people at home, and not that of the frontline soldiers."
b. The Gilbert and Marshall Islands campaign.-The Japs had good reason tobe concerned.
What had been their outermost areas of advance
had turned into an outside perimeter of defense
and it was all in our hands.
Now they souglit frantically to reinforce a second
interior line and they counted on making the cost
of each coral atoll so prohibitive that we would be
forced to consume many years in bringing their
home islands within range of our strategic
bombardment.
Next on our program of advance were the Gilbert and Marshall Islands in the Central Pacific
and the Japanese plan was to make Tarawa,
where the Marines sustained relatively high casualties, the Pattern of offensive. In December
1943, our fighters and bombers were taking off
from newly won Makin in the Gilberts to strike

at the Marshalls and from that time on these
islands were under constant attack. In the latter
Part of January and early February 1944 our landings took place in the Marshalls and as we gradually moved in and captured more key islands, air
retaliation by the enemy was kept at a low level
by our establishment of an aerial blockade of the
atolls still help by the Japanese.! Our aircraft
struck at planes and airfields in these islands and
in the Carolines further West and the air armada
droned over closer to the heart of the Empire.
The earlier drain on Japanese air strength from
this and other areas to Support the ill-fated Solomon and New Guinea defenses was beginning to
pay off dividends-for us. Commander Nakajima of the Japanese Planning Staff of the Combined Fleet Sums it UD:
"You ask me why didnyt we put more air
strength into the Marshalls when we knew you
would land there? Well, to a certain extent we
did increase aircraft strength by sending in the
24th Flotilla, but other commitments such as Rabau1 and the Solomons where attrition of air
strength was very severe made it impossible to
send real air rekforcements to the Marshalls.
Furthermore, the decision had been made that
we would make a supreme effort to hold the
strong defense line through the Marianas, Palau
and New Guinea including Truk, for the defense
of which we were training and forming new air
units in Japan. We were reluctant to use up this
air strength for the defense of obviously lost territory."
Captain Miyazaki, Commanding Officer of the
4th Air Squadron at Rabaul said:
"The constant drain on plane reinforcements
from the Marshalls and Gilberts and from Truk to
Rabaul had a very serious effect on our efforts to
stop your drive across the Central Pacific. It
greatly weakened the Marshall-Gilbert area."
Our previous successes at sea with the consequent losses of Japanese carriers, kept the remaining Japanese naval elements out of the area. Cap-

tain Ohmae and Commander Yarnamoto declared
flatly :
"In the Marshall-Gilbert campaign we were unable to Support the islands because we were afraid
to risk a fleet action without air cover."
By July 194 our forces were in position to Start
the final right and left punches to the four home
islands. General McArthur was Set to move to the
Philippines and the Central Pacific Forces under
Admiral Nimitz's command were sweeping into
the Marianas. In June, the newly formed Far
Eastern Air Forces had flown the first B-29 combat
night mission against the main Jap islands from
bases in China. The Eleventh Air Force completed the merry-go-round with attacks on the
northern Kuriles and the Japs were wondering
how to disperse their forces.
C. Saipan as the ttcrning point of the war.Saipan, in the Marianas, however, was the big target and the threat of occupation was obvious.
From there, the Superfortress B-2g's, the successors of the one that had been test-flown in Seattle
way back in 1942, could ride to Japan and back,
and supplying them with bombs and fuel would
be infinitely easier at Saipan than in China. In
fact, the threat was so great that the Japanese fleet
came out of hiding. It was discovered West of
Guam, and our carriers attacked it on June 19th.
The ensuing battle of the Philippine Sea was another in the series of naval engagements in which
all of the contact was from the air and in which
Japan's fleet was defeated. The enemy lost 428
planes, including those hit on the ground on Marianas bases in accompanying side action. Jap ship
losses were 17 sunk or damaged, while the United
States Fleet lost 122 aircraft and 72 men. The
Marines and Army Ground Forces, overcoming
fanatical resistance on Saipan itself, secured final
surrender of the island on 8 July 1944.
We had won Saipan. Saipan, the first of Pacific Island bases from which the Superforts would
wreck Japan. Wreck its industry, its transportation, its morale. They would also mine the waters
around Japan and what shipping could sneak

through the established sea and air blockade would
die at the front doorstep. Admiral Nagano was
right. He said: "When we lost Saipan we realized
'Hell is on us, this is terrible'."
Many of the better informed Japanese military
and political leaders have been asked what they
consider to be the real turning point of the war;
the point which left no last shadow of a lingering
doubt about how the war was going to end. Many
turning points of varying degrees of seriousness
turned up in the answers, but there is practical
unanimity about Saipan being the last straw.
Prince Higashi-Kuni, Army General, member
of the Supreme War Council and Commander in
Chief of Home Defense Headquarters:
"The war was lost when the Marianas were
taken away from Japan and when we heard the
B-29's were coming out. We were informed by
foreign cable that the B-zg's were in production in
the United States and were told that they flew at
the rate of 600 kilometers per hour at 13,000 meters
high. We had nothing in Japan that we could use
against such a weapon. From the point of view
of the Home Defense Command, we felt that the
war was lost and said so. If the B-29's could come
over Japan, there was nothing that could be done."
Captain Ohara: "It was the opinion of most 06Cers that the loss of the aircraft carriers during the
summer of 1942 stopped our expansion because we
did not have air cover any more. However, we
thought that we could hold-the areas we. still occupied. When we lost Saipan, we felt very badly
because we did not expect to lose it. I think it
was the main turning point."
Lieutenant General Kawabe, Deputy Chief of
the Army General Staff: "When I returned to
Tokyo in August 1944, the feeling in army circles
was that the loss of the Marianas was a great blow.
The loss of Saipan and, at the Same time, the
matter of the defense of the homeland really became serious matters. That was the general idea
within the army."
Admiral Yonai, Premier and Navy Minister in
the Koiso Cabinet, JuIy 194, Navy Minister in

the Suzuki Cabinet, April 1945: "To be vcry frank,
I think the turning point was the start. I felt
from the beginning that there was no chance of
success. Once the.war had started I would pick
either Midway or our retreat from Guadalcanal
as the turning point, after which I was certain
there was no chance for success. Later On, of
Course, it was the loss of Saipan followed by Leyte
and I felt that was the end."
Rear Admiral Takata, Deputy Chief of Military
Affairs, Navy Ministry: "We realized at the time
you took Saipan that you were taking it for the
primary purpose of bombing Japan out of the war.
We knew that from then on the war was going to
be pretty tough. We realized that with the destruction of our industrial capacity, our production would naturally drop to practically Zero;
but our one hope was that, if we could destroy the
invasion fleet when it came to actually land in
Japan-although even then we could not actually
win the war-we could hold out indefinitely for
any number of years."
Captain Ohmae explains it in a series of progressive calamities: "It became evident to the
Naval General Staff that failure was inevitable at
various points. As for myself, after Coral Sea and
Midway I still had hope; and after Guadalcanal in
the latter Part of 1942 I felt we could not win,
only that we would not lose. After the Marianas
we had IittIe chance. After Okinawa, it was all
over."
Fleet Admiral Nagano: "I consider the loss of
Saipan as the critical turning point of the war
and a very serious blow to Japan. Your acquisition of the island, in addition to opening the way
for direct contact with the Philippines and China,
served as a base for direct air attacks upon Japan
proper."
Prince Konoye: "After Saipan it became even
clearer to me that a successful termination of the
war was impossible. Certain people began to take
steps to lay the preparation for the termination of
the war and started to work on the Emperor. The
army people had nothing to do with it and such

negotiations had to be carried on in the strictest
secrecy because the situation was such that it was
at the risk of one's life to do anything like that.
"Some of the people involved were the present
Foreign Minister Yoshida and Admirals Yonai
and Okada. They were all men of the upper rank
who carried on these activities and they were principally afraid of some sort of communistic uprising.
"From the loss of Saipan on they foresaw that
air raids would be intensified which would result
possibly in the breakdown of the morale of the
people and also in a complete isolation of Japan
from the rest of the world by blockade.
"The group I mentioned brought about the fall
of the Tojo Cabinet just after the loss of Saipan
and the substitution of Koiso as Premier. The
stipulated objective was to bring about a conclusion
to the war. Unfortunately the situation was such
that they couldn't do it."
Vice Admiral Miwa: "The operations of American submarines against our shipping was a very
important reason for your winning the war, but
perhaps not the most important. That, was your
aircraft strength. In the last months the B-29's
did great damage. Our war was lost with the loss
of Saipan. I feel it was a decisive battle. The loss
of Saipan meant you could cut off our shipping
and attack our homeland."
Vice-Admiral Weneker, German Naval Attache
in Tokyo during the war adds his observation of
Japanese reaction:
"Saipan was really understood to be a matter of
life and death. About that time they began telling
the people the truth about the war. They began
preparing them for wliatever must happen. Before that, they had been doing nothing but fooling
the people."
d. Tlie immediate and long range eflects of air
supremacy in the Leyte and other Philippine
Zslands operations.-Events moved fast after that.
Our forces invaded Guam on 20 July and Tinian
on 23 July. By 9 August organized resistance had
ceased on both islands and some more B-29 bases
were in the making. While the airfields were

.

being prepared on these two islands and on Saipan,
General MacArthur made the final plunge to the
Philippines. On 20 October 1944, Allied forces
landed on Leyte and the campaign to recapture
the Philippines was under way. It was a sad aflair
for the Japanese although they fought like demons
to keep us out. The war in the air was again the
dominating factor.
According to Admiral Toyoda:
"Considering the Leyte Gulf operatim as a
whole-the movements of Admiral Nishimura's
force through Surigao and Admiral Kurita's
through San Bernardino and the employment of
Admiral Ozawa in the north-the primary cause
for our lack of success was our weakness in the
air. To that I wish to add that Part of our failure
was also due to the pilots under Admiral Ozawa
being insuficiently trained."
Lieutenant General Arisue was surprised:
"The landing at Leyte came as a surprise, and
since our forces were concentrated in Mindanao
and Luzon we were at a disadvantage. We made
a finish fight with our navy and air forces and
tried to make a finish fight with the army, but
only a part of our army forces in the Philippines
could be transported to Leyte. We reinforced it
as much as we could. The naval air force was
practically wiped out and had to be completely
reorganized after the Philippines campaign. Not
many planes were sent there after the Allied landings began on Luzon. The reason so many planes
were captured on the ground in Luzon must have
been lack of fuel or Parts. Those who know the
situation at that time state that many planes
rnight have been unable to move due to the vigorous attacks of the United States Air Forces.''
Rear Admiral Koyanagi, Chief of Staff to Admiral Kurita (CinC of the Second Fleet during
the naval battles in June and October 1944)~
observed:
"The decisive factor in breaking up our attempt
to destroy your landing forces in Leyte Gulf was
the severeness of the American air attack and
very poor cooperation on the Part of our own

landbased planes. It was very dificult to gain
cooperation between the fleet and land-based
planes."
Commander Mori, Staff oscer of the 5th Fleet,
summoned it up neatly:
"The main reason for the Japanese failure in
the Philippines in October 1944 was the lack of
an eficient air force, inefficiency in aircraft search,
shortage of fuel, and the strength of your forces
against which we were not strong enough and
could not make any substantial attack."
Lieutenant General Kawabe said:
"Between September 1944 and January 1945,
practically all the planes that were sent to reinforce
the Philippines were wiped out.' The United
States were simply numerically superior to the
Japanese air strength. For example, during the
Leyte campaign, I don't know whether they were
shore based or carrier based, but numerically the
United States air strength finally got the uppermost of the Japanese."
At this point of the war, the major life-lines to
the homeland were in jeopardy. Oil, one of the
principal causes of the war was about to stay where
it had been coming from or get sunk en route.
The importance of getting oil to the Japanese war
machine and the repercussions from the failure to
get it is evident from the following:
Lieutenant General Wakamatsu, General Stafl
Officer and Vice Minister of the War Ministry in
July 1945:
"I think the supply of oil was the cause of war
as far as Japan was concerned. The military began
to feel that the supply from their sources in the
south would be cut off and in that case war with
America was inevitable. The worst Part of our
entire supply program was the oil supply. Japan
tried to,stop the war with China but the events in
the interim didn't come to a conclusion. Japan
was much worried about all the oil it was spending
in China as there was only I year's supply on hand
(1941). When the inevitable war came with
Russia or the United States, they would use this

year's supply to wage war and meanwhile would
capture southern oil areas."
Vice Admiral Hoshina, Chief of Supply Bureau
of the Navy Department until May 1945. From
then on Chief of the Naval Affairs Bureau of the
Navy Department :
"The final thing that touched off the war between Japan and the United States was the stopPage of oil imports. Without them, Japan could
not survive. They could not carry on the war with
China or swvive as a country. Also cut off were
rubber and bauxite, both badly needed items.
When they received the ultimatum from the
United States on 26 November 1941, Japan decided she could no longer exist as a nation."
Admiral Toyoda then speaks of the woeful lack
of resources available to Japan and which would
be inadequate in a war effort against the United
States. Hence, the expansion to the south. The
production effort of Japan was very weak compared to that of the United States and he states
the following reasons:
"It is dificult to point to any one thing as the
reason for failure in production because there are
many, and each, I think, operates to affect the
others more or less in a vicious circle; but if I have
to narne one, I would point out lack of raw material~and natural resources. It was, of Course,
impossible to supply our production plants with
raw materials from Japan proper, China, and
Manchuria. That was evident from the first; and
it was for that reason that our army and navy
extended their insuficient forces over such a
broad area, along battle lines out of all proportion
to our strength in men, in order to obtain raw
materials from the south. But, as it turned out,
that was simply taking in too much territory with
the strength that we had in that area.
"Then, we couldn't get those raw materials to
our country from the south, principally because
we did not have a suflicient number of ships to
begin with, and such as we had, suffered heavy
damage owing to your submarine and air action.
"I think the biggest cause of fall in production,
I

especially in aircraft and air material, was the
effect of your bombing on the domestic plantsfactories in Japan proper; but as regards the effects on our war strength on the whole, I think
the greatest effect was felt after all by the lack of
ships and consequent inability to bring material
from the south."
The consequences of the collapse of these supply lines manifested itself in many ways. As one
example, Admiral Toyoda cites the following:
"The fleet situation became very acute early in
1945. Our surface units were restricted even as
to their training activities, and any large-scale operation requiring heavy supplies of fuel became almost out of the question. On 7-8 April 1945,
when the battleship "Yamato" was sent with a
dozen or more destroyers into Okinawa, we questioned whether there was a 50-50 chance. Even
in getting that squadron together we had a very
diflicult time getting the necessary 2,500 tons of
fuel oil together, but it was felt that, even if there
was not a 50-50 chance, nothing was to be gained
by letting those ships lie idle in home waters, and
besides it would have been contrary to the tradition
of the Japanese Navy not to have sent them, even
though we could not clearly perceive that they had
a 50-50 chance of success. That is how acute the
fuel situation was in the early Part of 1945."
Lieutenant General Tazoe, Chief of Staff, Air
General Army:
"The Leyte campaign was one of the major turning points of the war. All supplies to the north
were cut off. Sufficient oil had been coming from
the Netherlands Indies until the Leyte operations
but after that the bombers from Leyte which were
blockading the China coast depleted the fuel supply badly. No aviation gasoline was imported
from external sources since the beginning of 1945."
"And" adds Admiral Toyoda "the form of
force you were employing against Japan which
contributed most toward the depletion of Japan's
military resources for the continuation of hostilities was the cutting off of our supplies from the
south, principally through the loss of shipping

bottoms and the disruption of transportation
facilities in general."
Rear Admiral Takata:
"By the time you had taken Saipan and had
begun to land on Leyte, we realized fully that it
would be impossible for us to maintain a battle
fleet in Japanese waters subjected to bombing, and
when -the American fleet did come in close to
Japan that we would be unable to oppose it with
a full fleet of any strength. Therefore, realizing
that, we decided to commit our entire fleet to the
Leyte campaign and sent every available ship
down there with the knowledge that we would
lose most of it; but it was worth it if we could
prevent conquest of the Philippines because we
knew then we would be subjected to bombing
and be prevented from forming any organized
resistance. That is why we sent the full battle
fleet to oppose the invasion."
Major General Sanda, member of the Secretariate of the War Ministry in Tokyo, statedr
"In the summer of 1943 a plan was put into eff ect
to withdraw the artillery weapons from Manchuria
to equip and maintain divisions fighting in the
Pacific. The bulk of these weapons were finally
destined for Okinawa, Philippines, Iwo Jima, and
Japan. However, due to submarines and airplanes, much of this equipment was lost or not
delivered to proper destinations. For instance,
only one-fourth of that destined for Iwo Jima ever
arrived, most of the balance being sunk. Destruction from airplanes was definitely the most
eff ective.
"The sinkings created all kinds of shortages for
the troops, such as anti-tank ammunition, guns,
and tanks. In the Leyte campaign we only had a
total of 10 tanks on the island; and your air forces
knocked out 7 of them before they could be used.
All this forced us to resort to 'human bombs9-men
who carried specially designed bombs-for an antitank weapon."
It is noteworthy to record the Japanese propaganda put out over the radio and by newspapers
starting 22 October which revealed the imminent

disaster United States Forces were facing in the
Philippines. One broadcast stated:
"Despite disastrous losses suffered at the hands
of Japanese airmen off Formosa, the United States
of America are compelled, for domestic and foreign
reasons, to launch the landings on the Philippines.
The United States venture, however, faces-imminent disaster as our army and navy will make the
most of this golden opportunity to crush the
enemy."
On the 25th of October, Domei, asserted:
"It is already clear that the United States invasion force is now completely bogged down in
the Leyte sector in his very first attempt at invasion
in the Philippines, with losses in men and materials moanting hourly to appalling proportions.
The only front on which the enemy still continues
unabated activities is that of propaganda. Enemy
propagandists claim, for instance, a 'complete command of the air' over the Philippines, where however, it is the Japanese and not the United States
aircraft that are flying at will."
The Indian traitor, Subhas Chandra Bose, who
on hearing the news of the Philippine landings,
reached a new high in optimism when he announced :
"I definitely believe the tide has turned against
the enemy."
e. T h e B-29's go to work-Egect on Japanese
war production and ability to continue the war.Now was the time for the big boys-the B-29'sto go to work. Our intelligence analysts rubbed
their hands with anticipation when they examined Japanese industry. Herc was no dispersed,
well-organized System like Germany's. They
knew that only a few vulnerable target areas had
to be obliterated before Japan would be on the
ropes. A study of her cities showed that the
wood and plaster buildings were a Set-up for area
incendiary bombing. Only 10 percent were
made of stone, brick, meta1 or reinforced concrete.
Many modern factories were hemmed in by
solid masses of flimsy workshops, the very homes
of the workers themselves. Peacetime conflagra-

tions had been frequent in Japan (for example,
during tlie 1923 earthquakes, 380,000 houses
burned down with a loss of 200,000 lives)" and
this had not been true of Gerrnany. Water s u p
plies, never adequate, were dangerously low for
large-scale.fighting. In addition, our experts discounted all talk about Japan's ability to survive
through her Manchurian industry alone. They
were convinced that once the heart of the Empire
had been gouged out, she was licked.
And then, what the Japs had feared most, came
to pass. On 24 November 1944, the first B-29
attack on Japan from the newly established base
on Saipan took place. That marked the beginning
of the period aptly described by Admiral Nagano
as "Hell is on us."
From that time On, high explosive and incendiary bombs, with increasing emphasis on the latter, rained down on Japan in accumulating quantities. There were few let-ups because of weather.
The type of weather that would have spoiled an
ordinary bombing mission was carried out just as
effectively by the use of radar which showed up
the targets for the bombardiers. (The B-29 airmen became so independent of weather and visual
bombing, that by July 1945, the record month of
B-29 effort, more than 75 percent of all bomb releases were by radar.) The Japs were indeed on
the road to hell. Rear Admiral Takata paid
tribute to the B-29's: "Superfortresses were the
greatest Single factor in forcing Japan's surrender.
These planes burned out Japan's principal cities, reduced military production by fully 50 percent and
affected the general livelihood of the Japanese
people."
From the time the B-29's started operating in
the Marianas until the end of the war in August
1945, they flew a total of 29,000 missions against
Japan and dropped 157,000 tons of bombs of which
52,000 tons were high explosive, 96,000 tons were
incendiaries and 9,000 tons were mines. The efOThc Japancsc havc stated that air attacks killed z60,ooo POplc, left g,zoo,ooo Iiomcless, and demolished or burncd down
2,210,000 houses.

fects of this cascade of destruction can best be described by the recipients:
Mr. Kameyama, Vice Minister of Welfare and
Head of the Labor Section starting February
I945 :
"American bombing attacks caused sevcre dislocations in the target areas which in turn resultcd
in a high degree of absenteeism and a consequent
slump in production. In bombed areas there was
a 60 perccnt decrease in production and lastcd
for 2 to 3 weeks after the attacks.
"By-products of the bombing attacks, in addition to the actual destruction which affected labor,
included the following:
"(a) Decentralization of factories which in turn
produced transportation difficulties and necessitated workers taking a longer time to and from
work and decreased their efliciency.
"(b) Contributed heavily to the inadequacy of
the food supply.
"(C) Produced material shortages, both through
destruction of material and disruption of freight
transportation, which resulted in workers idling
at their posts because of no materials to work
with."
Lieutenant General Kanaoka, Commanding
General 1st AA Division:
"From the defense point of view, plane factories
were your top priority, then essential war industry. Your selection of targets was excellent."
Lieutenant General Kawabe:
"At first there was no direct darnage from the
air bornbings of the main islands, but the bombings later had the effect of decreasing production.
One of the biggest things leading to the surrender was the bombing of industrial cities of
Japan.
"Your bombing of small industrial cities and the
use of fire bombs was very effective. Around the
end of the war-July and August-production of
airplanes had decreased 50 to 60 percent. That
period was the lowest because we were dispersing
our factories; we expected the production curve
to rise during September.

"To sum it up, in April 1945, when the B-29's
began attacking various small targets in Japan,
that is, when the precision bombing started, we
believed we would probably lose the war and in
any event we knew we could never win it; but
we never gave up the idea of continuing the fight,
using whatever Special attack planes we could manufacture and we intended to continue the fight
unto the very end, involving attacks against transports at landings even though it was very clear to
us that you could eventually destroy our industries
to tlie point where we could no longer win the
war."
Rear Admiral Takata :
"The fire bomb raids destroyed most of the
smaller factories making aircraft parts, thus causing serious losses in production. The many small
plants scattered over the cities which were destroyed caused serious loss in other material and
general production. Aircraft engine production
always lagged behind a Safe ratio to airframe production and was frequently numerically inferior
for individual types. Bombing attacks on engine
plants, therefore, were very effective in limiting
aircraft output and as B-29 raids become more
intensive, it became almost impossible to continue
production, so they started to transfer industry
underground which only had the effect of reducing
production further.
"But, the transfer of war plants underground
would have been completed in September, after
which higher production would have raised Japanese hopes. I do not know if the Americans
could have picked better targets than those chosen
as the targets they picked were very good. Of
the three forces, air, sea, and land, air, by a w>e
margin contributed most to the defeat of Japan."
Lieutenant General Endo, Chief of Aircraft
Bureau, Ministry of Munitions:
"After heavy American bombings began, en-*
gine production fell behind. Production of propellers, wheels and other parts was disrupted, but
machine tools destroyed by the bombings were
surprisingly few."

Lieutenant General Tazoe:
"It became apparent to me in March of 1945
that Japan could not win the war when the B-29's
wrought extensive damage, especially in the case
of small factories scattered throughout the cities."
Mr. Akabani, Secretary to Ministry of Commerce :
"The incendiary bombing of cities had a decided effect on aircraft production due to its
lowering of the morale and increasing the difficulties of living of the civilian workers, as well as the
actual destruction of facilities."
Admiral Toyoda:
"Reginning this year (1945)~I think the biggest
cause of the fall in production, especially in aircraft and air material, was the effect of your bombings on the factories in Japan proper. The point
that worried me most was the effect of this continued bombing on aircraft production. Whereas
the year before we were producing over 1,000
naval aircraft alone monthly, in July of this year
that production had fallen to around 600, and so
far as I could see, we were just about nearing the
end of our aviation fuel supply. I could not see
how we could possibly procure sufficient aviation
fuel after September; and since those two facts,
namely, fall in aircraft production and shortage
in aviation fuel, were largely due to your air raids,
we would naturally reacli the conclusion that, if
the air raids were to continue for months after
that, it would be impossible for us to continue the
war."
Mr. Motora, ex-President of Mitsubishi Heavy
Industries:
"The first bombings of Mitsubishi occurred on
13 December 1944 when the airplane engine factory at Nagoya was bombed and then again on 19
December 1944 when the airframe factory was
bombed. By April 1945, one-third of the production of Mitsubishi had been destroyed, and from
then on there was a general feeling of helplessness
and~h~~elessness.
"The Government never informed us of military operations in the field, but we gathered the

impression that matters were going badly by the
increased tempo of American bombing. Our
company did not think that Japan could win the
war because, despite increased production of fighter
planes, the B-29's kept coming in greater and
greater strength."
Mr. Kabayama, Publicity Bureau of the Foreign
Office in charge of Radio Monitoring:
"The B-29 was the main force that brought
about Japanysdefeat. Because of the B-29's the
factories were forced to disperse to the country.
We spent a lot of energy and power for that and
still were not able to do it successfully.
"During the last Stages of the war you started
broadcasting the names of the cities to be bombed
and it was very effective. Of Course, the small
planes from Iwo Jima, the P-51's etc., did some
damage but they were not very effective and the
people were not very much afraid of them. But
the night raids of the B-29's were something."
f. Further eflorts of the B-29's-Eflect
on
morde.-The results just described were principally attained during the last 5 months of the war
and started with the 9-10 March 1945 fire bombing mission where a radical departure from
previous procedures was made. Major General
LeMay ordered the B-29's to Start a series of maximum effort night incendiary attacks at bombing
altitudes of 5,000 to 8,000 feet. No armament or
ammunition would be carried and the size of the
Crews would be reduced.
The Japanese economy depended heavily on
home industries carried on in cities close to major
factory areas. By destroying the feeder industries,
the flow of vital parts could be curtailed and production disorganized. The morale of the people
themselves, their will and capacity to continue the
fight, would certainly not increase after a series of
fire raids. They were about to find out all about
total war which their groggy Axis Partner had
invented.
Tokyo, heavily defended, was the target for the
first of these missions. On the afternoon of 10
March, when the B-29's returned to the Marianas

the verdict became known. Pilots told how Tokyo
"caught fire like a forest of pine trees."
Tokyo radio screamed in agony:
"United States Army Air Forces attacks on
Tokyo are known among Japanese as 'blind' bombing or 'indiscriminate' air raids because nonmilitary business and residential districts have been the
targets of these attacks, while noncombatant civilians have been ruthlessly victimized. 'Blind' bombing or 'indiscriminateithese expressions have appeared in our oficial communiques but are now
regarded as a gross misnomer in describing the
enemy's savage attacks. It is now thought more
appropriate to call them 'slaughter' bombing, a
natural reflection of the growing popular indignation against their brutal bombing attacks.
"The man who invented and carried out the big
raids on Hamburg now directs the attacks on Japan
from the Marianas. A few nights ago he
repeated here in Tokyo what he had learned in
Germany. Owing to various unfavorable circumstances the storm of fire caused by incendiaries
swept whole districts, which were burned to the
ground; only here and there were blackened walis
of the rare stone buildings left standing. That
bright, starlit night will remain in the memory
of all who witnessed it. After the first incendiary
bombs fell, clouds formed and were lit up from
below with a pink light. From them emerged
Superfortresses, flying uncannily low above the
Centers of conflagration, which gradually spread.
A B-29 exploded before our eyes like a magnesium tracer bullet, almost over the Center of the
city. The fire-clouds kept creeping higher and
the tower of the Diet building stood out black
against the red sky. The city was as bright as at
sunrise; clouds of smoke, soot, even Sparks driven
by the storm, were flying over it. That night we
thought the whole of Tokyo was reduced to
ashes."
It was then thought advisable to depreciate the
long range effect and that any decisive results
could be secured by the attacks was unthinkable:
"If by any chance t b enemy
~
believed that he

could demoralize the Japanese people, he has made
This barrage of water built up with the help of
a big mistake. The Emperor of Japan, on the
the Tonari-Gumi (Neighborhood Associations)
morning of 18 March, deigned to pay an unexmay somehow prevent the fire from spreading
pected personal visit to the stricken districts of the
until the engine arrives."
Capital. He went on foot, exposing himself to
Another later Tokyo radio broadcast, still
the cold March wind. All the people, touched by
speaking of the 10 March raid, reported:
his sympathy, renewed their determination to
"The sea of flames which enclosed the residcnprosecute the war, saying: 'This is a sacred war
tial and commercial section of Tokyo was reminiscent of the holocaust of Rome, caused by thc
against the diabolical Americans.' Once a house
has been Set on fire, it cannot be fired a second
Emperor Nero."
time. Now we can fight with complete freedom,
While Tokyo radio was trying to make thc
Japanese and the world at large believe that the
since a heavy toll has been levied on us. Enemy
aircraft will Set many Japanese towns on fire but
fire raids were merely hardening the people's will
amidst the fires there will always be the more
to resist, the actual effects were far different. Mr.
indomitable flame of the just anger of ~oo,ooo,ooo Koizuma, Chief of the Police Bureau of the Home
Japanese. This is the source of our war strength.
Ministry, had this to say :
"Morale change was chiefly due to a loss of
Our fighting spirit which is already of steel, will
become harder, stronger and more acute through
certainty of victory, which grew through succesthis baptism of fire."
sive defeats into a loss of faith in government news,
The whole episode must have been extremely
then in government safeguarding civilians, and
embarrassing to the head of the fire-fighting sec- finally into a loss of faith in the military. Contion of Japan's police headquarters, because a few
trol measures within the purview of the police were
months previous he had issued some advice to the
largely measures dealing with rumors, fine and
Japanese people in a newspaper article:
imprisonment in a few cases, police visits, lectur"It is doubtless true" he stated "that our houses
ing and "converting" persons to whom rumors
of 'wood and paper' as foreigners term them, are were traceable.
at a disadvantage in air raids but with training
"United States leaflets grew in influence until
and Courage why should they be feared? Fire,
they were widely believed in June and July 1945
wherever it originates, will always run up the doors
and, coupled with bombing, were very effective,
of the paper walls to the ceiling. Provided it is
particularly those announcing forthcoming spethen prevented from going higher by a partition
cific bombings, and those giving truth in the news
of earth, tin, or even wood above the ceiling, it can
and pictures of prisoners of war and others in
be checked there with water. If, however, it
former Jap territory or detailing United States
brings the ceiling down and gets onto the roof, it
methods of occupation. Police reported a steady
at once spreads everywhere and the whole building drop in percentages of leaflets turned in, proof of
will be enveloped in flames."
their growing eff ectiveness.*
Then Comes some rather complicated advice:
*Most evidencc goes to show that lcaflet propaganda directed
"It is essential that inflammable articles be reagainst troops in the field was not as effective. Many capnired
soldiers testificd that front linc soldiers gencrally ignored the leafmoved from the houses. When the warning goes,
lets and laughed at them, although this attitude changed somewhat
doors and dividing walls must be taken down
in thc later stagcs of the war. The Japanese soldiers were told by
and cupboards cleared. If there is no time for
thcir superiors that all Amcricans were barbarians and consequcntly
leaflet propaganda concerning good United States treatment of
this, they should be forceably smashed in. If the
Japanese prisoners was largely disbelieved. One prisoner summed
fire is too great to permit entry, buckets of water
up the over-all cffect of the leaflcts as follows: 'The promise of
kind treatment was doubtcd and the men laughed outwardly about
should be thrown' from a neighboring house.

"Police surveys of absenteeism show it to be related directly to the bombings and to increase
from one period of survey to another after each
of the raids until in March approximately 25 perCent of males in factories in the Tokyo area, for
one example, were absentee."
Lieutenant General Kawabe :
"The dropping of pamphlets gave fear to many
of the population since some of the towns named
in the pamphlets were actually bombed."
Rear Admiral Takata:
"The dropping of pamphlets warning of irnpending raids caused conditions close to panic in
some of the cities."
Mr. Motora:
"Morale stood up as long as plants only were
bombed, but when home and towns were bombed
and deaths occurred in the families, absenteeism
increased and morale beame very low."
Dr. Kawai, chief Editorial writer of the Nippon
Times (holds B. A., M. A. and Ph. D. from Stanford University) :
"I do not think that the popular morale was ever
very high, even in IWI at the beginning. It was as
if the people were shocked by the Emperor's statements. I was surprised, as I expected to See bands,
parades, cheering and the like. But there was no
deep emotion. It was in striking contrast to the
Russo-Japanese war. The people had then been
taught to hate the Russians and to regard them as
enemies, so the war was popular. This time it was
a matter of indifferente and of shock. During the
first few months this feeling changed to one of
over-confidence as news of victories came in. But it
was not a spontaneous feeling, rather one whipped
up by propaganda. However, the over-confidence
did not last long. The people did not know the
true war news, but they began to feel the shortthe general contents of the leaflets. However, inside their hearts,
the men were wondering if the conditions described in the leaflets
were true."
A Japanese officer captured in Luzon and who had been well
veated by United States troops said indignantly: "The Japanese
Army is murdering the Japanese race by the lies they are telling
their people concerning the Progress of the war and the barbarism
of the Americans."

ages from the second year of the war On. There
was distinct dissatisfaction, though of Course it was
not Open.
"There was a big change with the beginning of
the air raids. There was real terror then. This,
however, did not begin with the Doolittle raid
which the people looked upon as a curiosity and
they did not even bother to go to the shelters. At
the Same time there was considerable criticism of
the army for letting the Doolittle raiders get
through. The sirens did not even go off until the
planes were over the city and the sky was full of
antiaircraft fire. I was out and saw the firing, but
thought it was just practice, although it seemed
Strange to be practicing with what appeared to be
live shells. Then I saw the planes and realized it
was a raid. Then finally the sirens were sounded.
There was considerable criticism after that.
"When the B-29 raids began the people really
knew the war was lost. Before that they knew
that some islands had been lost, but islands mean
nothing to the ordinary man. When the big raids
came, the feeling of defeat began. But the B-29
raids were beyond the point of criticism. People
felt that they were all in for it, and there was no
purpose in criticism, at least not increase of
criticism of the government.
"There was increase of criticism, however, of the
ARP. They were criticized because they were
always changing their directives and people came
to think they didn't know what they were doing.
But generally the raids were too big for mere criticism of the government. They were beyond that.
People had completely lost confidence in the
governing group.
"The fire raids were worse than the high explosive raids because they came at night. One
night, one of the first raids, ~oo,ooopeople were
killed when the bombers hit a slum area. This
caused a hopeless feeling, but there was no real
panic yet because the affected people were not
influential. If the raid had come in a 'better' section, the victims would have been able to spread
more concern.

"There were many Strange things after that raid.
For instance, the victims were evacuated to private
homes in a nearby good residential section. They
were so pitiful that their hosts were kind and gave
them all kinds of attention. But the reaction was
just the reverse of what was expected. Instead of
being grateful, the slum people resented the fact
that in war, while they were suffering, people
should be having such luxuries, ones they couldn't
dream of having even in peace. So they looted
houses wholesale, and the police could do nothing
about it. They were tough people from one of
the worst slum areas. After that people were
evacuated not to private homes, but to schools and
public buildings.
"But the B-29's soon bombed the good sections
also and then all were in the Same boat.
"The amount of defeat feeling varied with the
individual, but by the time the Marianas were captured, the intellectuals were certain that the war
was lost. The real terror for the people came with
those leaflets naming the places to be bombed.
When you did that and then bombed the places
named, then there was real terror."
The visible evidence of destmction made Japanese propaganda, minimizing the danger from the
B-zg's, look sick. In January 1945, before the real
fire raids started, the newspaper Mainichi had reassured the public by indulging in some mathematical hocus-pocus to prove that the United States
Army Air Forces were going to run out of B-29's
and the Crews to run them, in due Course. They
said :
"The enemy is suffering heavy losses in his raids
on Japan proper with superforts and is creating
tremendous hardships for himself in covering the
depreciation thus created. According to the latest
enemy report, 135 B-29's are being manufactured
monthly, and basing this figure on the supposition
that all enemy superforts are transported to Saipan
Island, common sense indicates that on an average
some 30 B-29's are lost through unavoidable wear
and tear while being transported from the United
States. It is a matter of simple statistics that an-
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other 10 percent are put out of commission through
our bombing raids on the enemy airbase. Therefore, only go of the monthly production rate of 135
R2g's are in a usable condition. Assuming enemy
B-29 formations raid Japan proper 6 times a
month, enemy losses in each raid average 15 superforts, his loss for the month will be the production
rate. According to confirmed war results achieved
by our forces against B-29 raiders the enemy has
been losing more aircraft than he is producing
monthly. The reason the enemy can still continue
his raids is that he had many B-zg's stocked other
than the number of super-heavies now being produced monthly. To raid Japan proper with IOO
aircraft the fuel required runs up to 800,ooo litres.
Furthermore, each giant bomber requires about 50
men to put it into operation. Then, after going
through all that expense and trouble, enemy superheavy raiders carry out blind bombing, dropping
missiles on civilian homes, mountain areas, and
into the sea.
"Moreover, the enemy loses many trained aviators and tremendous quantities of fuel, besides his
expensive bombers, in his ineffectual raids on
Japan proper. Up to 14 January 1g45,1,350 enemy
B-29's have raided Japan. Of this total our forces
have either shot down or damaged 424 superforts.
In Manchuria, 31 enemy B-29's and in Shonan, 20
more were similarly accounted for by our forces.
The enemy has therefore lost 475 superheavies shot
down or damaged. Assuming that some 50 enemy
bombers either met with accidents or othenvise
broke down on their flight to Japan and 181 more
were damaged or destroyed by our raiders on the
Marianas, the grand total of enemy superfort losses
is 706. In personnel the enemy has lost 5,775
airmen.
Since a Single superfort costs $750,000, the ene<G

my's total loss is $529,5oo,ooo. In working hours
the enemy has suffered a setback of a month and a
half's continuous work by 10 factories with 10,000
workers sweating on 10-hour shifts!"
This was indeed cold comfort for the Home Defense people who were shortly overwhelmed with

the problems resulting from the raids. Mr. Abe,
Minister for Home Affairs in the Suzuki Cabinet
from April to August 1945 and Minister of Foreign
Affairs in 1941, explained what they were up
against :
"During the war the principal problems and difficulties confronting the Civilian Defense Section
of the Ministry was the Solution of such important
and pressing matters as emergency housing and
the supply of food for the bombed out populace.
We generally felt that the success of civilian defense depended upon the ability of our military
forces to break up the B-29 raids before their arrival
over the targets. There were also great demands
from all parts of the country for more fire apparatus, and I have personal knowledge that many
fire trucks were sent from Tokyo to other areas because the fire houses in our city had been burned
out.
"After the invasion by American forces of the
Marianas Islands, people in Japan started to take a
real interest in air raid protection measures. Prior
to that time they had been unduly optimistic and
felt that it was not within the capacity of American
forces to deliver devastating raids on their cities,
and consequently they had no inducement for
organization and training.
"The reason we had no definite policy of air raid
shelter protection for the citizens is that we did not
unduly wish to alarm our citizens concerning the
necessity for underground shelters as we feared it
would interfere with normal routine life and have
some effect on war production. We did encourage citizens who could afford it to build their own
family air raid shelters.
"I believe that after the 23-24 May 1945 raids on
Tokyo, civilian defense measures in that city, as
well as other parts of Japan, were considered a futile
eff ort."
g. Blockade by mining.-In

the offensive against
Japan, strategic blockade by mining Japanese
waters with B-29's emerged as a valuable Partner
to strategic bombing.
By the spring of 1945, development of air bases

within range of Japan had proceeded to a point
where a mining campaign could be undertaken
on the huge scale believed necessary for success.
Submarines, which had sunk about ~oo,oootons of
shipping per month regularly, and aircraft had
whittled the Japanese merchant fleet down from a
high of 6,000,000 tons at the Start of the war to a
current 2,500,ooo tons* and as maneuvering space
became more and more constricted, the airplane
became an increasingly terrible menace.
The great east coast Japanese ports of Tokyo,
Yokohama, and Nagoya were practically useless
to shipping; consequently a vast amount of shipping had to be funneled into a few places, particularly through Shimonoseki Strait, where it
could proceed in safety up through the Inland Sea,
and a few other smaller ports on Japan's West coast
from where cargoes were transported to the manufacturing and consuming Centers by rail.
Therefore, to complete the isolation of Japan's
islands and stop the importation of raw materials
and food from the Asiatic continent, the mining
campaign started on 27 March 1945 with the B-29's.
Logically enough, they picked on Shimonoseki
Strait first, as it was the greatest bottleneck and
was handling 40 percent of all marine traffic. In
the next 4 months over 12,000 mines were laid,
completing the largest blockade in history, one that
literally strangled Japan. Every Port of entry of
importance was mined and remined, as were the
strategic lanes of sea traffic where they piled themselves into bottlenecks.
Captain Minami discussed the problems encountered by the 7th Fleet during the mining
program against the Shimonoseki Straits:
"Due to the fact that the United States did not
use mines extensively during the first years of the
war, the Japanese allowed their research efforts to
-

*Japan started the war with 5,945,410 tons of shipping afloat,
added during the war 3,520,568 tons built, captured or salvaged.
At the war's end she had lost 8,236,070 tons and wound up with
only 231 vessels with a tonnage of 860,936 able to operate. All
together, submarines sunk 5,128,425 tons, aircraft sunk 2,275,197
tons and mines got 296,428 tons, (over 60 percent of this in 1945
alone). The balance is miscellaneous or unknown.

relax and consequently were in no way prepared
for the Saturation type of attack that was delivered
in Japanese waters in the spring of 1945. The
equipment available at Shimonoseki was not only
insufficient in quantity but was also improperly
designed.
Frantic efforts were made to Counter the mining of Shimonoseki Straits which had a normal
traffic of 1,250,ooo tons per month, composed
of 20 to 30 ships above 500 tons and IOO to
200 ships below 500 tons. An extensive system of mine watchers was immediately established by the 7th Fleet. Watchers were
stationed along the coast, on adjacent hills, and
in numerous fishing boats anchored in various
channels. Radar, searchlights and underwater
sound equipment were employed to assist in spotting the mines. In addition a comprehensive research and countermeasure construction program
was instituted and each major Naval base in Japan
was assigned a specific part of the countermeasure
program.
"The mining of the Strait itself caused considerable trouble because of the current which complicated sweeping and moved the mines and because
of the necessity of sweeping the entire Strait completely in order that ships could move to moorings
along the beach.
"When the Strait was mined, many mines were
invariably recovered on the beach. On 27 May
we recovered 30 such mines and it was at this time
we discovered the magnetic pressure type. At
times the traffic in the Straits became so jammed
that it was necessary to force ships through regardless of losses."
Commander Tadenuma, a staff officer of the
Kure Mine Squadron which was responsible for
sweeping mines from the Inland Sea presented a
list of all vessels sunk and damaged in the central
and Western part of the Inland Sea, the Shimonoseki Straits, and the Shimono District during the
period from 27 March 1945 to I5 August 1945.
This indicated a total of 125 vessels seriously damaged and 123 vessels or 200,000 tons sunk. He also
<L

had the following to say about the difliculties he
encountered :
'Although no capital ship was damaged by a
mine in the Inland Sea the mines seriously inter2
fered with their movements and made it impossible
to move units of the fleet without considerable
dificulty. The effort to keep an escape channel
Open for use by the fleet led to an extravagant use.
of minesweepers which were sorely needed elsewhere to clear channels for merchantmen. Minesweepers were stationed along the channel to be
used by the fleet as watchers and made every effort
to sweep the mine immediately after it was laid.
Nevertheless, there were many cases when the fleet
was held up and rendezvous delayed. In April
1945 when the Yamato and escorting vessels sortied
from the Inland Sea to move to Okinawa it was
nccessary to use all sweeping equipment available
and sweep a channel of minimum width. There
was no delay in this case but the fact that the
Yamato was not mined was considered mostly luck.
"Large warships did not attempt to use Shimonoseki Strait after 27 March 1945 and were forced
to use Bungo Strait. Many destroyers, submarines, and escort vessels were damaged by mines in
the Inland Sea and Shimonoseki area.
"Altogether, I would say that the rnines were not
effective enough to decide the war, but it cannot be
denied that they were one of the main causes of
our defeat."
Captain Tamura, head of the Mine Sweeping
Section of the Japanese Navy, said:
"About I April 1945 your mines changed from
a nuisance to a problem. We increased the aircraft
units and searchlight units attached to certain areas
such as Niigata and Shimonoseki at the expense of
the cities. There was still a shortage of equipment
even with the increasing of aircraft units at those
stated points, but as the war in the South Pacific
went against the Japanese, we were able to send
more antiaircraft units to the protection of the
homeland. However, the Japanese felt that the
use of aircraft units as protection against dropping
of mines by B-29's was more important than the

actual protection of the cities because the life lines
from the continent which furnished food and supplies were of first priority. The result of the mining by B-29's was so effective against shipping that
it eventually starved the country. I think you
probably could have shortened the war by beginning earlier."
Major General Takashima, Chief of Stafl of 12th
Area Army for defense of the Kanto Plain Area,
cites a specific example where mining seriously
interfered with defense preparations :
"For example, one of the sea lanes was from
Manchuria to Niigata; the American Forces began
to lay mines in this area about March, and by July
the Japanese had succeeded in moving only 50
percent of the goods from Manchuria to Niigata
that they had planned On. In the Izu area the
supply situation was bad from the first of 1945.
We did succeed in landing some supplies on
Hachijo by means of small boats. Our original
plans called for a brigade to be placed on Oshima
and this was later changed to a division. We
couldn't fully supply this division because of the
d ~ c u l t yof getting supplies across the water."
In the southern theater, Royal Australian Air
Force planes did a magnificent job of aerial mining in the Netherlands East Indies. Rear Admiral
Matsuzaki, who was Chief of Staff of the Second
Southern Expeditionary Fleet from April 1943 until February 1945, paid tribute to its effectiveness
as follows:
"The Second Expeditionary Force at Soerabaja
was responsible for mine countermeasures in the
Borneo, Celebes, and Java areas. In these areas
mine sweeping was a continuous process. During
the first part of 1943, the magnetic mine was di6cult to sweep but the problem was solved when
magnetic bars were procured from Singapore in
September and October. By the end of 1943,
mines became of serious consequence. A radar
warning net was established, as well as a System of
watchers. By tracking planes with radar, an effort was made to establish dropping points. Night
fighters were also used but proved ineffective.

"Beginning in 1944 mining had a considerable
effect on the exploitation of the vast resources of
the Netherlands East Indies. Not only were ships
and cargoes destroyed but convoys were delayed
and unloading areas were jammed at Soerabaja
and Balikpapan pending sweeping operations.
The destruction of tankers and delay in oil shipments was particularly serious.
"Due to the use of small wooden ships, mining
bad little effect on the supply to garrisons. Mining
countermeasures involved the use of 1,500 men and
30 ships in the Celebes, Borneo, and Java areas.
Nevertheless, about 40 percent of all vessels over
1,000 tons which sailed into the BalikpapanSoerabaja area, were sunk or damaged by mines.
In many cases ships were salvaged only to be sunk
the second time. Even before the capture of the
Philippines, the tra6c to the Netherlands East Indies was reduced to a trickle. After February 1945,
no attempt was made to use large ships and
only small schooners and wooden barges were
operated."
Prince Konoye said:
"The aerial sinking of Japanese vessels and the
B-29 aerial mining of Japanese harbors were
equally as effective as the B-zg attacks on Japanese
industry in the closing Stages of the war when all
food supplies and critical materials were prevented
from reaching the Japanese home islands. The air
blockade becarne increasingly effective as United
States aircraft were able to reach, both by day and
by night, to the China coast. The losses from
aerial mining were not as great as from direct air
attacks, nevertheless, this type of aerial attack was
decisive in rendering the few surviving vessels
useless."
h. Air war in Burma and China-The United
States 10th and 14th A" Forces, operating against
Japanese forces and installations in Burma and
China, were for a long time, by force of circumstances, hanging on for dear life. Other theaters
were borrowing their meager supply of planes and
Crews and their own supply difficulties were staggering. The successes achieved under these condi-

tions are a testirnonial to the personnel who saw it
through.
The main achievements in Burma were in making it possible for Allied troops to exist in the
jungle by supplying, evacuating and transporting
them on an unprecedented scale and in making
the Japaese position untenable, literally through
starvation, by destruction of their supply bases
which disappeared in a welter of bombed bridges,
river boats, railroad trackage and freight junctions.
In China, they achieved comrnand of the skies over
Chinese troops and tore holes in the enemy supply
routes on land and sea. Between India and China
they flew the Hump in the greatest sustained
transportation achievement of the war."
Just how successful these air operations were
against the prowling Japanese in the jungles and
how they sustained the morale of our Chinese
Allies is best gathered from an examination of
captured Japanese diaries which speak of the unrelenting hazard from the skies and from prisoners
who lived through it:
"MIT must be kept under cover during the day.
If discovered by the enemy, strafing is inevitable.
Everybody back from the front speaks of the
frightfulness of these air attacks. We are continually hearing that everywhere."
te
and any
'Aircraft fly over at ~ ~ m i n uintervals
M/T Seen is bombed or strafed unrelentingly.
Everywhere there are burnt-out vehicles which
have crashed down into the valleys, their drivers
riddled with bullets."
"I am gradually being brought to realize that
mobility is seriously impaired in an operation carried out without air superiority. We have to take
cover when we hear the peculiar sound of the
enemy bombs-I cannot describe the anguish of
it. I think that the decisive battle will be fought
in Burma rather than in China. When we were
there all the aircraft we saw were our own."
*In August 1942 they had becorne the India China Ferry Command and on I December the Air Transport Command took over.
By I August 1945, ATC was flying supplies over the Hump at the
rate of 71,000 tons per month-over four times the capacity of
the old Burma Road.

"Even in rain like this, the enemy's transport
aircraft are flying over one after the other."
"According to information from the rear, enemy
airborne troops in the vicinity of Pinlebu and
Paungbyin cannot be destroyed. Enemy aircraft
are over us continuously in all weather. We can
do nothing but look at them. If we only had air
power! Even one or two planes would be something. Superiority in the air is the decisive factor
in victory as compared to economic and material
warfare. But only with economic and man-power
resources can one have Superior air power."
"Weather is clear and we have been bombed
continuously by enemy aircraft. At 1620 hours the
enemy aircraft bombed the area five kms. in front
of our positions. Newspapers in Japan publish
such Slogans as 'One more plane,' 'send at least one
more plane to the front.' Being in 'the front line
I realize the reason for it. I pray that people on
the home front will exceed American and British
production. Enemy aircraft have come again and
are circling overhead. They will probablv bomb
US.~>

The constant threat from the air became almost
an obsession with Japanese soldiers. The following
excerpts indicate as much:
"Arrived Nankan. Owing to the intensity of
enemy air attacks the train moves only at night
from here onwards. Left Nankan at 2130 hours
and reached Medan crossing 3 hours later.
Crossed river to Indaw. Took over in mountains
to avoid night air attacks."
"Today the enemy aircraft only came over twice.
According to an old soldier, that is the smallest
number of raids that we had so far in a day."
"I am being sent to regimental headquarters to
train as an auxiliary medical orderly. As I have
such a bad memory I shall have a discult time trying to learn. Today the rain has caused almost
complete cessation of enemy air activity and I am
very happy."
"Today the weather has been fine and the enemy
has given us no rest at all, bombing and machinegunning divisional headquarters throughout the

day. If this continues we shall soon want to be
withdrawn. I started praying that all was well
with the familp at home."
"Rain stopped play this morning, but the
weather cleared up in h e afternoon and the bombers concentrated on the steel bridge to our rear for
four and a half hours. I have lost Count of the
number of times that the bridge has been bombed.
If only we had some aircraft of our own we could
ward off the majority of these attacks. I have
never experienced anything like this in Japan."
"Enemy aircraft come over regularly every
evening between 1830 and 1900 hours. I get so
scared when we are beingbombed that I would do
anything to be able to get home to my wife and
family. Bombs were dropped about 7 miles in
front of us. I wish this bombing would stop and
I wish we could get out of the line for a rest."
"Recently air activity has been confined mainly
to the afternoon. We are bombed and machinegunned so much that the men seem to be absolute
wrecks both physically and mentally. At present
more than two-thirds of the men in the company
are sick with malaria, beri-beri, and other .diseases.
We all pray that some of our own aircraft-even
one or two-could be sent up. If only the people
at home would make even one more plane a day
it would be of great assistance. The rain effectively
stopped enemy air activity today and life was
fairly pleasant for a change."
A Direct Air Support Liaison Team attached to
the 44th and 20th Chinese Armies of the Ninth
War area in East China made some observations
on the psycholo@cal effects of air attacks:
Upon Chinese: "The psychological effect of the
air support rendered by our aircraft was terrific,
both upon the Chinese and the Japanese. The
Chinese were given a tremendous morale boost by
the excellent support rendered them over this
3-week period, and this was reflected in the fighting spirit of all, from privates to generals. Whenever our aircraft came over, the soldiers stood up
and cheered and immediately after the aircraft's

departure, the Chinese would attack viciously with
spirits and morale high."
Upon Japanese: "The Japanese were quite obviously demoralized by the constant threat of air
attacks and by the seeming unerring ability of the
aircraft to spot their most important targets. From
prisoner interrogation, it was learned that Japanese officers and men alike were very much puzzled and perplexed by the ability of the aircraft
to hit their most important points. Prisoners of
war taken in Honan province are young in age
(18-20), thin and starved, poorly clad, and demoralized and tired of war. They are afraid that
very soon the U. S. A. A. F. will completely
destroy Japan from the air."
Observers living in China between October,
1943 and May, 1944, wrote concerning the visible
effects of the display of Allied air power:
"Whenever Allied planes go over our heads our
hopes rise. The frequent bombings of rnilitary
objectives by the Allied planes cheer the people
,
very much."
An American wrote that "the general opinion
in southern China is that Hong-kong and other
parts in this area will soon be won back, so successful is the disruption of Japanese communications."
A Chinese writer tells how recently very few
ships have arrived in Canton from Shanghai and
Japan because "Japanese sea routes have been affected by Allied submarine and aircraft activity."
Another says that "six out of seven of the large
merchant ships possessed by the Japanesein Canton
have been destroyed by bombing."
One writer tells how having an air force only
"one quarter of the size of the U. S. A. in the
Southwest Pacific area, the Japanese in occupied
territory have coined the phrase 'the production of
aircraft is our main task' and officials from Japan
have been sent over to collect scrap iron, steel, and
brass to further their aircraft production."
i. Suicide attack planes and their expected use
in defense of the homeland.-When our forces hit
Okinawa, the Japanese were in desperate straits,
and they knew this was the last stepping stone to

invasion of Japan proper. To compensate for an
inferiority in all the mechanisms of warfare they
resorted to the most fanatical types of defense. The
most dangerous of these, for us, was their reckless
employment of "Kamikaze" or suicide attacks with
aircraft. Twice before, in Japanese history, when
the homeland was threatened by an enemy, the
islands were saved by a "divine wind" which scattered the invasion fleets, but this time, since Providence was seemingly reluctant to take a hand in the
defense, the Japs manufactured their own "divine
wind"-namely Kamikaze planes.
There are a number of versions about how the
whole thing started. The best explanation seems
to be that in April 1944 a Japanese Army plane
made an attack on a ship near the Andaman Islands in the Bay of Bengal and when the pilot ran
out of bombs without having gotten any hits, he
decided to do his bit for the Emperor by flying his
plane into the target. A Jap garrison on a neighboring island watched the whole affair and in the
resultant explosion, plane, pilot and ship disappeared. Whereupon word sifted back to Imperial
Headquarters that a secret weapon had been
discovered.
It was not until October 1944, during the Leyte
landings, that the Japs really started using their
Kamikaze planes in substantial numbers and then
went all out with them at the Start of the Okinawa
campaign in April 1945. They were a very serious
menace to our forces on the water in spite of the
fact that hundreds of them were shot down or
destroyed themselves in the water when they
missed their targets.
Lieutenant Colonel Jin, a Staff Officer at General
Headquarters, and later acting as an Intelligence
Officer on Okinawa from where he escaped in a
small boat, explained the reasons for the use of
suicide units :
"I think there were four main reasons:
"I. There were no prospect of victory in the air
by employment of orthodox methods.
"2. Suicide attacks were more effective because
the power of impact of the plane was added to that

of the bomb, besides which the exploding gasoline
caused fire-further, achievement of the proper
angle effected greater speed and accuracy than
that of normal bombing.
"3. Suicide attacks provided spiritual inspiration
to the ground units and to the Japanese public at
large.
"4. Suicide attack was the only Sure and reliable
type of attack at the time such attacks were made
(as they had to be) with personnel wh.osetraining
had been limited because of shortage of fuel."
Lieutenant General Tazoe then tells of the plans
for defense against invasion of Japan and how the
Kamikaze attack planes figured in it:
"We expected an Allied invasion of southern
Kyushu or of the northwestern coast of Kyushu.
We expected also that an invasion would be made
against the Kanto area taking into consideration
transportation and supplies. The invasion of
Kyushu was expected in September or October,
and of Kanto, in the coming spring. We expected
that the United States Navy would continue bombardment before, during and after the invasion,
and that the Eighth Air Force, 20th Bomber Command and FEAF would continue operations
against Japan to smooth the way for landing
parties. Our sources were quite poor and we had
diflciculty in collecting information on the intentions of the Allied forces.
"The air force plan was to attack the Allied fleet
by Kamikaze planes, and for that purpose the full
air force led by the commanding general was made
ready to destroy the Allied ships near the shore.
We expected annihilation of our entire air force,
but we felt that it was our duty. The army and
navy each had 4,000-5,000 planes for this purpose.
Of that force, waves of 300-4,oo planes at the rate
of one wave per hour for each of the army and
navy would have been used to oppose a landing on
Kyushu.
"We thought we could win the war by using
Kamikaze planes on the ships offshore; the ground
forces would handle those which got through.
The army could not put out effective resistance

without the air arm, but we intended doing the
best we could even i£ we perished. The entire
navy and army air forces volunteered as Kamikaze
and there was sufficient fuel for these attacks.
"Based on the Leyte and Okinawa experiences,
it was contemplated that one out of four planes (of
the 8,000-g,ooo planes available for special attack)
would sink or damage an Allied ship. The number of planes we would have available in one hour
would depend on facilities and preparations and
whether enemy aircraft were over the field. We
could probably get 50 planes in the air within an
hour from each field, with enemy aircraft over the
field, 5 to 10 from 25 to 30 fields in the Kanto area.
"The air general army had been following a
policy of conserving aircraft for the purpose of
countering the expected invasion. Scarcity of fuel
was partly responsible for this policy but we could
have gotten along on substitutes. Scarcity of
planes was the greatest reason. We had 5,000
pilots with enough experience for special attack
against invasion and 3,000 more in training. Pilots
for Kamikaze do not require much experience
because of the nature of their mission and fewer
than one-third of our pilots had as much as 1,000
flying hours."
General Kawabe then added a few remarks:
"As for organization, the army Kamikaze and
the navy Kamikaze were never organized as one
unit-each ran their own. The navy was a very
loosely organized command, i. e., the command the
nivy had over the army consisted only in the s e l e ~
,tion of the target so that the navy would say; we
are. going to attack a certain target at a certain
time, and then it was entirely up to the army, having that information, to coordinate with the navy
attack, but the tactics involved were left entirely
to the discretion of the army commander.
"I know that you in the United States found it
more difficult to manufacture crews than planes
and did everythiig possible to rescue the crews,
but our strategy was aimed solely at the destruction
of your fleet and transport
- fleet when it landed in
Japan. It was not very d%cult to manufacture
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second-rate planes, that is, makeshift planes, and it
was not difficult to train pilots for just such a duty;
and since pilots were willing, we had no shortage
of volunteers. At no time did we run out of pilots
to man these planes, but our big difficulty was
rather, a quesiion of manufacturingthan a shortage
of crews.
"But, I wish to explain something, which is a
very difficult thing and which you may not be able
to understand. The Japanese, to the very end, believed that by spiritual means they could fight on
equal terms with you, yet by any other comparison
it would not appear equal. We believed our
spiritual confidences in victory would balance any
scientific advantages and we had no intention of
giving up the fight. It seemed to be especially
Japanese.
"Also, may I point out another thing. You call
our Kamikaze attacks "suicide" attacks. This is
a misnomer and we feel very badly about your calling them "suicide" attacks. They were in no sense
"suicide." The pilot did not Start out on his mission with the intention of committing suicide. He
looked upon himself as a human bomb which
would destroy a certain Part of the enemy fleet for
his country. They considered it a glorious thing,
while suicide may not be so glorious."
The condition of Japanese nerves at the time of
the Okinawa landings can be gauged by the follow pronouncement from Tokyo Radio on g April
I945:
"Why did the Americans land on Okinawa in
spite of heavy naval losses previously suffered?
The answer can only be given as a parallel. The
position of the enemy task force can be compared
to a Person riding on a toboggan downhill who has
lost control of it. The enemy has also lost control
of the Situation from which he cannot pul1 out.
He thus is forced to go on and On, in spite of terrible punishment. Just as the toboggan which is
going down the mountain destroys its rider ultimately, so will the Americans be destroyed in their
mad toboggan ride which they cannot stop."
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C. THE IMPERIAL CONFERENCES LEADING T 0 ACCEPTANCE OF THE 

TERMS OF THE POTSDAM DECLARATION 

The Okinawa landings has serious repercussions
in Japan. The Koiso cabinet fell and on 7 April
1945 the Emperor appointed Baron Suzuki, a retired admiral and President of the Privy Council,
to be premier. Since many leading personalities in
Japan, including the Emperor, had seemingly
come to the conclusion by this time that they could
not win the war, the apparent purpose of the appointment was to Open negotiations for peace.
Baron Suzuki himself explained the dificulty of his
position: "I was naturally in a very dificult position because, on the one hand I had to carry out, to
the best of my ability, the rnission given me by
the Emperor to arrange for a conclusion of the
war, whereas i£ anyone heard of this I would naturally have been attacked and probably killed by
people opposed to such a policy. So that on the
one hand, I had to advocate an increase in the war
effort and determination to fight On, whereas
through diplomatic channels and any means available, I had to try to negotiate with other countries
to stop the war."
About a month later, Admiral Toyoda was appointed head of the Naval General Staff and has
summarized the discussions and decisions reached
at the Imperial Conferences which led to acceptance of the terms of the Potsdam Declaration:
"I arrived in Tokyo in my new position on 19
May 1945. Prior to that, I belicve beginning in
May, members of the Supreme War Guidance
Council had been discussing ways and means
whereby the war might be terminated. This socalled Supreme War Guidance Council is composed of six members: The Prime Minister, War
Minister, Navy Minister, Foreign Minister, Chief
of the Naval General Staff and Chief of the Army
General Staff. The meetings of this group ran as
follows:
"On 6 June, the six members-in addition to the
six members, there were numerous others present,
including chief secretary of the cabinet, chief of

the Naval Bureau i f Military Affairs, also of the
Army Bureau of Military Affairs, the Minister of
of Agriculture and Forestry and chief 6f the Cabinet Research Bureau-discussing what steps should
be taken relative to the prosecution of the war.
The conclusion of that meeting was that unless
some radical measure could be adopted to arouse
the people, the nation's war power was bound to
decline very rapidly. That is not to say that anyone there expressed the opinion that we should ask
for peace; for when a large number of people are
present like that, it is difficult for any one member
to say that we should so entreat. So the decision
was that something must be done to continue the
war.
"Two days later, on 8 June, practically the Same
members held another meeting, this time in the
presence of the Emperor. There was no discussion but merely a report of what had taken place at
the prior meeting of the 6th.
"Independent of these official meetings of the
Supreme War Guidance Council, the Same six
members which constituted the council were holding meetings with the view to obtaining the services of Soviet Russia at an opportune time. The
foreign minister was taking a leading Part in this
and the matter had already been presented to Ambassador Melik in Tokyo; and at the Same time our
Ambassador Sato in Moscow had been instructed
by the foreign minister to prepare the ground
there for the dispatch of the Special ambassador for
the purpose from Tokyo to Moscow. However,
these negotiations, both in Tokyo and Moscow,
made no satisfactory headway, and some 20 days
passed after the commencement of the negotiations, and nothing was accomplished.
"On 26 June, the Emperor called these six members of the Supreme War Guidance Council into
his presence and stated that, while it was of Course
necessary to keep on pushing the war, it was necessary at the Same time, in view of the domestic situa-

tion, to consider the possibility of bringing the war
to a conclusion. What did the members of the
council think of that idea? In reply to the Emperor, the Prime Minister, the Foreign Minister
and the Navy Minister stated that they concurred
fully with the imperial view and that such steps
were now being taken to that end. Then the Emperor in turn asked when the ministers expected
to be able to send a special ambassador to Moscow.
The reply given was that the date was not certain
but hoped that he would be sent before the Potsdam
Conference should be held.
"On 10 July, the Emperor suddenly called our
foreign minister and stated, "As it is now early
July, should not our special ambassador be dispatched to Moscow without delay?" The situation was that the Russian ambassador to Tokyo was
reported ill and the foreign office was having di0iculty in maintaining contact with the Russian embassy here, so it was decided to send instructions
to our ambassador in MOscow to propose to submit
to the Russian Government our proposal to send
a special ambassador there. Our Ambassador
Sato in Moscow approached the vice commissar of
foreign affairs with this proposal, and when asked,
"for what purpose are you sending the ambassador-to ask us to intervene with a view to bringing
about peace?", our ambassador replied that such
was the case. That was about 13 July that this
conversation took place in Moscow, and the answer
given was that since Stalin and Molotov were both
about to depart for Potsdam, they promised to give
an answer upon their return to Moscow.
"The actual answer that our Government did
get from Moscow on 8 August was breaking of
diplomatic relations with Japan-that was the
answer.
"Thus, our efforts to bring the war to an end
with the intervention of Russia ended in a flat
failure.
"There was no member of the Supreme War
Guidance Council who had any fundamental objection to terminating the war, but there was some
question raised as to whether or not all the terrns

of the Potsdam Declaration would be acceptable
to Japan. The points upon which considerable
discussion took place were three; (I) the question
of the Emperor's future position ;(2) the question
of disposition of war criminals; and (3) the question of Japan's future form of organization.
"On the first point, namely, the question of the
Emperor's position, all the members were united
in their view that it should be maintained. On
the question of war criminals, the desire was expressed by some of the members that the Japanese
Government should be permitted to ferret out and
try the war criminals; and as regards Japan's
"future form of national organization," the desire
was expressed that since the present organization
of the country was one based upon the deep convictions of the people we should be permitted to
maintain the present form. In other words, determination of the form that it should have in the
future should be left to the Japanese people and
not, for instance to a plebiscite organized by Allied
authorities.
"These discussions took place on g August and
as there was no agreement, a meeting was called
in the presence of the Emperor on the 10th about
2:30 in the morning; and the decision was reached
there, subject to the condition that the Emperor's
position should in no way be affected, that the
terms of the Potsdam Declaration would be
accepted.
"After the meeting held in the morning of the
~oth,our readiness to accept the Potsdam Declaration was transmitted to the United States Government through the neutral Governments of Switzerland and Sweden. The official reply of the United
States Government was received on the 13th~but
we learned the purport of that reply from a San
Francisco broadcast on the 12th. The Supreme
War Guidance Council reconvened on the 13th
and continued the meeting until late at night, discussing the American reply. On the question of
the Emperor's position, the American reply made
no direct Statement but did state that the powers
of the Emperor and the Japanese Government
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would be subject to the authority of the Supreme
Commander for the Allied Powers. The main
point of discussion at that meeting had to do with
the Emperor's position since it was the conviction
of the Japanese people that the Emperor was a living god above whom there could be no earthly
being. It was feared that the Japanese people
would not readily accept the wording of the reply
which placed the Emperor in a position subordinate to that of the Supreme Commander of the
Occupation Forces. In practice, of Course, it was
readily understandable that such would have to be
the situation because being the defeated power it
was understandable that our head should have to
be placed in a position subordinate to that of the
representative of the victorious powers; but the
language as it was worded, it was felt, would be
found d s c u l t to accept. So to overcome that difficulty, the suggestion was made that, would it not
be possible to have the orders and instructions of
the Supreme Commander of the Occupation Forces
go directly to the Japanese Government and that

those orders would be passed on by the cabinet to
the Emperor who, in pursuance of his constitutional right, would carry out the work connected
with the termination of the war. However, no
conclusion was reached after those discussions and
the fear was expressed that, in view of the international relation obtaining at that time, the Allied
Powers would not accept such a Set-up. Therefore,
another meeting was held on the 14th in the presence of the Emperor which led to the decision to
accept the Potsdam Declaration in its full form.
"I might add, that even on 15 August, when
the Imperial Rescript to terminate the war was
actually issued, we found it ditficult to hold down
the front-line forces who were all "raring to go,"
and it was very d%cult to hold them back."
The latter Statement is confirmed by Lieutenant
General Kawabe and Major General Miwa who
said :
"As far as the army is concerned, the termination of the war was declared by the Emperor and
not by the army."

D. SOME STATEMENTS ON THE INFLUENCE OF AIR POWER
General Nishio, former member of Supreme
Military Council :
"On the basis of studies of the first World War,
the general opinion in Japanese military circles,
and with which I agreed, was that eventually there
would no longer be protracted trench warfare and
some day we would have wars conducted entirely
by air forces. However, in the matter of the distribution of strength in the Japanese armed forces,
there was a great deal of difference of opinion.
Although the army was doing what it could with
materials available, to enlarge its air forces prior to
the war, there was no one who came out with the
opinion that all the emphasis should be placed on
the air forces rather than on the ground forces. I
believe that the army was developed proportionately to the best of the ability of the Japanese industrial capacity. However, since I believe myself that
it was air power which beat Japan, the general

feeling would be, in my own personal opinion, that
future wars would be fought entirely in the air. It
is very unfortunate that the Japanese were not willing to make the decision to discard land forces and
throw all their creative effort in an air arm capable
of carrying on such a war.
"We never dreamed that air power could have
affected the Progress of the war to such an extent
and we believed we could carry on with ground
forces through this war, but developments proved
otherwise."
Admiral Nagano:
"After the war started, in the early Stages, your
submarines constituted the main difliculty in getting our oil north on our ships, but afterwards it
was your air force; and I believe that the air force,
once it got operating, was more effective than the
submarines in checking the shipments of oil.

"Generally speaking and applying to practically
all phases of our operations in the south, I had the
feelingthat if we only had more airplanes we could
have carried out all of our operations according to
plan.
"Furthermore, if we had retained absolute control of the air, I am Sure that no one could have
penetrated into the inner islands, certainly no surface craft could have come in-I would make an
exception of the submarines.
"In modern war as had just been fought, the
relative importance of control of the water surface, control of the ground or control of the air
is determined to some extent by the condition of
the enemy, his position, etc., but generally speaking, the most important is control of the air, with
a well proportioned army and navy. However, I
think that the importance of the army and navy
has been greatly reduced as a result of air
development.
"If I were to give you one factor as the leading
one that led to your victory, I would give you the
air force."
German Naval Captain Fritz Boehme:
"You can't imagine what day-in and day-out
night and day bombing attacks can do to a people
materially and spiritually. Air superiority is
everything. We began the war with air superiority and were successful because of it. At the
end, the whole situation was reversed. The same
thing is true of Japan. Japan should have been
able to profit by our example-to See how air
power strikes at the very nerve Centers of the people
and national life. Japan has had what we did not
have-time to develop a countm weapon. In
this respect Japan, like Germany, has failed."
Major Neubert, German Air Force General Staff
O&cer:
"The developments in this war * * " exdude the possibility of an air force being used in
mere supporting roles to the other branches, and
in this age, control of the air being the decisive
factor in a war, rnakes an air force the most important component of any nation's striking power.

This development is particularly obvious for war
at sea, which is mainly fought in the air. That
has been demonstrated in the war against Japan
where the navy was used principally as a transport
service for air power where it was needed."
Lieutenant General Kawabe :
"A combination of conditions and forces contributed to ending the war; our air forces' inadequacy, the heavy bombing of industry and the loss
of supply lines to the south. It is my opinion that
our loss in the air lost us the war."
Lieutenant General Tazoe :
"Air was the branch of the United States services
which contributed most to the defeat of Japan.
The Fifth and Thirteenth Air Forces around the
Solomons and New Guinea forced the Japanese
Air Force to withdraw, and the B-29's from the
Marianas wrought considerable damage on Japan
proper. The defeat of the Japanese Air Force
caused the final surrender of the Japanese."
Baron Suzuki:
"I myself recognized the B-29 as a very superior
weapon. As you can See it did tremendous damage to Japan, and in every direction towns and
cities and homes are burned up. It seemed to me
unavoidable that in the long run Japan would be
almost destroyed by air attack so that merely on
the basis of the B-29's alone I was convinced that
Japan should sue for peace. On top of the B-zg
raids carne the atomic bomb, immediately after the
Potsdam Declaration, which was just one additional reason for giving in and was a very good
one and gave us the opportune moment to make
Open negotiations for peace. I myself, on the basis
of the B-zg raids, feit that the cause was hopeless."
Vice-Admiral Fukudome :
"If I were to give the decisive factors in the war
and the order of their importance, I would place
first, the air forces; second, surface forces; third,
land forces. That is not to say you could drop
out any of them. They must all be there in that
order.
"With respect to air, I would place long-range
bombing and with it, attacking planes as the most

important aspect of the air forces. I draw the
analogy of fleet gunnery-the ship whose guns have
the longest range always enjoys a definite advantage over a vessel which has a shorter range. In
fleet engagements it is not always possible to take
that advantage, but in case of the air forces, the
side that has the longest range bombers is in a
position to strike at the hext of the enemy country
without itself being bombed. By advancing little
by little they can always reach a point where bombing of the home country will be possible.
Throughout the war neither Japan nor Germany
was able to bomb your country once. On the
contrary, you did that at will against both countries because of the longer range of your attacking
planes."
Prince Konoye :
"Fundamentally, the thing that brought about
the determination to make peace was the prolonged bombing by the B-29's."

Lieutenant General Endo:
"I think if we were to do it over again, and i£ we
were to win the war, we would have to coordinate
the army and navy air forces into a single air force
independent of both army and navy; to reverse
the position altogether. * M * In particular
because of the lack of raw materials we have in
this country, it was inefficient for us to have the
separate categories * * * too much waste of
materials and equipment. * * * If we had an
air power, with an army and a navy as auxiliaries,
we would have been in much better shape. * * *
As the best men did not get into the air forces, the
air forces were opposed by the army. * * * In
case they had to cope with an emergency situation
it was difficult to get the flying units together
(from different area armies and from the fleet).
In order to do that they had to get an order from
the Emperor himself. That took a long time; so
they could not do anything about the emergency
situation."
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re-supply of troops at Ormoc in November 1944.
MATSUZAKI,Akira, Rear Admiral IJN. Chief of
Staff of Second Southern Expeditionary Fleet,
April-February 1945.
MINAMI,Rokuemon, IJN. Attached to Military
Affairs Bureau, Navy Department, from December 1941 to November 1943. Later with
First Escort Fleet and also Staff Officer with 7th
Fleet.
MIWA,Shigeyosh, Vice-Admiral IJN. Director
Naval Submarine Department and Gin-C Sixth
(Submarine) Fleet.
MIYAZAKI,Takashi, Capt., IJN. Commanding
Officer of the Fourth Air Squadron at Rabaul,
September 1942 to April 1943. Senior Staff Offi-

Cer of the 25th Air Flotilla at Rabaul from April
1943 to April 1944.
MORI,Kokichi, Commander IJN. Torpedo OffiCer on the staff of Vice Admiral Shima, Gin-C
5th Fleet, from March 1944 to February 1945.
MOTORA,
Mr. Ex-President of Mitsubishi Heavy Industrie~.
NAGANO,
Osami, Fleet Admiral IJN. Chief of
Naval General StaA, April 1941-February 1944.
Supreme Naval Advisor to the Emperor February 1944.
NAKA
JIMA, Chika Taka, Commander IJN.
NEUBERT,
Major, German Air Force. General
StaA Officer and Combat Pilot in all European
Theaters.
NISHIO,Toshizo, Gen. '(Ret.). Member of Supreme Military Council April 1938-September
1939 and March 1941-May 1943. Appointed
Governor of Tokyo July 1944.
OHARA,H., Capt. IJN. Served on Aircraft Carrier
Soryu from December 1941 until June ~gqzand
participated in Battle of Midway.
OHMAE,Toshikazu, Capt., IJN. Chief of Stag
South-Eastern Fleet (Rabaul) . Later Chief of
Staff to Vice-Admiral Ozawa, Gin-C of the
Japanese Third Fleet during the operations for
the defense of the Marianas and later the Battle
for Leyte Gulf.
OKUMIYA,Masatake, Commander IJN. Staff
Officer, Second Flying Squadron. General Staff
Officer.
OMORI,S., Vice-Admiral IJN. Commander in
Chief, Rabaul Assault Force, 15 October-15
November 1943.
SANDA,
Joichiro, Maj. Gen. Member of the Secretariate of the War Ministry; Chief, Military
Mairs Bureau, War Ministry, December 1944March 1945; Asst. Chief of Staff, No. 2 General
Army in Japan, March 1945-October 1945.
SEKINO,H., Commander I JN. Communication
Officer, Staff 6th Cruiser Squadron at Cord Sea
Battle. General Staff Oficer.

SUZUKI,Baron Admiral IJN (Ret). Naval Advisor to Privy Council 1933; member of Privy
Council 1937; Vice-President of Privy Council
1940 and President of Privy Council, August
1944. Appointed Premier 7 April 1945.
TADENUMA,Saburo, Commander IJN. Kure
Mine Squadron Staff Oacer.
Tatsuhiko, Maj. Gen. Chief of Staff
TAKASHIMA,
of 12th Area Army for defense of Kanto Plain
Area (Tokyo).
TAKATA,Toshitano, Rear Admiral IJN. Deputy
Chief of Military Affairs, Navy Ministry.
TAKEO, Muneo, Dr. Doctor of Science.
TAMURA,
K~UZO,
Capt. IJN. Head of the Mine
Sweeping Section of the Japanese Navy.
TANAKA,
Koji, Lt. Col. Staff Ofiicer, 8th Area
Army (Rabaul) .
TAZOE,
Noburu, Lt. Gen. Chief of Staff, Air
General Army.
TOYODA,
Soemu Admiral IJN. Appointed Com-

mander in Chief Combined Fleet May 1944.
Appointed Chief of Naval General Staff May
1945.
WAKAMATSU,
Tadakazu, Lt. Gen. Head of Transportation and Communications Department of
the General Staff, 1941-1943. Vice-Chief of the
General Staff of the Southern General Army.
Vice-Minister of the War Ministry 17 July 1945.
WENEKER,
Paul H., Vice Admiral (German Navy).
Former Commander of the pocket battleship
Deutschland. German Naval Attache in Tokyo
during the war.
YAMAMOTQ,
Tadashi, Commander IJN. Communication OfKcer and Adjutant, Staff, Destroyer Squadron 2 at Guadalcanal.
YOMAI,Mitsumasa, Admiral IJN. Premier of
Japan January-July 1940; Member Supreme
Military Council; Deputy Premier and Navy
Minister in Koiso Cabinet, July 1944; Navy Minister in Suzuki Cabinet, April 1945.

PART II
The second Part of "Mission Accomplished" has been arranged to give the reader an insight into
Japanese thought on the war. A representative group of Japanese political, rnilitary, and industrial
leaders were sought out and specific questions put to them.
When did the Japanese definitely decide h a t further resistance was futile ?
What were the main factors in the defeat of Japan?
What caused the defeat of the Japanese Air Forces?
What was the extent of damage caused by United States air attacks to the principal Japanese war
industries ?
How did the famous "fire raids" affect the morale of the Japanese people?
The answers to these, and similar questions, reveal what the Japanese people on all levels were
thinking while the Empire was collapsing around them.
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PART I I
1. 	 PRIOR T 0 ACTUAL CESSATION OF HOSTlLlTlES ON 14 AUGUST
1945, DtD YOU EVER BELIEVE THAT DEFEAT OF JAPAN WAS
INEVITABLE AND, IF SO, WHAT WER€ YOUR REASONS?
AKISHIGE, Jitsue, Rear Admiral, IJN (2nd Department Head of Munition Office at the
Naval Ministry)
Yes, I had believed the eventual defeat of Japan
was unavoidable before the announcement was
made for her wish to stop hostilities.
It was about the time when the Mariana Islands
fell into the hands of the Allied Powers.
Reasons :
The Marianas group is the most suitable of all
islands in the Southwestern Pacific for air bases.
The fall of these islands meant a possibility of continuous attacks by Allied air power against which
Japan did not have any Counter measures either
with the air force or navy.
After thi Marianas fell, Japanese preparations
were concentrated on the production of aircraft.
The subsequent damages caused by series of attacks by B-29's reduced production to a great extent, particularly around January, February, and
March 1945.
After January 1945 importation of fuel became
very difficult. The supply dwindled to such an
extent that ws were forced to use alcohol. This
also was not sufficient because of disruption in
traffic of importing Sugar from Formosa and grain
from Manchuria.
This meant a direct curtailment of the flight
Crew training program and after April 1945, in
some instances, except for training of fighter
pilots, general training had to be abandoned.

Most of the surface.vessels were lost in the battles
of Saipan and the Philippines. The role of the
navy after Okinawa was quite passive due to their
great losses suffered in this area. The anticipated
final battle on the mainland of Japan at the time
of invasion was no inspiration for the navy which
had lost everything so far.
In short, the military situation after January
1945 was such that Japan was forced to accept the
prospect of invasion after a series of losses of
material and human lives caused solely by the
Allied air power.
It is true that even at this critical Stage there
were some who still believed in the invincibility
of Japan and were hoping for some miracle to
overcome the overwhelming odds.

YAMAKI, Akira, Rear Admiral, IJN (Director
of Studies at Naval Academy)
Judging from the degree of American Progress,
organization and national strength I believed at
the time when war began that Japan was likely
to be defeated in the end. Following the Battle
of Midway I became more and more certain of
the final result, and after the loss of Saipan I
realized that the end of the war was near.
YOSHIZUMI, Masao, Lt. Gen., Infantry (Chief
of War Ministry, Military Affairs Bureau)
I cannot make out the exact period but after
the withdrawal from Guadalcanal, uneasiness
gradually overcame us. This feeling became

deeper after the defeat in the Marianas (which
made possible direct raids on Japan proper by
B-2g's), and also after the defeat on Leyte. The
main reason for this was the differences in the
national strength of Japan and the United States.
K A N , Haruji, Lt. Gen., Artillery (Chief of the
Ordnance Administrative Army Headquarters)

Accompanying the heavy aerial attack in the
latter Part of March, the idea of defeat increased.
The appearance of the atomic bomb and the confirmation of its result and the Russian entry in the
war increased the feeling of defeat.
HARADA, Sadanori, Mai. Gen., Army Air Force
(Chief of Staff of First Air Army)

It was at the fall of Saipan that I first felt the
uncertainty of the future of the war. It can be
reasoned that with the fall of this island the entire
mainland of Japan was exposed to strategical
bombardment. Moreover, the fact that there
were many who did not fully recognize to what
extent and speed this strategical bombardment
would affect the capacity of Japan to continue the
war greatly increased my uncertainty and restlessness.
At the time when we lost the decisive battle on
Leyte my uncertain feelings grew rapidly. We
lost the main strength of our air units in spite of
the fact that we replenished our air units with our
aircraft production which was at its peak at this
time. With the commencement of the strategical
bombardment close at hand the opportunity to
recover air superiority thereafter, even in part was
lost forever, a deciding fact with the southern
sphere completely isolated and the supply line to
natural resources, especially fuel, cut.
MONOBE, Kunro, Governor, Nagano Prefecture

I believed that eventual defeat was inevitable.
After November 1944 when the first mass formation attack of B-29's took place but in particular
after March 10, 1945, when the large section of

lower downtown Tokyo was destroyed, our cause
was hopeless.
The increasing intensity of bombing attacks
caused the greatest damage to the industrial output as well as rendering life of the average people
unstable. There were no countermeasures to
prevent these attacks; and the eventual defeat was
evident.
MOMONOI, Naomi, Governor, Gif u Prefecture
I had not known of the detailed change of situation during the war, but the systematic advance
of the armed forces of the United States based on
abundance of materials and sound scientific developments through Saipan, Tinian, and finally
Okinawa made me realize the eventual defeat.
Particularly after Saipan, establishment of the air
base at Iwo made it possible for the Allied air
power to bomb the main island repeatedly.
This resulted in lowering the production of war
munitions and evacuation of large cities with the
attending lowering of morale. Unless some
miraculous new scientific weapons appeared, I was
convinced of the inevitable defeat.

I

KITANO, Shigeo, Governor, Gumma Prefecture
After the fall of Saipan damage to the economic
and rnilitary power coupled with lowering morale
of the people spelled eventual defeat.
SAEKI, Toshio, Head, Mobilization Section, Employment Bureau, Welfare Ministry
As the result of the repeated attacks by incendiaries upon larger cities beginning March 1945
the damage to these cities was enormous. Specially from about June 1945 On, attacks on middle
size and smaller cities proved that the defense of
these cities was impossible with the Japanese aircraft which were not produced enough in number. It began to dawn upon the mind of average
Japanese that eventual defeat was inevitable.
OKADA, So, Economic Section, Kanagazua Pre.
fecture
I first lost confidence in the outcome of the war

at the time of the fall of Saipan. The conviction

became more clear by the first incendiary attacks
on Tokyo on March 10th followed by similar attacks on March 13th on Osaka, March 17th on
Kobe. This was hrther emphasized by mine
laying operations in various harbors in southern
Japan.
I imagined then that without invasion the Allied air power alone would be able to bring Japan
to defeat anytime between November and December.

ITO, Taisuke, Capt., IJN (Naval General Staff)
When we lost Saipan and neighboring islands,
the truth that the Japanese homeland was included in the sphere of American air bombardment and the resulting destruction of production,
transportation, and capital cities becarne apparent.
Comrnunications between the invaded southern
islands and the Japanese homeland was cut off
and by this time we were being badly harassed
by American submarines. The introduction of
supplies to the islands in the south was made extremely difficult.
Also the Imperial Navy was making a final all
out effort. Not only did its failure in the preceding operations greatly influence the collapse of
morale in the navy but since then, the activities
of the navy became inconsistent. Then to, the
defeat at Saipan took the people so much by surprise that for a while a rising feeling of hopelessness was evident.
TOGA, Muneo, Economic Control Section,
Bureau of Public Safety
Yes, I had doubt as to the ability of Japan to
carry out war because of vast difference in natural
resources such as coal, petroleum, iron ores. My
belief was suengthened when Guadalcanal and
the Marianas fell. This was hrther proven definitely when the damages caused by incendiary attacks on cities proved so unexpectedly devastating.
The effect of atomic bombs was the final confirmation of any previous conviction.

K ORI, Y uichi, Finance Section, District Bureau,
Ministry of Interior .
My hopes for victory disappeared after the fall
of Saipan July 1944 when the base for B-29's was,
established. This spelled the end of supplies from
the outlying area as well as direct and frequent
attacks on Japan.
TAKEUCHI, Tokuji, Bureau of Control, Ministry of Interior
I had my first apprehensions concesning progress of the war when I learned of shipping losses
after the defeat at Guadalcanal in the fall of 1942,
but when it became clear that importation of
bauxite was impossible and fall of Saipan in 1944
was definite, I lost the hope for the outcome of the
war. However, it was the great incendiary attacks on 10 March 1945 on Tokyo which definitely
made me realize the defeat.
The lack of shipping bottoms meant lowered
production of all munition industries, stoppage of
bauxite importation meant a greatly reduced aircraft production and large scale incendiary attacks
on cities meant enormous reduction in productive
capacity of the nation as a whole. (This one
night attack of March 10th destroyed 20 percent
of whole Tokyo).
YOSHZTOMI, Shigeru, Accounting Section, Ministry of Interior
As the attacks by B-29's became more frequent,
I was convinced of the futility of hrther resistance because lack of national resources and their
effect on the national morale.
NOMURA, Masatoshi, Communication S e c h ,
Ministry of Railroads
I came to the conclusion that the war was lost
when the first large-scale incendiary bombing attack was made on downtown Tokyo. I realized
the possibility of similar damage to other cities
which would have certainly destroyed everything
and make people lose their will to fight.

KONISHI, Keitare, Operation Bureau, Ministry
of Transportation
I realized the war was lost because of sudden
decrease in productions caused by relentless attacks by B-29's starting March 10, 1945. These
raids not only directly inflicted physical damages
to factories and Stores, prevented essential materials from being imported but also destroyed people's will to fight.
There was no hope for the outcome of the war
under these conditions.
OSE, Susumu, Engineer, Ship Testing Bureau,
Ministry of Transportation
I realized that defeat was inevitable when Saipan fell because of expected attacks by B-29's on
war industries.
K A W ~ Iwao,
,
Rear Admiral, I1N (Head of
Personnel Office, Navy Ministry)
Eventual defeat became inevitable when Japan
was no longer able to take back what she lost in
Saipan and Guam area.
It was clear that the Mariana Islands formed
the very front line of defense for mainland of
Japan.
The loss of these islands meant a direct disruption of her defense line. I imagined that this
would make it possible for the Allied air power to
bomb main islands directly and destroy such important objects as military installations, war industries and disrupt traffic from the southern area
where Japan was getting her supply of war materials. The isolation thus caused would force Japan to depend on her domestic supply of such
items which would not have lasted very long.
The isolation of occupied area in the southern
area meant loss of the strategic advantage also.
Because of the above situation the Japanese
Navy staked everything she had in planning socalled operation "A" in which nucleus of the fighting strength were carriers and aircraft by which
she hoped to annihilate the American Navy. This
was the last ditch fight which was not successful.

Series of unsuccessful events that followed were
nothing but the result of this operation.
ISHIWARA, Tatjeo, Bureau of Chemistry, Ministry of Commerce and Industry
I believed that eventual defeat would come
when Saipan fell in June 1944.
The closeness of that island made it possible for
the Allied air power to bomb the homeland of
Japan directly. The expected frequency of bombings would have cut off supplies from abroad as
well as destroying munition industries and their
stored supplies. Isolation thus caused would have
spelled defeat in a short time.
KATO, Yoshihide, Maj. Gen., Cavalry (Chief of
Staff 58th Army)
Considering this war from the standpoint of
air defense of &e homeland, I have given much
thought to the dangers that were involved. In
the defense of the homeland there were many
weak points, and the only way of saving the situation was to put forth efforts to reinforce for the
battle of the homeland, to attack United States
bomber bases, and to prepare installations for the
homeland defense. The outcome of the war was
a consequence of Japan's failure to do these things.
However, these tactics were merely what we
hoped for, and continual devastation destroyed
our opportunity of continuing the war.
The inevitability of defeat was apparent from
January 1945, when there were bombing raids of
B-zg's on the homeland, defeat in the Marianas
and our power of air defense had fallen into a
weakened condition. From this time it was believed that the country could be saved from destruction only by the ending of the war.
SUGANAMI, Shoji, 2d Lt. Q. M. Corps, Councillor, Ministry of Commerce and Industry
After knowing the damaging results caused bg
bombings of B-29's I realized that national
strength to resist onslaught by the Allied power
could no longer be kept up.

IKEDA, Kinjiro, Bureau of Mines, Board of
Munition Supply
The reasons for believing in imminent defeat
were: Day and night irnportant factories and
large cities suffered enormous losses from air
raids; supply of iron ores and petroleum was
dwindling rapidly every day which all meant inability for Japan to carry on the war. In addition, there was a marked loss in the people's will
to fight.
MIYAGA W A , Yoshihira, Capt., ZJN
After the fall of Saipan, in the battle of the
Marianas, I lost confidence in attaining victory.
I lost all hope of victory when we lost Iwo Jima.

OMAE, Toshiichi, Capt. IJN (Naval General
Staff)
The first misgiving I had was when the Japanese Navy lost the battle of Philippine Sea which
was also a loss of supremacy over home waters.
The loss could not be recovered. The second occasion was when the Allied air power, including
those with task forces, gained their supremacy of
air around Japan. These all meant lowering of
productive power and morale.

ENDO,Saburo, Lt. Gen., Army Air Corps (Chief
of General Affairs Department, Army Air
Corps Headquarters)
Those responsible for control at the beginning
of the war did not recognize the true value of
aviation and its employment, therefore one defeat
led to another. Although they realized there was
a need for merging the army and the navy,
nothing was done about it. There were no leaders to unify the political and the war strategies,
and the plans executed by the Government were
very inadequate and did not conform to the progress of the war. National resources were not concentrated to the best advantage. The foregoing
was recognized subsequent to the defeat on
Guadacanal and was felt more keenly after the
loss of Saipan.

ONUMA, Haruo, Maj. Gen., Znfantry (Army
General St& In Imperial Headquarters)
I lost confidence of victory when we lost Guadalcanal. Then, the expansion of air bases and
the increasing strength of Allied air forces handicapped our people's living, production, transportation of war material; and, finally, the people lost
the firm belief in a decisive victory.
SUGIURA, Kuro, Capt., ZJN (Cornmandant
Naval Submarine School)
After the fall of Saipan and bombing of the
mainland by B-29's my firm belief of victory became doubtful, which was made conclusive when
atomic bomb was used on Hiroshima on August
6. It was clear that so called "final battle on
homeland" would be futile when a new weapon
of such a nature was employed.
NOGUCHI, Matsuichi, Manager and Director of
TolSyo Machine Tool Plant' of Mitsubishi
Heavy Zndustries
On July 18, 1944 when Saipan fell I realized
that defeat of Japan was inevitable and when
Musashi Plant of Nakajima Aircraft was attacked
on November 24, r g e ~by a large formation of
B-29's which accurately and thoroughly bombed
this important plant I was fully convinced of the
eventualities.
HARA, Kunizo, President and Chairman of
Board of Directors, Tobe Gas Co.
When Tokyo received the-first air raid in December 1944 I realized the inevitability of Japan's
defeat. It was a great surprise to me when the
report of hostilities was made on December 7,
1941, as I had always held that Japan should never
engage in war with any of the nations of first
class power. I never believed that even the ignorant militarists and national-minded politicians
were bold enough to take a chance on this question. However, a temporary advantage Japan
gained in the early Stage of the war in the southWestern Pacific area made me feel that there was

a possibility of Japan's not being defeated (meaning that, although a victory was impossible). Setbacks received in the south Pacific area on later
dates made one realize the truth of my original
belief which was finally confirmed when the raids
on Tokyo became a reality. There is no doubt
that this defeat was almost entirely due to the
activities of the Allied air power.

NAKAJIMA, Kiyoichi, President, Nakajima Aircraft Co.
My personal belief that defeat was inevitable
was definitely made conclusive when B-29's began systematic bombing attacks on various plants
belonging to Nakajima starting November 24,
1944. In particular the attacks on February 16
and 17, 1945,on Ohta, Koizumi, and Musashi by
the dive bombers which finished off what was left
intact by B-2g's, and April 7 and 12 attacks on
Musashi plant in which I ton bombs were employed. The latter had such devastating effects
on buildings, machine tools and morale of the
people that with several more attacks of this nature I felt that our production would stop
altogether.
The intensified bombings of other factories and
cities in general all over the country that followed,
and the appearance of the atomic bombs was
nothing but additional emphasis on my conviction of eventual defeat.
W A D A , Tsunesuke, Managhg Director of Fuji
Den& Seizo K.*K . (Electrical Manufacturing
Co.)
Though the traffic between Japan and the
Southern Islands was severed on account of the
heavy assaults of airplanes and submarines and it
became impossible to import materials for production and the prospects for Japan's victory began to seem remote, I did not think really that
Japan would be defeated. It was first in April to
May 1945, as the manufacturing factories were
destroyed by each air raid and the means of transportation were shut down and the ~ e a for
l pro-

duction of the workmen diminished that I really
began to feel that Japan was in dire peril. The
Japanese Army began to say that the Allied forces
would be allowed to make a landing on our home
shores and then dealt with. But this would mean
that the area where our factories are located would
be converted into battlefields and therefore I
thought that this would eventually bring defeat
to us.
It is unquestionable that the power of the air
forces had a direct effect in bringing about the
termination of the war and their Services were
very conspicuous. Had the Allied Powers not
possessed such a powerhl air force and the manufacturing factories and transportation means not
been destroyed, the termination of the war would
have been delayed even though Japan's defeat in
the long run be inevitable.

KASAHARA, Itsuji, President, Dai Nippon
Sei& (Precision M~chineTool) Co., Director,
Tobe Steam Boiler Co., Director, Ishekawajima Industrial Co.
From the very Start I considered victory was
difficult. This belief was strengthened when
Saipan fell and it became clear that defeat was
unavoidable when Iwo Jima was taken. The
most active parts the Allied air power played in
this respect were:
Supremacy of the Allied air power which made
it possible to annihilate the Japanese Navy and
Stage effective bombings by 529's on industries
and cities on the mainland.
SUGA, Reinosuke, President, Empire Mining Co.,
Chairman of the Board, Gumi Construction
Co.
In later dates my fears were proven when announcement of the battles was always on the
optimistic side while lack of airplanes was emphasized by the military and government. When
the activities of the Allied air power were actually
felt in Japan I lost all hope for successful Solution.
The Allied air power with newly occupied
islands in the Pacific as their bases repeatedly at-

tacked mainland which h a l l y resulted in incendiary raids over Tokyo. It was a public assurance by the military in early Stage of the war
that not a single enemy airplane would be allowed
over Tokyo. We thought then at that time that
the regular appearance of enemy missions spelled
doom to our empire. Then daily Papers began
to mention enemy attacks in various parts of the
country from November 194. This was contra-

dictory to the former announcement by the military and we expected the worst.
It is my personal belief h a t I actually felt the
eventual fate of Japan somewhere between March
and May of 1945. Very often official slogan
of "Final Battle on Homeland" was heard. Nobody really understood the meaning of "final
battle." My pessimistic views were enlarged after
these fateful incendiary raids over Tokyo.

2. WHAT WAS THE MILITARY ANB ECONOMIC SITUATION OF
JAPAN AFTER 1 JANUARY 1945? 

AMANO, Masaichi, Mai. Gen., Infantry (Section
Chief of the General Staff Headquarters)

cal industries. As for coal, by the summer of 1945
only half the year's supply was produced, causing
further set-backs to the already handicapped shipping facilities. Less than half the supply of liquid
fuel (composed mainly of alcohol and chiefly used
for aviation purposes) was replenished. Lirnitations were imposed on the use of fuel for automobiles and other vehicles.

Japan was rendered helpless by the loss of Saipan in the summer of 1 9 4 through weakening
of naval airpower, loss of warships, raids on the
homeland, destruction of coastal bases, and lowering of the people's morale. Also enemy landings
in the Philippines in late 1944, material losses in
the Philippines in early 1945 causing complete
ONUMA, Haruo, Maj. Gen., Infantry (Army
isolation from resources in the South Seas, and
General Staff in Imperial Headquarters)
the loss of the Ryukyu islands created a weakenThe decrease of war materiel production in the
ing of the connections between Japan, Manchuria, homeland, because of bombings by the Allied air
and China, which finally resulted in a shortage
force, and the complete interruption of transof vital resources which had been obtained from
portation- in the southern regions, natural reoutside the homeland (foodstuffs, fuel, and other
sources, especially oil, caused sudden changes in
resources needed for armaments) The decrease Japan's economy, thereby elirninating all hope of
in shipping facilities, railway transportation, and
victory.
minor transportation businesses, had a great influence upon the general military preparation for
SATO, Hiroo, Col., Artillery (Staff member of
the battle of the homeland.
Imperial General Headquarters)
FOTexample, in 1943 the annual import of foodJapan's economic status reached dire circumstuffs was estimated to be approximately ~,ooo,ooo stances in 1945 because of the continued war and
loss of shipping. In our country where national
tons, which by 1943 was reduced practically to
prosperity
is tied in with shipping, the increasing
nothing. Since June of the Same year, the rice
large scale raids not only caused confusion in
ration of 2 go, 3 shaku (T. N. 736 pints) has
transportation
but started a decline in national
been reduced by 10 percent. Formerly, approxprosperity. Our plans for dispersal and defense
imately ~,ooo,oootons of salt were being irnported
of factories did not Progress as expected and even
but in 1945 this supply was practically cut off.
This not only caused a shortage of salt for con- though we devised measures to Counter the decline
in small transportation, the food shortage, the
sumption but it greatly handicapped vital chemi- -

.

manpower and other shortages by mobilizing our
entire national economy ruthlessly and repeatedly,
our national strength only continued its retrograde
path.

OMAE, Toshiichi, Capt., IJN (Naval General
Staff)
In January 1945 the battle of the Philippine Seas
had been in a decisive Stage. The damages s d fered by the Japanese Navy and air force had
been critical with the result that their defensive
power against the onslaught of the Allied power
was nil.
Interruption of sea traffic by B-zgs and submarines prevented efficient supply of war material~which caused production figures to drop
enormously.
The degree.of difliculty as afore-mentioned increased day by day &er the fall of Okinawa.
Interruption caused in sea and land transportations and communication by the activities of B-29s
not only affected the sea and air forces of Japan
but added a great difficulty in Army preparation
for the eventual invasion which would not have
been ready until the end of 1945.

in the production of aircr& due to the incendiary
raids in the Tokyo area and the continuous air
raids on Japan proper. These facts led to our
loss in air supremacy. Following the loss of the
Philippines it became impossible for us to take the
offensive due to lack of fuel.

HARADA, Sadanori, Maj. Gen., Army Air Force,
(Chief of Stafl of First Air Army)
The material damage and urgent evacuation
and dissolution of the factories were caused by
concentrated bombardment of essential airplane
engine and body factories. The spiritual effect of
this bombardment upon factory workers throughout the whole country, and the increasing unacceptable planes due to the excessive use of sub
stitute steel, caused a sudden drop in the produc.tion of aircraft.
The indisciminate bombardment created a distressing condition throughout the country and
there was a severe decrease of production in the
war industries in general. In regard to raw material~industries, the coal, salt and aluminum
problems were aggravated.

BABA, Hideo, Maj. Gen., Infantry (Chief of StaA
MATSUZAWA, Kyohei, Col., Army Air Corps
of shipping at Hiroshirna)
(Chief of Air Corps Field Ordnance)
It was anticipated that the homeland was going
- Due to th.e severe air attacks on the aircraft in- to be the decisive battleground so preparations
dustries, remorse was succeeded by Stagnation. It
were rushed and many new divisions were mowas planned to complete the deployment of f a ~ bilized, but due to damage inflicted on munitions
tories before March 1945. Although it was factories by air raids, production for weapons was
planned to restore production, due to the various hindered, and there were many defects in the
factories and transportation facilities being sud- weapons. There was also a shortage of rifles,
denly decentralized, the recovery could not easy be machine guns and heavy weapons. Training was
made, especially .since the loss of numerous s u b poor and morale was very low. It is true that
contracting factories by fire markedly decreased we were shocked at the United States' Superior
production. Finally, in March and April, pro- weapons.
duction fell to about 500 planes monthly, and
N A K AJIMA, Kiyoichi, President, Nakajima Airgreat dficulties arose in replacements.
maft Co.
MIYAGA W A , Yoshihira, Capt., IJN
It was from the latter part of 1944 that most of
Due to the many adverse aerial engagements the industrialists began to realize that Japan's
since the battle of Midway, we lost many experi- defeat would be unavoidable. This was because
enced pilots. Also there was a sudden decrease the scarcity of materials caused large drops in pro-

duction figures and also because of damages directly caused by the air raids of the Allied air
power after the fall of Saipan.
SUZUKI, MiFjio, Head, Policy Police Section,
Ministry of Interior.
Not only Sugar and fat were missing from daily
menu of the people, but the rationing of rice became less and irregular. This was most evident
in case of large city like Tokyo. Moreover attacks on large cities gradually reduced the supply
of food Stores and the consequent result was the
utter confusion in the economic set-up of the
nation.
CHIBA, Saburo, Governor, Miyagi Prefecture
Increased bombing attacks on essential industries caused unpredicted decrease in production.
In order to minimize the effect of such bombings
the Government tried to disperse the factories but
the plan did not work out rapidly enough due to
uansportation dilliculties.
The five essential industries, which included
aircraft, steel, coal, light metal, and ship building, steadily went down in production.
YOSHIOKA, Keiichi, Economic Eection, Gumma
Prefecture
After the fall of Iwo the army was concentrating on coastal defense against the eventual invasion.
With the increased intensity of raids by B-2g's,
essential industries were gradually put out of operation. Food situation became critical due to
disruption of traffic and the mainland had to be
divided into many districts which in themselves
tried to be self-suscient.
TAKEUCHI, Toijuji, Bureau of Control, Ministry of Interior.
In spite of the desperate effort by the Government, production of munitions had gone down
rapidly due to the lack of essential materials before January 1945. The large scale incendiary
attacks by B-29's starting early in 1945 further

decreased production and added hardships on the
people. The evacuation of the people and dispersion of factories added to the general confusion
of the economic structure of the country.
TOMIOKA, Sadatoslii, Rear Admiral IJN (Naval General Staff)
Production of aircraft, weapons and other war
material fell rapidly due to the bombing of the
Japanese mainland by large American bombers
and resistance gradually diminished. On other
fronts, shipping was decreased due to the activities of the American air and task forces, and oil
became very scarce. Active operations could not
be carried out. The defense preparations were
not completed to the point where one could place
confidence in them owing to the decrease in fighting power and difficulties.
SAKAI, Toshihiko, Personal Secretavy to Prime
Minister.
Aircraft production upon which all efforts had
been concentrated showed some sign of improvement in the fall of 1944. This was offset by
concentrated attacks by the Allied air power
particularly on aircraft engine plants which
practically spelled a doom for the production.
Incendiary attacks at night on cities destroyed
parts manufacturers so much as to hold up the
assembly of engines. Absenteeism increased
enormously and prevented effective operation of
remaining plants.
Coastal shipping as well as intercontinent
shipping was affected so much by raids by sea
and from the air that total stoppage was effected
on traffic between Korea and Manchuria. Mine
laying operations by the Allied air power prevented movement of ships even in Inland Sea
area. This was a great blow to the scheduled
shipping of coal.
ARITA, Kiichi, Chief, Bureau of Marine Transportcztion.
In January 1945 the existing total tonnage of

shipping bottorns was only one-third of that
before the war.
The activities of the Allied air power, particularly of B-29s in mine laying operation bottled
up the Inland Sea, Shimonoseki, and Chosen
(Korea) Straits which made importation of food
and war materials impossible. Incendiary attacks
on cities resulted in critical shortage of labor, food
and daily necessities for the livelihood of the
people.
On the economic side, over-issuing of Government bonds to finance the munition industries unbalanced the economic structure so much as to
cause strong inflation tendencies.

IKEDA, Kinjiro, Bureau of Mines, Board of Munition Supply.
Steel industry had to shut down some of its
furnaces due to lack of coal, iron ore, and damages due to direct bombing. The result was production figures as low as one-tenth of the maximum capacity.
The petroleum industry also suffered from lack
of crude oil which meant a meager supply of only
several ~oo,ooo metric tons of oil produced in
Japan proper and synthetic fuel.
Aircraft production lagged behind due to direct damage by bombing and lack of aluminum.
Quality also suffered as the increasing number of
flying accidents signified.
SUGANAMI, Shoji, Councillor, Ministry of Commerce and Industry.
The bombing by B-29's became more frequent
and devastating in its effect. Great confusion
was created in the economic structure. Dispersion of plants into various parts of the country

was attempted at any cost. This taxed the transportation capacity to the limit. In spite of all this
all-out effort, d&culty was encountered in every
direction for successful operation of plants in their
new locations. Labor shortage was one and food
scarcity was another. There was a marked drop
in production figures.
At the Same time due to disturbances in transportation, food and daily necessities for the people became scarce which practically wrecked the
economic life of average people due to prevalence
of black markets. The mind of the people was
no longer on production of munitions, and their
confidence in the government was gradually lost
which meant their loss of hope for the outcome of
the war.

W A D A , Tsunesuke, Managing Director of Fuji
Den& Seizo K . K . (Electrical Manufacturing

Co.). 

In my opinion, I consider that the resistive
power of a warring nation is dependent on the
product of its available munition material multiplied by the fighting spirit of its armed forces.
When either of these factors drops to Zero the
resistive power will be Zero. It seems that the air
forces of the Allied Powers carried out bombardments aiming at both of the above factors.
As I was engaged in production only, it was
after the factories sustained direct damages and
their production dropped that I began to think
Japan was in danger. Destruction of factories by
air forces decreased production of munition material by which our resistive power diminished
and finally forced us into defeat. It may be said
that this was the direct result of the activity due
to the Allied airpower.

3. 	 LIST THE EXTENT OF DAMAGE CAUSED BY U. S. AIR ATTACKS
T 0 THE PRlNClPAL JAPANESE WAR INDUSTRIES FROM THE
LATTER PART OF 1944 T 0 THE CLOSE OF THE WAR, AND H O W
DID THlS AFFECT TH€ JAPANESE ABILITY T 0 CONTINUE
PROSECUTIOW OF THE WAR?
SHIBA, Koshiro, President, (Shipbuilders Control Association)
A general development of war industries from
the beginning of 1942 to middle of 1944 was
phenomenal. The sudden drop in production
was felt in the latter Part of 1944, when the air
raids became frequent, and from 1945 On the industries were paralyzed as the air raids became
of daily occurrence. Recovery became an impossibility after this period.
As to the damages received by the shipbuilding
industry itself, they were comparatively minor in
nature. The damage suffered by the subcontractors, however, were enormous, which caused a
serious difficulty in production schedule of the
main shipyards.
Every effort was made to recover from these
damages with some result in 1944, but nothing
could be done in 1945 when the bombing became
continuous.
The yearly production of merchant ships of
more than 1,000 ton (gross weight) displacement
were :
1941 ........................... 231, ooo tons 

1942 ........................... 424,000 tons 

1943 ........................... 1,120,000 tons 

1 9 4 4 . . ........................ I , 580,000 tons 

1945 (up to April). ............. 251, ooo tons 

Inability to build transport fast enough had a
great effect on Japan's ability to continue war.

.

ENDO, Saburo, Lt. Gen., Army Air Corps (Chief
of General Affairs Department, Army Air
Corps Headquarters)
Owing to bombing raids directed against aircraft factories, especially engine factories, great
damage was inflicted, and the monthly production of 2,457 planes in November 1944 dropped to
1,000 planes in July 1945.

Important factories directly hit were the Nakajima Engine Plant in Musashi, the Mitsubishi Engine Plant in Nagoya, the Nakajima Aircraft Co.
in Ota, the Kawasaki Aircraft Co. in Akashi, and
the Kawanishi Aircraft Co. in Naruo.

HARADA, Sadanori, Maj. Gen., Army Air Force
(Chief of Staff of First Air Army)
Aviation industry. If the production of November 1944 were 100, the production was down
to 40 percent, and the losses in the battles of the
Philippines and Okinawa campaigns could not be
replaced. Moreover, the production of plane fuselages, engines, propellors and equipment was c r i p
pled, and in certain plane types production was
practically nil for that month. (For example, the
army heavy bomber KI 67, and the modified version of the Navy fighter Shiden, modified
George) .
Because of this, aerial battles were avoided during several months of the last phases of the war,
and planes were wholly kept in reserve for the
expected detisive battle of the homeland, and a
negative plan was followed. The strategical
bombings of the enemy became increasingly rampant and caused a rapid decline in the war industries.
TOYODA Kiechiro, Mmaging Director and President of Toyoda Automobile Manufacturing
Corp.
The general situation of -Japanese industry was
such that production was maintained until the air
attacks became intense, in spite of considerable
hindrances. But as the fiequency of the air raids
increased, productivity decreased. As for my corporation, the factories were located in a secluded
place which accounted for the lack of direct dam-

age, but the insuficiency of raw materials for production, such as coal, iron and steel, lowered the
productivity 40 percent since the outbreak of the
war. The sudden drop of production, due to air
raids, was caused by bombs dropped from about
July of last year to 14 August. For this reason,
casting factories were destroyed, and production
fell sharply.

ONO, TalSeji, Vice Admiral, IJN (Chief of Personne1 Section, Naval Ministry)
The damage suffered by aircraft and related
factories, especially the factories connected with
the manufacture of vitally important fighter aircraft, affected our operations tremendously when
we entered the phase of defensive operations in
the air.
AMANO, Mmichi, Maj. Gen., Infantry (Section
Chief of the General Staff Headquarters)
Because of air raids, the aircraft industry as a
whole suffered 50 percent damage to factory sites,
assembly plants, etc. Compare with the all-time
record achieved in 194, output was decreased 33
percent. In the manufacture of vacuum tubes
and other communications apparatus,
output was
-cut 60 percent. The output of the radar manufacturing industry was reduced to 50 percent of its
previous highest record. Other general military
equipment production was cut about 33 percent.
The heavy damages incurred by the munitions
industry as a result of air raids was a great stumbling block in the preparation for a possible United
States invasion. These preparations were originally scheduled to be finished by the end of October. However, because of the heavily damaged
munitions industry, plans were unavoidably delayed and most preparations were scheduled to be
finished by the end of the year. Other parts were
to take till the beginning of 1946.
YOSHIZUMI, Masao, Lt. Gen., Infantry (Chief
of War Ministry, Military Mairs Bureau)
The bombing of aircraft engine plants and fuse-

lage plants began in November 194. The large
scale bombing on metropolitan areas began after
March 1945. The material and spiritual effect on
industry increased daily as the results of bomb
ing on communication networks and cities after
June 1945. The evacuation of factories and destruction of subcontracting factories had a spiritual influence on the workers and a material effect
on shipping, railroads and other means of transportation. In view of all these, the productive
capacity fell rapidly.

YAMAKI, Akira, Rear Admiral IJN (Director of
Studies at Naval Academy)
The damage wrought in air raids against the
aircraft industry (in Tokyo and Nagoya areas,
and in Kyushu) had a paralyzing effect upon Japan's will to continue the war. Air attacks on the
steel industry (In Tokyo, Nagoya, and the KobeOsaka area, and in Kyushu) and the shipbuilding
industry (in the Kanagawa, Kobe-Osaka and Inland Sea Coastal areas) severely crippled manufacturing and transportation facilities. As a result it
became impossible to repak the damage suffered
by the aircraft industry and related installations.
ISHIWARA, Takeo, Bureau of Chemistry, Ministry of Commerce and Zndusty.
Extent of damages suffered by various indurtries is shown on the following list:
Industry:
Percent Loss in Capaciry
Petroltum refining.. ...................... 33 

Synthehc fud.. ..........................61 

Alcohol .................................. 33 

Pig iron.. ............................... 33 

Carbon steel.. ............................ 30 

Alloy stecl.. .............................40 

Aluminum ............................... zo 

Magnesium .............................. I5 

Copper ...................................36 

Machie t w l . . ........................... 18 

Automobile manufacmring.. ............... 30 

Coal gas industry.. ....................... 33 

Ammonia.. .............................. 43 

Airframe, aircraft enginc and propeiior. ...... 60

KAN, Haruji, Lt. Gen., Artillery (Chief of the
Ordnance Administrative Army Headquarters)
Direct hits and estimated damage to heavy industries.

Heavy industrics

Iran and steel. .........

Light inferior gold. .....
Military airships. . . . . . .
Military weapons, can-

non .................

Optical weapons. .......
Ammunition left on
ground ..............
Airship ammunition . . . .
Vehicles ...............
Wireless materials. .....
Communication materials . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Vacuum control. . . . . . . .
Relative important
weapons .............

AP.
AP.
proxi- proxi- Approximate .
matc mate
capac- capac- capacity
July
ity
ity
Nov.
1945
May
1944

1945

Pcrccnt

Pcrccnt

100
100
100

50
20
60

100
100

75
24

100
100
100
100

74
82
70
70

100
100

30
80

Pcrccnt
25 

10
40
(I)

(9
(9
(7
(I)
(I)
Cl)
Cl)

100 


'Approximatcly samc as of May 1945.

SUZUKI, Shinobu, President and Superintendent
of Sumidawaga Shipbuilding Corp.
Productivity decreased because of the increase
of absenteeism among workers in general, following the suspension of production during air raid
alarms and the increasing bombing raids.
TOMOSUE, Yoji, Governor, Ibaraki Prefecture
Most of the munition industries were made targets of Allied air power. In particular the aircr& industry had its production lowered to 50 to
60 percent of the maximum during the war. Unbalanced productive capacities of various industries were causing further decrease in aircraft
production which made a satisfactory defense impossible.

FATAGAMI, Tmtomu, Colonel, Infantry (General StaA Headquarters)
Because of the low productivity in the manufacture of aircraft, caused by the bombings, production did not replenish the loss. The situation
became so that our air force had di6culty in resisting the United States air force. Therefore, fostering of military strength until an opportunity to
attack was perceived, became inevitable. This led
American air force's activities to be increasingly
numerous.
ARAO, Okikatsu, Colonel, Infantry (General
Staff Headquarters)
The detailed figures have supposedly been submitted to you.
Since November of 1944, first the important aircraft engine factories, then the fuselage factories
received concentrated bombing. The tangible
damage plus the blow on the factory workers'
morale throughout the country was devastating.
This and the emergency dispersal of the factories
caused a sudden slump in aircraft production.
The frequent and widespread calamities befalling
the large cities since March 1945 caused tremendous damage to aircraft and weapon factories and
also to parts and material factories. Consequently, in conjunction with the damage to railroad and automobile transportation, aircraft and
over-all war production fell very low.
The raids against average and small cities since
June had a grave indirect effect and the over-all
munitions production started to drop gradually.
Loss of shipping and damage to railroad cars and
automobile cars caused by air raids halted the traffic of raw material and finished products and prevented workers from reaching their working
places. This contributed greatly to the deterioration of strategic war industries.
KASAHARA, Itsuji, Presidens, Dai Nippon Sei&
(Precision Machine Tool Co.), Director,
Tokyo Steam Boiler Co., Director, Ishekawajima Industrial Co.
The plants belonging to our company did not

suffer very much from the direct bombing, but due
to loss of houses by workers the attendance sometimes dropped to a new low level which is reflected on the production figures after March
1944. With d e r difficulties encountered, such
as lack of transportation, our figures were down
to one-fifth which must have affected Japan's
ability to carry on war considerably.

NAKAJIMA, Kiyoichi, President, Nakajima Aircraft Co.
Effect of damages suffered by our plants on
Japan's ability to continue war: Our Musashi
plant, which was the only Nakajima aircraft
engine plant where complete engines were made
for both army and navy, was made a target from
the very Start. The extensive damages thus
caused resulted in delay in production of assembly
of engines and airframes not only for Nakajima
but also for other companies like Mitsubishi,
Kawanishi, etc., which used our engines on their
airframes. The effect was such that airframes
were always ahead of engines in these plants.
The figure amounted to several hundred every
month.
Aside from the above Situation many airplanes
already completed and kept in hangars and airfields around the plant were also damaged every
time raids were carried out.
The resulting. damages to the ability of Japan
to continue were considerable.

AMAIZUMI, Toyoro, Director, Uraga Dockyard
Industry in general was not prepared for eventual lack of materials because of early advantages
gained in southwestern areas from where supply
was assured. Up to 1944 when the air raid became a reality the production figures were on
upward trend all the time.
The sudden drop after this period is entirely
due to the activities of the Allied air power.

SHIBA, Koshiro, President, Shipbuilders Contrd
Association.
Direct damage by air raids was fatal but absenteeism by workers due to loss of houses and
uneven and unreliable distribution of food became
just as important in the later Stage of the war.
SUGA, Reinosuke, President, Eimpire Mining
Co., Chairman of the Board, Gumi Construction Co.
The activities by the Allied air power practically
affected all phases of industries, including munitions, rail and water transportation. Most of the
factories thus destroyed were not rebuilt. The
incendiary attacks on Tokyo and Osaka definitely
disturbed the nerve Center of all industries.
Indirectly the lack of labor and materials, disruption of traffic, destruction of communication
System, etc. meant disintegration of scheduled
production which resulted in shortening of such
schedules from I year, half a year, 3 months period to finally I month program at the last quarter period of 1945.
InefKcient operation of mail and communication meant inefficient office routine. Slow recovery meant mistrust of government and the military. Other unstable Situations created doubt
in the mind of workmen. Direct effects were
beginning to be felt since the spring attacks of
1945. These influences were very impressive and
rather sudden in their intensity.
NOGUCHI, Matsuichi, Manager and Director of
TolSyo Maclzine Tool Plant of Mitsubishi
Heavy Industries.
The percentage of our products in aircraft engines and airframes to the total production of
Japan was about 30 percent.
Therefore the damages suffered by our plants
from air raids, both to airframe and aircraft engine plants at Nagoya in December 1944 had a
considerable effect on Japan's ability to carry on
the war.

In order to minimize such results, efforts had
been made to disperse a part of the plant but due
to lateness in the attempt and interference by
further raids, the plan was not completed before
the surrender..
The damages frOm air raids inflicted 0n plants
of Mitsubishi factories were:

Name

Damages
Drop in
production
in
building
due to
damages
area
(perccnt) (percent)

Mitsubishi Aircraft Nagoya Airframe Plant. ..
Mitsubishi Aircraft Nagoya Engine Plant. ....
Mitsubishi Aircraft Kumamoto Plant. .......
Mitsubishi Heavy Industries Nagasaki Dockyard ..................................
Mitsubishi Hcavy Industries Nagasaki Arms
Plant. ................................
Mitsubishi Hcavy Industries Kobe Dockyard . .
Mitsubishi Heavy Industries Yokohama Dockyard .................................
Mitsubishi Hcavy Industnes Hiroshia Machine Tool.. ..........................

43

70

89
50

85

16

13

90
4

90
I8

28

I0

70

I0

65

Damnges Drop in
in
pvoduction
building
due fo
Name

area
damagcs
(percent) (percmr)

Mitsubishi Heavy Industries Tokyo Machuic

TOOI .................................
15
Mitsubishi Heavy Industries Kawasaki Machinc
T001 ................................. 25

10

20

With regard to subcontractors, aircraft division
of Mitsubishi suffered greatly because a comparatively large amount of the total capacity
(amounted to 50 per cent) was done by their part
makers.
After April 1944 severe effects were felt in production at main factories due 20 damages to their
subcontractors whose production figures dropped
down to only 30 per cent.
The effect of such a large percentage of damage
to subcontractors is apparent on the ability of
Japan's effort to continue war. The shipbuilding
division did not suffer so much as their use of
subcontractors was negligible.

4. T 0 WHAT EXTENT DID MlNlNG OF JAPAMESE PORTS, THE INLAND
SEA AND SHIMONOSEKI STRAITS FROM THE. AIR AFFECT THE
JAPANESE WAR EFFORT?
SAKAMAKI, Munekata, Vice Admiral, IJN
(Chief of General Affairs Section of the Air
Materials General Office, Ministry of Munitions.)
The three methods which the allies employed
in cutting our supply routes in the rear were the
use of submarines, direct attacks on our ships with
the air forces, and the layingtof mines. It seems
that the greatest damage was wrought through
the direct attacks by the air force, and that submarine warfare and mine laying ranked next in
effectiveness. The greatest effect of the mines was
the interference with the transportation of coal
from northern Kyushu i o the vital industrial areas
of Kobe and Osaka.

NOMURA, Tomekichi, Rear Admiral, IJN (Naval General Staff)

I believe that together with the destruction of
railroad facilities by air raids, blockading the Inland Sea (which is the artery of Japan's sea transportation) and cutting off the major seaports
around this time paralyzed the transportation of
war materials. The blockading (by m*es) made
it extremely difficult to import natural resources
from Korea and Manchuria; furthermore, not only
imports of materials needed for the war but also
imports of food became very digcult. As a result I believe the people felt extremely uneasy
about the food Situation.

HARADA, Sadanori, Maj. Gen., Army Air Force
(Chief of Staff of First Air Army)
The cutting of the supply of coal to the industrial areas had the greatest effect of all. Looking
at the coal producing areas of Japan and the war
industry areas, it can be Seen that the attempts of
the Pacific air force in the Inland Sea to cut off
the transporting of Kyushu coal and the bombing
of the ports in this area were very accurate. In
the northern area, the interception of the transporting of Hokkaido coal and the attacks against
ports of this area were also very accurate.

OMAE, Toshiichi, Capt., ZJN (Naval General
Staff)
Not only the mines laid in harbors and straits
in the Japan Sea, Shimonoseki and Inland Sea
directly destroyed ships but made sea traffic extremely dificult. In some cases around February
and March 1945, because of inadequacy of sweeping operations some ships were at anchor for a
whole month.
Since Japan had lost most of its ship bottoms,
its effect was fatal.
About May 1945, because of added activity of
B-29's it was feared that no ships might be in
existence in 1946.
This disruption of traffic which prevented importation of materials from Manchuria and China
completely disabled efficient operation of war industries because they were based on the condition
of these material supplies.
The domestic shipping of coal from Kyushu to
Kwansai suffered also. The mine laying in
Shirnonoseki Strait was the most effective followed by blocking of Akashi Strait.
SUGZURA, Kuro, Capt., IJN (Commandant
Naval Submarine School).
Sea mines laid by the Allied air force inflicted
a great deal of damage to ships.
The mines also prevented the use of Shimonoseki Strait which was the focal point of all routes
from China, Korea, and Manchuria to where

Japan was then confined for its supply- of war
materials.
Additional mines in the InIand Sea area forced
the use of harbors in Japan Sea. Due to inferior
facilities and the poor rail transportation, capacities connecting these harbors with chief industrial
cities, Japan's last effort in accumulating whatever
war materials she could gather was greatly
handicapped.
KURTHARA, Etsuzo, Rear Admiral IlN ( S t d
Oflicer, Imperial General Headquarters)
Mines severely disrupted our transportation
plans, creating losses at that time together with
the air attacks on motorized convoys which made
it almost impossible to move supplies and carry
out transportation schedules. The movement of
coal supplies was particularly aff ected.
SATO, Hiroo, Colonel, ArtiZZery (Staff Member
of Imperial General Headquarters)
They greatly lowered the operation of shipping.
Toward the last Stage of the war, they threw
transportation *o a state of utter confusion and
lowered our national morale. They decreased the
vital importation of food, coal, etc., and this resulted in a production loss of 3 ~ ~ percent.
40
The
confusion in food importation had an over-all effect on the people's living condition. The coal
shortage greatly depreciated industrial capacity.
,

UEHARA, Yoshio, Rear Admird ZJN (Chief,
General Affairs Section, Naval Air Administrative Headquarters)
By this, our sea transportation which is the center of the homeland economy, sustained the greatest destruction and was cut off. As a result our
wartime economy dropped into a state of needy
circumstances.
TERADA, Seiichi, U.Gen., Army Air Corp,
(Chief of Training Department, Army Air
Headquarters)
The effect of mine warfare on Japan's war
strength: It shattered completely the production

front composed of Japan, Manchuria, and China,
and had a vital effect on the war effort. It caused
a shortage of basic materials such as food, coal,
etc., in. the internal economy of Japan, and
wrecked the basis of the national economy.

TAKATA, Toshitane, Rear Admiral, IJN (Naval
General Staff)
Aerial mines greatly reduced the amount of
shipments. Especially the mines laid in Shinonoseki strait and the Inland Sea displayed an enormous effect on the noticeable reduction in Japan's
military production power. The gieatest blow
was dealt to coal supply capacity.
MIYAZAKI, Shuichi, Lt. Gen., Infantry (Chief
of 1st Section General Staff Headquarters)
Looking at it from a purely military standpoint,
transportation of troops and material from the
mainland to the homeland in order to continue
the preparation for the decisive battle on the
homeland, was interrupted considerably. Looking at it from the standpoint of carrying on the
war, munition production and daily lives of the
people were greatly affected by the delay in transportation and by the cutting of transportation
between the mainland and the homeland.
Morcover, the interdiction of sea lanes in the
neighboring waters of Japan and the forced restraint of large numbers of ships within the Inland Sea area made the transportation of coal with
the country extremely diflicult. Thus production
and transportation were hard pressed. Furthermore, the tremendous increase in the burden of
rail transportation by the interruption of sea lanes
in the neighboring sea gave rise to errors and
accidents.
BABA, Hideo, Maj. Gen., lnfantry (Chief of Staff
of Shipping at Hiroshima)
The laying of mines from the air caused severe
damage to shipping, and the blockade of Shimonoseki Strait cut off the liaison between the mainland and Setonaikai. The laying of mines off

Kobe disrupted the use of equipment such as
cranes for loading and unloading. Although
mines were swept at Shimonoseki Strait, the east
and West entrances were continually mined, so
Passage became almost impossible. This greatly
affected ports such as Osaka, Kobe and Ujine and
severely damaged shipping.

SUGANAMI,Shoji, Councillor, Ministry of

Com-

rnerce and Industry.
The result of the mine-laying operations by the
Allied air power was very effective in bottl'ing up
Japan.
Since Japan had lost so much of her shipping it
was her policy to carry on her importation of
food, coal, ores, bauxite, etc., with whatever small
fleet of ships left through Korea, Manchuria, and
China. The mines completely disrupted traffic in
these commodities.
The coal Situation was made critical because of
interruption by mines around Kyushu and northern Honshu which prevented coal in Kyushu and
Hokkaido from coming into Honshu.

.

ARITA, Kiichi, Chief, Bureau of Marine Transportation.
The mine laying operations which were begun
in March 1945 completely stopped shipping in the
Inland Sea in June. The actual damages in April
alone were 55 steamships damaged and 13 sailboats with auxiliary engines disabled.
The shift of shipping operations to the Japan
Sea was detected and the mines were begun to be
laid in this area in June 1945. Inferior facility
of these harbors and additional hindrance by submarines made operation of these harbors very
inefficient.
TSUBOI, Genko, Bureau of Marine Transportation, Ministry of Transportation.
Most of the marine transportation was incapacitated by bottling up the Inland Sea. Shift to
harbors on Japan Sea was not e6cient enough to
handle food and coal.

SHIMASUE, Tatsujiro, Ministry of Transportstion und Communication.
I believe the Allied air power dealt a fatal blow
upon transportation to Japan.
Effective stoppage of coal affected operations of
war industries as well as coastal shipping.
Due to mines, importation of food and coal
from the Asiatic mainland was made impdsible.
Organizations were Set up to locally govern the
district as to food supply and other war essentials,
but impossibilities of its success had been predicted.

.

SUGIYAMA, Rokuzo, Vice Admiral, IJN (Naval
General Staff)
In regard to the inadequate transportation facilities and poor distribution of industrial power
within Japan, the laying of mines in the Inland
Sea and the Shimonoseki Straits further hampered
transportation and production, and made the prosecution of war impossible. This was particularly
so in the Kyushu area.
AGURI, Ginzo, htelligence Section, Foreign Capital Bureau, Ministry of Finance.
The mine-laying operations by the Allied air
power greatly handicapped sea transportation.
Particularly affected were 2he coal shipments
which came through the Inland Sea route to
Osaka and Tokyo. This left an alternative of

using Niigata Harbor on Japan Sea through a1.ready congested rail transportation facilities.

SUZUKI, Mikio, Head, Policy Police Section,
Ministry of Interior.
The mines prevented navigation in the Inland
Sea which accentuated the food shortage.
ITO, Kinji, Head, National Health Bureau, Welfare Ministy .
Movement of troops as well as transportation of
materials were hindered extensively.
The fishing industry was impeded in its operation with consequent lack of necessary food for
the people.
The largest effect was on importation .of coal
and other war essentials from the Asiatic mainland.
T A N A K A , Keiichi, Counselor, Kyushu District
Government Department.
Mines laid in the Inland Sea and Shimonoseki
Strait made it impossible to carry on water transportation in this area in July 1945.
stoppage
of shipping coal from ~~~~h~ to
mainland -put extraordinary burden on rail transportation. At the Same time this mine laying resulted in avoiding such excellent ports as Moji and
Shimonoseki. Use of less important ports along
Japan Sea coast made unloading of cargo very
inefficient.

5. 	 H O W DID 'ALLIED AIR POWER COMTRIBUTE T 0 THE DEFEAT OF
JAPAN tN CREATING A SCARCITY OF FOOD AND WAR
MATERIALS, FOSTERING ABSENTEEISM OF INDUSTRIAL WORKEWS,
AND GENERALLY AFFECT THE MORALE OF THE PEOPLE?
T A N A K A , Keiichi, Counselor, Kyushu District
Government Department.
Direc- bombings arid rninc laying by Allied air
power as well as by the activity of submarines so
rapidly decreased the ocean transport that in July
and August it was practically nothing. It became

clear then that the importation of food and war
materials was at an end. Rail transport on mainland also suffered damages beginning May and
June 1945. It was feared that these damages to
the transportation both on land and water alone
would make continued resistance quite futile.

HAYASHI, Keizo, Governor of Tottori Prefecture.
The Allied air power caused disruption of traffic from the mainland of Asia and the south;
interruption of traffic in Japan proper; destniction of large cities which meant permanent setback to subcontractors and damages to material
supply; and decreased attendance by workers due
to frequent attacks by fighters. This includes
farm laborers as well as industrial workers.
From the above, the Allied air power was the
greatest and most effective factor in causing the
defeat.
MOMONOI, Naomi, Gouernm, Gif u Prefecture.
Not only the government officials but average
people who, for the most part, were kept ignorant
of the actual facts and therefore based their knowledge on hearsay, were more and more impressed
by the systematic bombings and their effective
results which increased from day to day. Increased frequency of air raid warnings not only
lowered their morale but it also affected their
physical vitality. This resulted in lower production in everY industr~arid decreased the S ~ P P ~ of
Y
munition materials as well as food.
MURAYAMA, Michio, Counselor to Japanese
Cabinet.
Destruction by the Allied air force of munition
industries was the deciding factor in the final
defeat.
SAITO, Noboru, Vice Governor, Kanagawa Prefecturc.
I do believe absolutely that the one and only
reason for the surrender was due to the Allied air
power which prevented Japan from getting supplies of food and essential materials for key
industries.
SUGIYAMA, Munejiro, Civil Construction Department Head, Osaka Prefecture.
In my opinion Allied air power played almost
the sole role (95 per cent) in bringing about the
defeat of Japan.

ISOBE, Iwao, Gouernm, Akita Prefecture.
Without the atomic bomb and participation by
Soviet Russia I believe the Allied air power alone
could have defeated Japan.
Destruction of aircraft industries, sinking of
transports which caused the stoppage of food and
material importation, and disruption of transportation in the mainland all caused lowered production
for which results the Allied air power played the
most important part.
CHIBA, Saburo, Governor, Miyagi Prefecture.
Fundamentally I am convinced that the Allied
air power was responsible for the eventual defeat
of Japan.
KOMURA, Keizo, Rem Admiral, IJN.
I believe that Allied air power was the positive
cause of the conclusive drfeat of Japan and of the
shortage of food and war materials.
T A D A , Rikizo, Vice Admiral, IJN (Chief of
First Naval Technical Depot)
~
~ incendiary
~
attacks
by~large d
~ bombing
t
forces were most effective in areas in which were
concentrated inflammable materials. The damage
from spreading fires was far greater than that from
direct hits. Moreover, there were many who were
burned to death because they failed to evacuate in
time.
Indirectly these attacks dealt a great blow to
production by destroying the many small subcontracting factories and by causing lower factory
attendance through mass destruction of civilian
homes and interruption of transportation. Furthermore, they had a far reaching effect on the
daily lives of the people in general.
SAKAI, Toshihiko, Personal Secretary to Prime
Minister
The most severe and direct results on the fuod
supply shortage were brought about by cutting off
Manchuria from Japan and stoppage of local fishing industries both of which were effected by the
activities of the Allied air power.

Indirectly the adverse conditions of the trend of
the war created mostly by the Allied air power,
meant recruiting farm labor for the eventual invasion of Honshu. This resulted in small crops
for 1944 and 1945.
The effect on the morale of the people went
down rapidly after the base at Mariana was
established.

KONISHI, Keitare, Operation Bureau, Ministry
of Transportation.
The Allied air power was responsible for enormously accelerating the decline in importation of
materials. Rail transportation was reduced to 60
percent of its normal operating capacity. These
in my opinion gave a decisive effect on her defeat.
ISHIWARA, Takeo, Bureatl of Chemistry, Ministry of Comlmerce and Industry.
I consider the direct effect of the bombing on
food supplies in Japan negligible except for the
fishing industry. As to imported food complete
stoppage was due to Allied air power. I consider
that in every phase of war affecting Japan's ability to continue war, almost all of them are the
result of activities by the Allied air power, either
directly or indirectly.
ARITA, Kiichi, Chief, Bureau of Marine Transportation
A great deal of transportation of the Japanese
food supply as well as of war materials is done by
water. It is, therefore, very clear that lack of these
commodities is entirely due to the Allied air power.
Tonnage sunk in the war was:
4,871,000 tons (1,750 ships) due to submarines.
2,727,000 tons (876 ships) due to air attacks.
513,700 tons (239 ships) by mines.
However from the autumn of 1944 the damages
attributed to air attacks increased rapidly, together
with the increase due to mines in January 1945.
The damages suffered toward the end of the war
was predominated by those due to aircraft and
mines.

From the above it is clear that in the latter Part
of war the disruption of sea traffic was entirely by
the Allied air power which either directly attacked
shipping or incapacitated them by mines. Lack
of food and war materials forced Japan to surrender. Therefore the Allied air power practically
decided the fate of Japan.

TAKATA, Toshitane, Rem Admiral, IJN (Naval
General Staff)
The import from the southern region of oil was
stopped by submarines and airplanes. The import
of foods from Manchuria and Formosa and salt
from northern China was stopped mainly by airplanes. As the result, continuation of the war for
Japan was almost impossible.
KURIHARA, Etsuzo, Rear Admiral IJN (Staff
Officer, Imperial General Headquarters)
I believe that the loss of air superiority to the
Americans in the south China Sea was the main
factor in our defeat because with the loss of air
supremacy it was impossible to obtain food supplies
and the aluminum ore bauxite from the South
Pacific; iron ore from Hainan Islands; oil from
Indo-China, coking coal for steel processing from
North China and other materials of vital necessity
for continuing the war.
TERADA, Seiichi, Lt. Gen., Army Air C+
(Chief of Training Department, Army Air
Headquarters)
The effect Allied air forces had in bringing about
shortages of supply of food and war materials
and the destruction of that supply was:
a. Our shipping capacity was lost or neutralized
by mines laid by the Allied air forces, and acute
shortages in materials and food supply to and
from the Asiatic mainland resulted.
b. We lost a vital portion of stored food and
materiel warehouses because of the indiscriminate
incendiary raids on our cities. At the Same time
we lost the main strength of our productive
capacity.

The atornic bomb attack had a very bad effect on our expectations regarding the continuance of war.
C.

UEHARA, Yoshio, Rear Admiral IJN (Chief,
General Affairs Section, Naval Air Administrative Headquarters)
The cutting off of the importation of petroleum
from the Southern Isles and the air raids on aircraft factories and other war factories were fatal
blows.
AMANO, Masaichi, Maj. Gen., Infantry (Section
Chief of the General Staff Headquarters)
The loss of the Philippines and the Ryukyu
Islands enabled the United States Air Forces to
intensify their raids on Japan proper and to dominate the waters surrounding Japan. This control
made it impossible for Japan to bring in essential
food and raw materials from the Asiatic mainland from countries to the south. This stranglehold prolonged for a suitable time would also
n knees.
have been enough to bring ~ a ~ toa her
KUNITAKE, Micliio, U.Gen., Artillery (Chief
of Staff, Central Army District)
I do not know how much effect it had on the
shortage of food but the production of war material fell, making it diflticult to prepare anti-aircraft defense and invasion defense. The shortage
of fighter planes permitted the B-29's to run wild
and reduce the cities to ashes while we watched,
unable to do anything, and also on land the lack
of munitions weakened our confidence of victory
on the coastal sector.
KATO, Tadao, Rear Admiral IJN (Commander
Technical Air Experimental Department)
In spite of the necessity of importing a portion
of Japan's provisions and a greater portion of war
materials from abroad, this importation became
progressively more discult as the war advanced.
The cause was mainly the attacks by the Allied
air power against transports (including mineattacks) and increasing attacks by submarines.

Outwardly the damage inflicted upon transports
by the submarines is greatest if the attacks against
the transports are made only by submarines, and
if the air force doesn't render aid, but attacks by
submarines can be reduced to a minimum by placing sufficient small ships and aircraft as protection.
However, owing to the activity of the Allied air
forces this protection could not be perfected and
especially an adequate allotment of planes for thc
protection of the transports could not be made, so
the submarine attacks gradually improved.
Production declined in proportion to the attacks
by the Allied air forces against war material production establishments in Japan proper as well as
in occupied territory.
Owing to the disruption and damage of land
transportation facilities within the country due to
the increasing air raids on Japan proper, the transportation supply of war materials was greatly
obstructed.
The ferocity of the air raids against Japan proper
decreased the various fighting potentials of Japan
and lowered the morale of the people.

ONUMA, Haruo, Maj. Gen.,Infantry (Army General Stafl in Imperial Headquarters)
Japan is not independent in its war resources and
food in the homeland, so the complete interception
of transportation from Asia and the South, in
which the Allied air forces inflicted damages on
.
shipping, was a big blow to our war effort.
If the Allied forces landed on the homeland and
the Allied air forces were weak, and transportation
between the South and Asia had not been severed,
then Japan could have fought the war to her
advantage.
YAMAKI, Akira, Rear Admiral IJN (Director of
of Studies at Naval Academy)
The destruction of food supplies and raw materials by air attacks, plus the activities of the Allied
air forces made the Japan Sea untenable, cutting
off the shipment of oil supplies, bauxite and food .
supplies from the Southern Pacific; food supplies

from Formosa and Korea and iron ore, coal and
minerals from China to Japan proper. The
shortages of food and war materials hastened the
defeat.

air attacks on cities dealt a severe blow to morale,
contributing greatly to the defeat, though I believe the chief cause of the defeat was interruption
of communications.

KATO, Yoshihide, Maj. Gen., Cavalry (Chief of
Staff, 58th Army)
We lost our best protection when our naval
power was smashed and this work was accomplished by the Air Forces of the Allied Nations.
The Allied air forces really won the war.

AKISHIGE, Jitsue, Rear Admiral IJN (Second
Department Head of Munition Office at Naval
Ministry )
After the Allied air power gained Mariana Island
and Philippine bases, their activities became very
noticeable. They succeeded not only in shutting
off traffic with -the south but in cutting off Manchuria .arid Korea. Further it even bottled up
Japan by mining the Inland Sea which all prevented the establishment of stability in the matter
of food supply.
The direct contrast observed by the average
people between the ability of the Allied air power
and Japanese air force made them lose their morale
and will to fight.

HARADA, Sadanori, Maj. Gen., Army Air Force
(Chief of Staff of First Air Army)
The Allied air forces played the main role in
creating in Japan a lack of food and decreased
supplies of water materials. Particularly, they interrupted the internal distribution of these goods
and supplies and checked the organizing and further strengthening of the fighting strength.
They prevented the workers from going to work,
and had a great effect on the morale of the people. I believe that the above became the foundation for the victory of the United States.
INADA, Masazumi, U.Gen., Artillery (Chief of
Staff of Southern Military District Army)
The destruction of shipping was the most effective damage inflicted by the Allied air forces.
Reviewing the general war Situation, the submarine also contributed greatly, but with the expansion of the United States air bases, I felt that the
air forces were chiefly responsible for attacks on
shipping. Especially against concealed convoy
movements, air attacks were most effective. The
drop in sea transportation immensely influenced
the supply of war materials as well as shipping
rations over the seas. Moreover, navigation in Japanese waters became difIicult, further overloading our hard pressed railroads. With the increasing tempo of air attack upon railroads, conditions
were greatly aggravated. Thus, the nation was
paralyzed. As war production dropped, we were
compelled to resort to primitive strategies. In addition to the above destruction of home industries,

NOMURA, Tomekiclii, Rear Admiral IJN (Naval
General Staff)
Against the transportation of natural resources
from Manchuria, Korea, and the Southern Islands,
the threat of submarines was very great during the
beginning of the war and also the number of submarines used was numerous; however we had
measures to counteract them. But in the latter Part
of the war the activities of the air force were so
great that sea transportation became absolutely
hopeless. If only submarines participated in the
blockade of the sea cornmunication, I believe that
imports of natural resources were possible to some
extent.
NAKAJIMA, Kiyoichi, President, Nakajima Airmaft Co.
Workmen in the plants and people in large cities
were worrying day and night, expecting air raids
at any time. This resulted in absenteeism because
of their attempt to scatter their personal property
and evacuate from areas likely to be bombed. The
congestion caused on the roads which had been
choked by the evacuation of those who had already
suffered from the raids was indescribable.

AMAIZUMI, Toyoro, Director, Uraga Docbard.
Most important items affected were petroleum
products, iron ore, bauxite and rice. The solution
of these bottle neck materials was made impossible
due to destruction of sea and land transportation
by the activities of the Allied air power.
NOGUCHZ, Matsuichi, Manager and Director of
Tokyo Machine Tool Plant of Mitsubishi
Heavy Industries.
I
The result of bombing raids on people's morale
was very eff ective. Particularly demoralizing
were the frequent night incendiary attacks by
which people became nervous with fear and loss
of sleep. Some were affected to the extent of
nervous breakdowns and physical illnesses.
The morale of workmen at the beginning of
the raids on their factories was not so severely affected but as the raids became more frequent and
severe, the attendance became less and less to the
final extent of 70 or 75 percent.
%

W A D A , Tsunesuke, Managing Director of Fuji
Den& Seixo K . K . (Electrical Manufacturing
Co.)
I think the participation of Allied air power
played an important part in bririging the complete defeat to Japan. Having personally witnessed the destruction dealt to the productive capacity of our own factory and knowing the extent
of production drop through said raids, I thought
it would not be possible to continue the war under
such conditions. Had the Allied air power not
had such powerhl air forces, the termination of
the war would have been considerably prolonged.
By zhe air raids, out of six of our factories only
the Kawasaki factory sustained damages. This
resulted in the loss of about 30 percent of total in
productive capacity. But as regards our subcontracting factories, which number about 400, 225
factories were seriously damaged and their reconstruction was considered very difficult. This
caused us great difficulty in obtaining finished

and semi-worked parts resulting in a sudden drop
in production. The Same circumstances prevailed
throughout various industries of the whole country and therefore it can be concluded that the air
raids had a grave consequence on the resistive
power of Japan.
AMAZZUMZ, Toyoro, Director, Uraga Docbard.
It is the most important of the various factors
that put Japan into submission. Supremacy in the
air meant supremacy over the sea. Both could
control traffic of materials Japan needed badly
during the war. Destruction of cities in the country itself meant destruction of productive power
and morale of the people.
SUGA, Reinosuke, President, Empire Mining Co.
Chairman of the Board, Gumi Construction
Co.
It was of paramount importance that supply lines
from the mainland to the southwestern front were
kept Open for the sake of keeping men in these
lines active as well as for the uninterrupted supplies of materials for the industries.
It was not a strategic error alone when the supply
of petroleum was first cut off. The activities of
the Allied air power then limited the sea traf&
to and from Manchuria and Korea which interruption later caused shortage of food and iron ore.
Further restriction by the mine-laying operations
even stopped domestic movement of coal and food.
The activities by submarines were partly responsible for the early Stage of this blockade but it was
mostly due to the Allied air power that such blockade was made most effective and final.
KAWAKAMI, Kaichi, Chairman of the Board,
All Japan Musical Instrument Manufacturer's
Association.
The activity of the Allied air power is definitely
the most important factor in the final defeat of
Japan.
Their various activities resulted in decided drop
in production of all industries in Japan.

SUZUKI, Shinobu, President and Superintendent
of the Sumidawaga Shipbuilding Corp.

After the beginning of 1945, the effects of the air
raids were extremely great on the morale of the
people. The workers were well aware of the
danger directly threatening the factories; and at the
Same time they were greatly concerned with their
homes while they were away and about the members of their families. The stoppage of transporta-

tion and the food situation were trying. All thesc
resulted in poor attendance of the workers.
SHIBA, Koshiro, President, Shipbuilders Control
Association
From 1945 on, people in general lost sleep from
incessant raids. They were also physically affected
due to lack of food. If the defeat should have come
a few months later, most of the people could not
have had enough physical strength to offer any
resistance.

6. DESCRIBE THE EFFECTS OF INCENDIARY ATTACKS. H O W DID
THEY AFFECT JAPAN'S ABILITY AND DESIRE TO CONTINUE
THE WAR?
AOYAGI, Ichiro, Sergeant, National Reserve,
Welfare Ministry
The large scale incendiary attacks on Tokyo
were the beginning of the defeatist attitude of the
general public.
ONO, Renji, Head, Secretary Section, Ministry of
Interior
The incendiary attacks caused the greatest confusion in the minds of the people and greatly accelerated the desire to abandon the war.
WATANABE, Koichi, Lt. Gen., Medical Corps
The incendiary bombs were most feared, because the large percentage of the structures in
Japanese cities are of wood. Moreover, it was an
inhumane method of warfare against the ordinary
citizens. As the result of these raids there were
a great many places scattered within the city
which were destroyed by fire where factories were
subcontracting war munitions, foods, and other
important materials. It greatly affected the ability to continue the war. Although its effect on
the nation's desire for war was comparatively
slight, it was evident that there was anxiety in
regard to the possibility of continuing the war.

TAKEUCHI, Toijuji, Bureau of Control, Ministry of Interim
Unlike the bombing attacks on the factories the
incendiary attacks were also directed to the residential district of cities. They had an enormous
psychological effect on the minds of the people in
general. Appalling results of the March 10th incendiary attacks on Tokyo not only put fear into
their minds but made them realize the futility of
fighting the resulting fires.
TOMOSUE, Yoji, Governor, Ibaraki Prefecture
Incendiary attacks were carried out more effectively as the bombing progressed. Aside from
the material damage to the industries, the spiritual
eff ect was demoralizing.
ISOBE, Iwao, Governor, Akita Prefecture
People realized the futility of fighting against
fires caused by incendiaries in spite of all the annoying and strenuous fire fighting training imposed by
the authorities. At the Same time they began to
know the real situation with regard to the air defense capacity of their own air force, which put
them in a very discouraging frame of mind.

MONOBE, Kunro, Governor, Nagano Prefecture
Nearly one hundred cities were destroyed by the
incendiaries. The resulting effect on war industries and national life of the people discouraged
them so much that they lost ability and hope of
continuing the war any further.
SAEKI, Toshio, Head, Mobilization Section, Employment Bureau, Welfare Ministry
A systematic destruction of cities by incendiaries
made every Japanese realize that any further resistance was futile.
MURAYAMA, Michio, Counselor to Japanese
Cabinet
Destruction by the incendiaries on large cities
dected the morale of the people so much as to
make them lose hope in the outcome of the war.
KOMURA, Keizo, Rear Admiral, IJN
Incendiary bombing attacks were extremely
effective. I believe that these attacks lowered
Japan's industrial power tremendously. Moreover, they affected public Sentiment, leading to a
decline in the will of the people to continue the
war.
YOSHITOMI, Shigeru, Accounting Section, Ministry of Interior
Incendiary attacks were most responsible in destroying materials and greatly lowering the morale
of the people.
KORI, Yuichi, Finance Section, District Bureau,
Ministry of Interior, T O G A
Because of no effective way of fighting fires
caused by attacks of large scale incendiary bomb
ing the raids played a very prominent role in
preventing Japan from carrying on the war. The
effect of fires was quite widespread, which rventually forced the Japanese to realize the futility of
further resistance.
MOMONOI, Naomi, Governor, Gifu Prefecttrre
The result of the incendiary attacks on Japanese
houses was extremely effective. Not only the

physical damage but the effect on morale was such
as to make it impossible for the people to stay
in the city. Eyewitness stories of the victims
were likely to have been exaggerated with the result that great confusion was caused by the complete evacuation from cities. Such unstable conditions among the general public made it clear
that cooperation in carrying on the urar was impossible.

KITANO, Shigeo, Governor, Gumma Prefecture
Not only the large industrial cities but small
towns as well went up in flames by incendiaries.
This not only caused the lowering of productive
capacity but resulted in immense suffering both
materially and spiritually by average mass of the
Japanese. The lowering of morale put them into
the frame of mind to lose hope and eventually
into defeatism.
ITO, Taisuke, Capt., IJN (Naval General Staff)
It is recognized that the incendiary attacks on
the cities were effective. Probably due to the
great damage sustained in the actual air raids as
compared to air raid drills, great fear overcame
the people and, to escape the raids, they hurried
to save their lives and property. To put it mildly,
it became apparent that their interest in prosecuting the war had completely disappeared.
TOGA, Muneo, Economic Control Section, Bureau
of Public Safety
Within half a year from the large scale incendiary bombings more than half of the important
cities throughout Japan were reduced to ashes resulting in 2,000,000 houses burned and ~o,ooo,ooo
people made homeless. This was all due to unexpected results of large scale incendiary raids, and
is responsible in reducing morale which made the
people lose all hope of possible victory.
KISHIDA, Sachio, Chairman of Board, All Japan
Electrical Construction Control Association
It was at first believed that a few scattered attacks by incendiaries could be put out. However,
the appearance of such large numbers of compara-

tively unknown B-29's with the result of large
number of deaths lowered the fighting morale so
much that the workers abandoned their plants during raids and even did not defend their own homes
during the raids.
Many workers permanently moved their home
into the hills which made the scheduled production
impossible.
Then there was no more hope for the future of
the war.

HAYASHI, Keixo, Governor of Tottori Prefecture
Incendiary attacks caused the greatest confusion
in the minds of people who evacuated from large
cities to smaller towns, and from smaller towns into
secluded countryside as the attacks became more
widespread.
Directly, of Course, they destroyed so many factories, dwellings, personal property and lives that
it eventually reduced the morale to zero.
SUGIYAMA, Munejiro, Civil Construction Department Head, Osaka Prefecture
I believe incendiary attacks were wholly (more
than 95 percent) responsible for crippling of the
ability and desire to continue war.
NOMURA, Tornekichi, Rear Admiral, IJN (Naval General Staff)
I believe that our capability and hope to continue the war rapidly faded away as the result of
well planned, large scale incendiary attacks. I
do not think that with equal air strength and use
of ordinary bombs only, the effects of the bombings would be as great as in the case of incendiaries.
YAMAKI, Akira, Rear Admiral IJN (Director of
Studies at Naval Academy)
Incendiary attaCks upon Japanese building were
highly effective. As a result, the people's will to
fight was shattered; criticism directed against the
military clique, particularly against the air forces
was rampant, national unity was destroyed; and
defeatism among the masses increased with each
air raid.

AKISHIGE, Jitsue, Rear Admiral, IJN (Second
Department Head of Munition O6ce at the
Naval Ministry)
The result of the incendiaries on Japanese cities
and factories was very effective. Most of the J a p
anese never dreamed of the appalling results
caused by mass attacks by incendiary bombs.
Those who suffered from the raids on large and
medium size cities forewarned what was coming
to the rest of the nation. There was serious consideration on the part of some people for quitting
the war because of what they learned as the result
of these raids.
NOGUCHI, Matsuichi, Manager and Director of
Tobe Mmhine Tool Plant of Mitsubishi
Heavy Zndustries
I consider the effect of incendiary attacks on
cities much more serious on the morale of the
people than that caused by direct bombing on
munition plants.
As far as our plants were concerned the decrease in productive capacities of workers were:
Aircraft plants, 70% decrease.
Shipyards, 15% decrease.
SHIBA, Koshiro, President, Ship-BuilderJsControl

I consider the incendiary attacks on cities more
important in their effect on morale of the people
than other types of bombing. There is no doubt
that such delrease in the morale of people had
decided effects on the output by industries, but the
main cause for defeat was the direct damage to the
industries.
1

HARADA, Sadanori, Maj. Gen., Army Air Force
(Chief of Staff of 1st Air Army)
The indiscriminate bombing of the cities presented an inexpressibly gruesome Scene to the
people of the cities in general. Aside from the
humane standpoint, it rocked the foundation of the
desire and ability of Japan to continue the war and
was the basis for the loss of the people's fighting

Spirit. Moreover, from the standpoint of the
amount of damage, I believe that this was the
greatest cause. Instead of the effect being great
from the direct destruction of factories and installations the effect was greater from the absenteeism
of workers owing to the many casualties inflicted
on the family of the worker and from the destruction of the working facilities of a city such as transportation, communications, electric and water
supply facilities. Furthermore, to give an easy example, by late April the greater half, and by late
June the greater portion of the essential aircraft
factories had been evacuated and decentralized.
However, because of the leaving and quitting their
jobs by the workers owing to fear for. the safety
of their families after each indiscriminate bombing
of the cities which were the old location of the factories, there were many instances where the efficiency in the new factories practically dropped to
nil. (It was impossible to transport the families to
the evacuated factories.)

KATO, Yoshihide, Maj. Gen., Cavahy (Chief of
Staff 58th Army)
Mainly because of the swiftness of the Allied air
forces the results of the incendiary bombing were
effective. The bombings were naturally a great
menace to morale and decisive damage was inflicted on Japanese buildings. By virtue of the
bombing alone, the efficiency of the factories was
quickly diminished. Efforts were made from the
beginning for defense against incendiary bombs,
but the defensive measures were useless against
the raging fires. Actually, the extent of incendiary bombing by the Allied air force was greater
then estimated and caused complete devastation of
cities and seriously affected the fighting will of
the people. The burning of factories seriously
affected the industrial strength of the country.

KUNITAKE, Michio, 0.
Gen., Artillery, (Chief
of Staff, Central Army District)
The bombings of cities large and small, on people
and buildings had a great effect on the continuation
of the war, for production fell and absentee rates
rose in the war material industry. The people's
fear that victory was doubtful grew and became
strengthened as a result of the great loss of human
life and the burning of buildings, which was turning the country into ruins. There was no confidence in the military as there was internal discord
within the military group.

K A N , Harttji, Lt. Gen., Artillery (Chief of the
Ordnance Administrative Army Headquarters)
Incendiary bombs had great influence on Japan's ability and desire to continue the war. To
say that the damage to cities, the destruction of
transportation facilities, and the decrease of production power was great is not an exaggeration but
the people's spiritual and materialistic aspects were
hurt the greatest of all. The main reason for this
is that the results of the incendiary bombing were
spread to a wider area simultaneously and indifferently, at the Same time arousing fear. Furthermore, the Japanese type of cities were very
poorly built to withstand this type of bombing, so
damage was very great.

ONUMA, Hartto, Maj. Gen., Infantry (Army
General Staff In Imperial Headquarters)
The effect of incendiary bombing on the capital's organization and the disposition of factories
of Japan was very great, and, accompanying this,
the main productive power was stopped. It decreased the will of the people to continue the war.

OMAE, Toshiichi, Capt. I]N (Naval General
Staff)
The incendiary attacks on Japanese cities which
were mostly composed of closely spaced wooden
buildings were most effective. By dropping unbelievable number of them the results were unexpectedly damaging. Not only the material

'

damages were serious but the psychological results were a decided 105s in the people's will to
fight.

TAKASHIMA, Tatshuhiko, Maj. Gen., Infantry
(Chief of Staff, Eastern Army District)
Incendiary attacks against Japan were very effective because our air defense lacked means of fighting the incendiaries and the morale of the workers,
other than those of the army, became low due to
peril of life and property. Military operations also
became limited because of the damage caused by
the incendiaries. For the Same reason military
production came to a virtual standstill, and efficiency decreased, dealing a severe blow to the
morale of the people. Along with this, the aerial
bombings and fighter attacks were also quite effective, accounting for over 55 per Cent of the ~oo,ooo
destroyed properties in principal cities. Casualties
among civilians were close to ~o,ooo,ooo. At first
the victims; though living in wretched conditions,
enjoyed fairly peaceful lives and expected to come
out of the war alive, but as the war progressed and
victory or defeat became more and more an issue,
many believed they wouldn't survive.
AMANO, Masaichi, Maj. Gen., Infantry (Section
Chief of the General Staff Headquarters.
The continued incendiary bombings over all
parts of Japan, with their devastating effea on
vulnerable towns and cities and the virtual impossibility of repairing the damage, were generally
responsible for the subsequent uneasiness and
lowering of morale among the people. More and
more of the people began to doubt the ability of our
armed forces to win such a protracted war. The
restlessness of the people was heightened and rather
accelerated when the United States changed its
tactics and began to make indiscriminate and inhuman attacks on obscure and militarily valueless
villages and towns. These attacks on the whole,
however, strengthened the people's enmity toward
the United States and the will to carry the war
through to a successful conclusion. If the right

leader had been at the helm we would have been
able to prolong the war considerably.

UEHARA, Yoshio, Rear Admiral IJN, (Chief,
General Mairs Section, Naval Air Administrative Headquarters)
There were no plans against the incendiary attacks which were carried out on us on such a large
scale. The fires simply destroyed everything and
the people lost hope in trying to combat them.
Moreover, every time an incendiary attack came,
there was nothing one could do but just to Iet
things burn. Consequently, the spiritual effect
on the people and material loss were tremendous.
SATO, Hiroo, Co]., AvtiIZcry, (Staff Member of
Imperial General Headquarters)
The effect of incendiary raids on Japanese
homes was devastating. Such blind bombing is
inhuman. These attacks may seem to have little
direct bearing on the continuance of war, but it
cannot be denied that they decreased industrial
potential (especially of average and small factories), created a housing shortage and traffic congestion, threw material assembly into confusion
and weakened the people's desire for victory.
KONISHI, Keitare, Operations Bureau, Ministry
of Transportation
The incendiary attack was fatal to the wooden
buildings of congested Japanese cities, particularly
by large formation attacks in waves. The effect
was devastating leaving nothing in its path. It
even broke the people's will to fight.
Aircraft engine Part makers and subcontractors were mostly destroyed by these raids which
together with the losses incurred by dispersion and
evacuation gave a fatal effect on production of
aircraft.
YOSHIZUMI, Masao, Lt. Gen., Infantry (Chief
of War Ministry, Military Affairs Bureau)
The buildings in all the Japanese cities are of
wooden construction and even the concrete buildings are inflammable. Consequently, the incen-

diary raids were very effective. These raids destroyed the lives, clothing, food, and shelter of
many of the people and also lowered production
of militaq and civilian materials. Spiritually,
there developed among the people the worst
hatred for the enemy, and there was an uneasiness
for the future. ~ 1 this
1 gave the fecling of defeat
to a small portion of the populace.

MIYAZAKI, Shuichi, Lt. Gen., Infantry (Chief of
1st Section General Staff Headquarters)
Incendiary bomb attacks after March 1945 dealt
a great blow, both materialistically and psychologically, to the future outcome in the Japanese
continuation of war. At the Same time the indiscriminate bombing of civilians and cities as well as
the use of the atomic bomb created a feeling of indignation against the mercilessness and inhumanity of the Allied Forces.

K A WAI, Iwao, Rear Admiral, IJN (Head of Personne1 Office Navy Ministry)
I believe the incendiary bombing attacks on
cities were particularly effective. The people did
nothing but protect their lives and property to the
neglect of their duty as war workers. The material damages were also very enormous as well as
affecting the morale of the people adversely.

Y OSHITAKE, Keiichi, Chief of Combined Planning Bureau
Because practically all the homes in Japan are
constructed out of wood, the incendiary attacks
were exceedingly effective. An illustration can be
found in Tokyo, where a greater part of the houses
were burned down in the several air raids on it.
Not only did the attacks burn down the factories
and obstruct the production of munitions, but it
also imparted a feeling of insecurity to the residents
of the cities.

MIYAGA W A , Yoshihira, Capt., IJN
The burning of various cities, by the incendiary
raids had a great effect upon the production of war
goods (over 70 percent was feared to have been

affected.) This was more fatal than the material
damage inflicted on the industries.

KURIHARA, Etsuzo, Rear Admiral, IJN (Staff
Officer, Imperial General Headquarters)
Since most Japanese buildings are of wooden
construction, incendiary air a i d s were very successful. It cannot be denied that the continuous
incendiary raids had a discouraging effect upon the
desire to continue the war.
-people's
-

NODA, Shunsaku, Law College, Tobe Imperial
University
The incendiary bombing attack was the most
effective. The daylight bombing by demolition
bombs only were mostly directed at factories and
and military installations, but the incendiaries
destroyed not only small manufactures but dwellings, offices, warehouses, food, etc., which reduced
manpower enormously. Added to this werc the
losses due to burning of rail equipment, automobiles, buses, trucks, horse drawn carts and even
bicycles which made smooth running of daily
necessities and communications even more difficult. Sudden collapse of morale in spite of government propaganda can be solely attributed to
these facts.

TANIKAWA, Noboru, Director
ture Defense Bureau

Tobe Prefec-

In July 1943 (at the Same time "Tokyo to" was
created) I took office as the director of the Defense
Bureau and held this position until the latter Part
of March 1944. The main duty was the defense
of the Imperial Capitol, especially, in the construction and maintenance of defense projects against
air-attacks. Its plans and affairs were directed and
ordered mainly by the Home Ministry Air Defense Headquarters and the Eastern Defense
Headquarters but as I think of it now, we miscalculated damaging power of air attacks particularly. Consequently, not only were we unable
to know the actual Situation in order to make
defense measures and projects effective. It was
generally known that with the frequent and in-

tense incendiary raids along with the introduction
of new methods of attack, the defensive measures
adopted by the civilians until this time became ineffectual and no doubt the values of the various
facilities could not be relied upon, and at this time
it instilled fear and uneasiness among them. The
great raid which struck the downtown area of the
capital city on 10 March 1945 greatly weakened
the desire of the Tokyo residents in continuing
the war.

TOMIOKA, Sadatoshi, Rear Admiral IJN (Naval
General Staff)
The most effective attacks were the incendiary
raids on Japan's wood constructed cities, and,
compared to the number of incendiary bombs
dropped, the damage wrought was immense owing to the self-spreading nature of the incendiaries.
Therefore, the people lost their desire for the continuation of the war.
SAKADA, Eiichi, Technical Expert on AgricuL
ture and Forestry
Incendiary bombing attacks had much greater
effect than ordinary bombing attacks, but only a
few lost their determination to continue the war
because most of the people were resigned to having
their homes burned down. However, I think that
the damage inflicted on the aircraft industry and
other war industries was great. (Transfer decreased manufacturing capacity.)
SUGIYAMA, Rokuxo, Vice Admiral, IJN (Naval
General Staff)
The destructive power of incendiary attacks
against wood constructed Japanese homes was
terrific and exceeded the damage wrrought by
bombing raids in numerous instances.
An incendiary raid will practically burn out a
city, and many victims who lost their homes, clothing, and other necessities of life were temporarily
seized by a Strange optimistic outlook due to confusion and excitement, but, then as the days passed,
they recovered their faculties and gradually became
weary of the war. Furthermore, owing to the

destruction of large factories and the loss of small
factories scattered throughout a city in the way of
home industries, the production of parts decreased
rapidly and thus hindered the entire war program.

ASANO, Ryoso, Chairman of Board of Directors,
Japan Steel Tube Co., Akita Steel Mi11 Co.,.
Korean Machine Tool Co. (Graduate of Harvard University, 1912)
It is difficult to state what portion of lowered
morale is due definitely to the air raids, but incendiary raids which destroyed homes and means of
transportation had a decided effect in the attendance at factories.
NAKAJIMA, Kiyoichi, President, N a k i m a Aircraft Co.
For the general public, who knew very little
about the bomb damage done to factories because
of strict censorship, the incendiary raids had more
influence on morale. For the factory workers, the
effect of bombing raids at their plant added to their
loss of morale which was caused by the incendiary
raids on their homes.
KATSUMATA, Minoru, Senior Civil Oficial,
Ministry of Public Welfare
It had a greater effect on the buildings of Japan
than we had ever anticipated. As a result of this,
production in the numerous factories was either
made impossible or difficult. This was the cause
for the loss of hope and ability to continue the
war.
OGASA, Kimiski, Ministry of Munitions
The result of the incendiaries on Japanese houses
was very effective. The morale effect was also
very demoralizing. The attendance of workers
was affected so much as to cause a decided drop
in, production.
ARITA, Kiichi, Chief, Bureau of Marine Transportation
Although the effect of the incendiary attacks
was very damaging on military installations and

munition industries, their application on cities had
more effect on material losses and morale of the
public. The ability and will to fight war was destroyed very effectively by this method.

NAKAMURA, Yutaka, 2d Lt., Infantry
Because of the peculiarity of Japan's houses and
buildings, the damage was much greater than
anticipated. It especially had a great effect in
lowering the people's will to fight. Since the
start of 1945, the people were so busy in escaping
the adversities connected with air raids that they
had little spare time, and could not put all their
efforts into production.
SUGANAMI, Shoji, Cotlncillor, Ministry of Commerce and Industry
I believe the incendiary attacks were more effective than the ordinary bombing. Although
the destruction of factories and military installations by bombs is quite effective the results are
local in nature. On the other hand the incendiary would destroy everything in its path, causing
not only damages but undermining morale of the
people as well. The raids which stand most in
effectiveness were those of May 23 and 25 on
Tokyo which temporarily paralyzed everything
there.
HARA, Kunizo, President and Chairman of Board
of Directors T o b o Gas Company
I believe the destruction of cities by the incendiaries had more effect on the morale of the average
people than the damages to the factories. Locally
the strafing attacks by fighters on trains came next
to the incendiary attacks.
KASAHARA, Itsuji, President, Dai Nippon Seiki
(President Machine Tool) Co., Director,
T o b o Steam Boiler Co., Director, Ishekawa
\
jima Industrial Co.
Incendiary attacks on cities destroyed many of
the workers' dwellings resulting in loss of family
life in most cases. Added hardships caused by
scarcity of food lowered attendance of workers to
'

a new level which had not been the case for bomb
raids on plants themselves. Also important were
the results of destruction of subcontractors or Part
manufacturers. These affected the production figures enormously. About 70 percent of our workers suffered by incendiary raids on cities. The
lowered morale due to the loss of lives, houses, and
loss of family life was very marked indeed. After
the incendiary raid on Tokyo on March 10 we
never fully recovered our production.

ISHIWARA, Takeo, Bztreau of Chemistry, Ministry of Commerce and Industry
Because of the nature of buildings and their
closely spaced arrangement the incendiary attacks were most suited for the purpose. They not
only burned residences but they were responsible
for destroying a large Part of medium- and smallsize factories. I believe h a t the loss of morale as
well as their destructive effect on factories was
responsible for the loss of hope in the war.
UEDA, Masao, Maj. Gen., Infantry (Chief of Information Department, Imperial Headquarters)
With regard to the effect of incendiary raids on
Japanese cities, the responsible government office,
the Home Ministry, and the people failed to recognize their seriousness. 'iherefore, the air defenses of cities were left in an inadequate state
and the cities were Open to large scale raids following the spring of 1945. In other words, I believe that the concentrated incendiary raids by
Allied air forces on cities in the final phase of the
war were more effective than the incendiary raids
carried out intermittently in the earlier phases of
the war.
The results of the incendiary raids on the Fukugawa area on the night of g March 1945 proved
to be greatly devastating considering the number
of planes used. I realized then that the resistance
in the cities to these raids was lower than I had
imagined it to be. The people's fear of air raids
subsequent to this particular raid greatly increased
and could not be ignored.

MATSUAZWA, Kyohei, Col., Army Air Corps
(Chief of Air Corps Field Ordnance) , 

Results of incendiary attacks: 

a. Buildings within the effective area were generally turned to ashes and reconstruction was difficult.
b. It increased the fear in the citizens and decreased the desire to carry on the war. The loss
through fire, of clothing, food and shelter made it
difficult for inhabitants of a city to make a living.
AGURI, Ginzo, Intelligente Section, Foreign Capital Bureau, Ministry of Finance
The effect of incendiary attacks was demoralizing. Most of the minor aircraft parts were made
in small plants which were scattered in large or
medium size cities. Destruction of cities by incendiaries meant loss of their manufacturing
facilities.
SUGIURA, Kuro, Capt., IJN (Commandant Naval Submarine School)
The effectiveness of the incendiaries may be
summarized by the following items. Resulting
damages had a quick and broad effect on the
production capacities.
a. Direct destruction of production plants.
b. Lowered efficiency in production due to dispersion.
C. Lowered attendance by workers who either
suffered damage or who were engaged in evacuation of families.
d. Lowered administrative efficiency caused by
loss of office Papers which suffered from the raid.
e. Loss of function of cities by successive and
relentless bombings of important cities.
f. Loss of morale in increasing number of cities
throughout Japan.
YASUKAWA, Daigoro, Chief, Department of
Coal, Ministry of Commerce and Industry
As to the effect of the incendiary attacks:
I. Lowered the morale of people enormously.
2. Sudden decision on dispersion of plants made
such operation very inefficient.

3. Evacuation of families into countryside forced
workers to adjust themselves into new environment with added mental strains as to the safety of
their farnilies. This was no encouragement for
!their morale and efficiency of production.

~ O K O Y A M AIchiro,
,
Rear Admiral, IJN (Naval
General Staff)
I. Great damage was inficted on wooden structures in cities and on industrial installations;
2. Heavy casualties were inflicted in congested
areas;
3. Increased absenteeism in factories and decreasing efficiency of personnel in public offices and
companies;
4. Decrease in efficiency due to the deployment
of factories, which was enforced in order to minimize the effects of damage; Frequent interruptions in the comrnunication System. Even though
the enemy bombings reduced our capability to
carry out the war to a great extent, indiscriminate
bombing of our cities created more hostile feeling
among the people against the enemy.
AMAIZUMI, Toyoro, Director, Uragn Dockyard
I consider the incendiary raids most effective because of the fact that the direct bombing.effect was
more local in nature and some of the plants were
in the Course of relocation into dispersion areas.
Incendiary attacks were more widespread in effect
and affected all classes of people, which was more
important from psychological viewpoint.
I. The incendiary attacks up to February 1944
were quite local in nature although quite effective on the objective itself. However compared
with the effect of the demolition bombs it did not
directly cause so many deaths. Therefore the
psychological effect was not so terrifying.
2. The first large-scale incendiary attacks carried out on March 10, 1945 when large numbers
of airplanes over a long period of time attacked
individually from all directions were beyond any
imagination of average Japanese.

3. The effectiveness of attacks of this nature
was such as to reduce a fair size city into ashes in
a few hours' time by 20 to 30 airplanes.
Simultaneous fires starting at several points
would make fire fighting impossible. The lives
lost in such fires caused panic among men who,
as soon as the raid warnings were sounded, would
run to safety rather than protect their property.
4. The destruction of small and medium-size
industries, which were mostly located in cities,
meant disruption of munition industries as the
former constituted 'a nucleus for the latter in
Japan. Even among those small plants escaping
the fire the morale was so low as to make e 6 cient operation of plants impossible. Every time
cities were attacked the rail facilities and other
means of transportation were damaged and communications disrupted with consequent results.
5. People were entirely absorbed in the safety
of the family and dispersion of their personal
property. Their duty in whatever the line of
work they were in was of a secondary importance.
A gradual criticism of the military begun to be

heard as their incompetence became known in
many ways but defenselessness against the activities of the Allied air power in particular.

AYIYAMA, Tokusaburo, Lt. Gen., Army Engineers (Chief of Army Field Supply Headquarters)
The results of incendiary attacks were tremendous because of the quality of building consuuction in the cities of Japan. For examplc, the
crowded conditions of dwellings and the grcat
number of inflammable wooden structures in thc
large cities, the defective aircraft defense Situation,
and the continuance of the attacks. For a while
hostile feelings were incited but later were limited
to a minimum. The results are as follows:
a. The national will to fight was exhausted or
lost.
b. Decrease or loss of potency to continue the
war. (Decreased efficiency and the destruction
of machinery.)
C. Striking decrease in production. (Destruc
tion of essential elements for production; sudden
decrease of operators.)

7. WHAT AIR ATTACKS CAUSED THE GREATEST DAMAGE T 0 

JAPAN'S WAR EFFORT? GIVE PLACE, DATE, AND WESBILTS 

AOYAGI, Ichiro, Welfare Ministry.
March 10, 1945 incendiary attack on Tokyo.
This convinced moa of the people of the hitility
of the defense against fire and the lowered morale
spread all over the country.

SUZUKI, Mi]iio, Head, Policy Police Section,
Ministry of Interior.
The incendiary attacks on lower downtown section of Tokyo on March 10, 1945. This resulted
in 250,000 houses burned, fire victims ~,ooo,ooo
and ~oo,ooodead.

ONO, Renji, Head, Secretary Section, Ministry of
Interior.
The first definite indication was the incendiary
attack on Tokyo on March 10. The subsequent

raids gradually reduced the morale so much as to
make the people d~andonthe fight-

MURAYAMA,

Counselor to Japanesc

Cabinet.
I have no overall information, but the greatest
damage was caused by the incendiary attacks in
lower Tokyo on March 10, 1945.

HARU, Hikoichi, Head, Harbor Bureau, Tokyo
Municipality.
Repeated incendiary attacks on Tokyo from
March 10, 1945 on. Also the atomic bomb on
Hiroshima.
The destruction of Tokyo pointed to thc destruction of material suength and spiritual faith
of Japan itself, and the use of the atomic bomb

convinced the intellectuals that the further resistance was futile.

CHIBA, Saburo, Governor, Miyagi Prefecture.
March 10, incendiary attacks on Fukagawa and
Honjo sections of Tokyo. As I personally experienced this incendiary night bombing I fully
realized the undesirability of waging war from a
humane point of view. Among my friends were
some who openly declared eventual defeat of
Japan after this raid.
SAITO, Noboru, Vice Governor, Kanagawa Prefecture.
It is difficult to state specifically which attack
gave the most damage. However, starting
March 10, 1945 continuous attacks on large and
small cities may be considered the most effective
ones.
FATAGAMI, Tsutomu, Colonel, Infantry (General Stafl Headquarters) .
On g March there was a raid over eastern Tokyo
where industries subcontracting manufacture of
aircraft were located, and on 23 May there was a
raid over southwestern Tokyo where tubes for
military optical and communication instruments
were manufactured. Both raids caused great
damage.
WATANABE, Koichi, Lt. Gen., Medical Corps.
It was the air raid over the eastern region of
Tokyo from the night of g March till the morning
of 10 March 1945. It is claimed that about 80,000
died and about 150,000 suffered. It also destroyed
important factories and munitions.
YOSHIOKA, Keiichi, Economic Section, Gumma Prefecture.
March 10, 1945, incendiary attack on Tokyo.
The dead reported in this Single night's raid was
around 200,000 which caused the morale of the
people to sink down to the lowest ebb.

KORI, Yuichi, Finance Section, District Bureau,
Ministry of Interior.
The night raids of March 10 and May 25, 1945
which destroyed the industrial section and nerve
Center of Tokyo. It may also be said the final
decision was more definite when atomic bombs
were used on Hiroshima and Nagasaki.
TOGA, Muneo, Economic Control Section, Bureau of Public Safety.
Bombing raids on aircraft industries.
WADA, Misao, Vice Admiral IJN (Chief of the
Naval Air Technical Depot)
The B-29 bombings and incendiary attacks on
Tokyo, Nagoya, and Osaka, and the atomic bomb
raids on Hiroshima and Nagasaki.
The atomic bomb raids on Hiroshima and Nagasaki finally forced Japan to abandon any intention
of continuing the war.
ARAO, Okikatsu, Col., Infantry (General Staff
Headquarters)
The incendiary raids on large cities during the
period March g to the end of May, inflicted the
greatest blow on Japan's war effort. Furthermore,
the loss of life and damage to industry was tremendous because the cities attacked such as Tokyo,
Yokohama, Nagoya, Osaka, and Kobe are densely
populated with interspersed factories and homes
and the burned out areas are hemmed in by rivers
and ocean, thus making evacuation and escape
difficult. (Casualties about 650,000, war victims
g,ooo,oOO) .
However, the use of the atomic bomb as a direct
inducement to surrender had a great effect on
morale. (Hiroshima, about 110,000 casualties,
~go,ooowar victims; Nagasaki, 40,000 casualties,
~oo,ooovictims)

.

ISHIWARA, Takeo, Bureazr of C h e m h y , Mini$try of Commercc and Industry
Incendiary attacks on Tokyo, Osaka, Nagoya,
and bombing attacks on important aircraft fac-

Raid over Tokyo on the night of g March.
270,000 homes were lost in fire, approximately
80,000 were killed or wounded, approximately
40,000 were injured and a great spiritual shock was
inflicted on 1,500,000 people. Needless to say
Shimo Sho industrial plant in Tokyo area was
burned to ashes and the combined production
power of Shin industrial plant suddenly dropped
to 50 per Cent.
YAMAKI, Akira, Rear Admiral IJN (Director of
Studies at Naval Academy)
The air raids on the Tokyo area from March
through May and the attacks on the Nagoya area,
the Osaka-Kobe area, and Kyushu from January
to May of 1945 completely paralyzed war industries and city life. This and the atomic bomb attack on Hiroshima were instrumental in bringing
Japan to her knees.
HARADA, Sadanori, Maj. Gen., Army Air Force
(Chief of Staff of First Air Army)
Looking at it in its entirety since the beginning
until the ending of the war, the air raids were carried out deliberately and systematically, and it is
very difficult to decide on one bombing. I believe
that the continuous indiscriminate incendiary
bomb raids on the five great cities since May 1945
and the indiscriminate bombing of the small cities
after June did the heaviest damage to the war effort
on Japan. Moreover, the use of the atomic bomb
on Hiroshima on 6 August had a final collapsing
effect on the morale of the entire public.
NOGUCHZ, Matsuichi, Manager und Director of
T o b 0 Machine Tool Plant of Mitsubishi
Heavy Industries
The worst bombings that affected Japanese industries in my opinion were:
In Kyushu District, several bombing raids on
Yawata Steel Mills and the atomic bomb attack
on Nagasaki.
In Chugoku District (west of Himeji to Kyu-

shu), several bombing raids on Hiro Naval Arsenal and the atomic bomb attack on Hiroshima.
In Kwansai District (Kobe and Osaka), several
bombing attacks on Kawanishi Aircraft Co. and
incendiary raids on Osaka and Kobe.
In Central Japan (Nagoya District), bombing
raids on Mitsubishi Airframe and engine factories,
Aichi Aircraft Co. and incendiary attacks on city
of Nagoya.
In Kwanto District (Tokyo and vicinity), several severe bombing attacks on Nakajima Musashi
engine plants and Ohta and Koizumi airframe
plants, and incendiary raids on large cities, particularly those on Tokyo on ~ a r = 10
h and May 25,
1945.
SUGA, Reinosuke, President, Empire Mining Co.,
Chairman of the Board, Gumi Construction
Co.
I believe the bombing raids on Tokyo and
Osaka from March to May 1945 were most damaging to the Japanese industries. Directly these
might not have been fatal but at least it gave
critical eff ect.
Damages to factories, airfields, dockyards, etc.
were local in nature but the destruction of cities
was widespread and whole.
Economically large cities like Tokyo and Osaka
constitute industrial areas. The incendiary raids
destroyed the nerve Center of Japan's industries.
The aircraft industry which they considered most
important, more than any other industries, relied
on small Part makers and sub-contractors which
were in cities. Their dependency on these home
industries resulted in utter disruption of their
production.
SHIBA, Koshiro, President, Shipbuilders Control
Association
The most effective bombings were large scalc
incendiary raids from the early Part of 1945 on
such important cities as Tokyo, Yokohama, Nagoya, Osaka, and Kobe.

8. WHEN DID THE JAPANESE DEFlNlTELY DECIDE THAT FURTHER
RESISTANCE WOULD BE FUTILE, AND T 0 WHAT EXTENT DID
ALLlED AIR POWER INFLUEMCE THlS DECISION?
HOSADA, Tokuh'isa, Material Supply Section,
Air Defense Bureau
It is absolutely correct to state that the Allied
air power was the deciding factor in the final decision of the Japanese to abandon war.
TOGA,Muneo, Economic Control Section, Bureau
of Public Safety
There were some who were doubtful of the successful outcome of the war from the beginning due
to lack of material supplies, but it was the relentless
attacks by B-29s after the Marianas liad become
available as their air base that most of the people
realized the futility. However, the atomic bomb
on Hiroshima definitely forced them to make tlie
decision.
YOSHITOMI, Shigeru, Accounting Section, Ministry of Interior
The people in general began to abandonlthe
effort to continue war as incendiary attacks by
B-29s became more frequent and severe. Therefore the final decision may be attributed totally to
the Allied air power.
ISHIWARA, Taljeo, Bureau of Chemistry, Ministry of Commerce and Industry
I do not know about the government leaders but
for the average people it was when large scale
bombing of industrial plants and incendiary attacks on cities became more prevalent and when
Okinawa fell.
It is almost to the credit of the Allied air power
that the people made definite decisions.
INADA, Masazumi, D. Gcn., Artillery (Chief of
Staff of Southern Military 'District Army)
It was the last stage of the Ryuku battle, because
as a result of the fall of this island, it afforded a
great air base for the air forces to attack freely any
part of the Japanese homeland. I still had confi-

dence in the ground defenses, but paralysis of island
supply arteries by air attack is the main reason why
I thought it was useless to continue resistance.

YAMAKI, Akira, Rear Admiral IlN (Director of
Studies at Naval Academy)
I noted that most of the Japanese people during
the period between January and May of 1945 realized the futility of continuing the war, after Seeing the effects of the bombings during that time.
K A N , Haruji, Lt. Gen., Artillery (Chief of Ordnance Administrative Army Headquarters)
A small percentage of the people realized the
hopelessness after the loss of Saipan while zhe
greater percentage realized it after the loss of the
Philippines followed by the defeat in Okinawa.
The first group foresaw the direct bombing of Japan proper by B-29s while the latter group foresaw the successive bombing of all Japan by the
Allied air forces inflicting severe damage to all
areas.
TERADA, Seiichi, Lt. Gen., Army Air Corps
(Chief of Training Department, Army Air
Headquarters)
The moment when the Japanese people decided
that further continuance of resistance was bopeless and the degree to which the Allied air forces
contributed in bringing about this realization: The
commencement of continuous overwhelming B-29
raids on the Japanese homeland, and in particular
the loss of Okinawa gave rise to defeatism among
the people. The contribution of the Allied air
forces in this respect was great.
UEDA, Mwao, Maj. Gen., Infantry (Chief of Information Department, Imperial Headquarters)
Subsequent to the loss of Saipan and especially
after the defeat on Okinawa, I believe there was a

considerable increase in. doubt as to our ability to
continue the wiar.

SUZUKI, Shinobu, President and Superintendent
of the Sumidawaga Shipbuilding Corporation.
After Saipan fell into the enemy's hands, we
gradually realized our inferiority. I thought that
defeat was inevitable unless we increased the number and improved the quality of our aircraft. Due
to the systematic attacks and the large number of
aircraft of the Allied air forces, it was the only
possible measure.
SUGA, Reinosuke, President, Empire Mining Co.,
Chairman of the Board, Gumi Construction
Co.
It depends much upon the information each
individual had in the true Situation on the war
front and state of their own industry with regards to material supplies, etc. I may surmise that
for the most of the people it was somewhere between latter Part of 1944 and the end of war that

they definitely realized the eventual defeat due to
inferior industrial power of Japan.
It was clear from the beginning that in material supply alone Japan was greatly handicapped. Taking, for example, iron, coal, and
petroleum, the consumption by Japan was less
than one-tenth of the amount psed by the United
States before the war. And there was no hope of
increasing the supply for anticipated increase in
demand. The general doubt was in the mind of
the industrialists but it was not possible for them
to express their personal opinions which would
have been taken as a sign of unpatriotic motives
with consequent danger to personal lives by
Kempeitai.
I assume that most of the industrialists and even
some of those in politics had some doubts as .to
the outcome of the war in spite of some favorable
report of early battles until the air raids became
so frequent and one-sided. For this reason I say
the time was between early 1945 and the end of
the war.

9. WHAT ARE THE MAlN FACTORS WHlCH DEFEATED JAPAN? 

MASADA, Kineshichi, Professor, Kyoto Imperial
University
Above all facts the effect of air attack was most
predominating. As the morale went down with
scircity of food, etc., people were no longer cooperating with each other.
SUGIYAMA, Munejiro, Civil Construction Department Head, Osaka Prefecture.
Very feeble reason for opening hostilities and
no cooperation between people and the government.
Lack of scientific knowledge and inferior industrial power to back up munition industry. In
particular, lack of such Superior arms as Boeing
B-qs.
MIYASHI, Minoru, Col., Army Air Corps.
This subject Covers a broad field and is very
complicated and hard for one Person to say. I

will try to answer only from the military point of
view and exclude governmental, economical, diplomatic, ideological, propaganda and stratagem viewpoints.
a. From the military point of view the combat of
army, navy and the air forces is also complicated
and I believe it would not be appropriate to think
of these separately.
b. The loss of air supremacy brought about great
hardships in sea warfare, which in turn caused
land warfare many difficulties. Moreover, it also
caused great diaculties in importing foreign goods
and the transporting of troops.
C. The failure of land warfare meant the losing
of air bases, thereby gradually decreasing its sphere
of activities. In other words, the failure of land
warfare meant the offering of powerful air bases
near the Japanese homeland to the enemy, who
utilized the air forces to protect and enable mili-

tary and naval troops to advance to our mainland.
d. The above fact caused a bad influence upon
the people of the Japanese occupied areas, and
coupled by the unsuccessful government administration by the Japanese occupational forces, the
war Situation became more unfavorable.
e. Before the final battle, supposedly to take
place on the Japanese homeland, the large scale
bombings aimed at the Japanese homeland,
burned out even the medium sized and small cities
causing fear among the people, dccrease of military production and forcing hardships upon the
peoples' livelihood.
f. The following is my bold estimation in Percentages as to the causes of military failure:
(I) Relinquishment of air supremacy and
especially in the homeland bombings. (35 Percent)
I
(2) The Progress of the U. S. ground Operations. (28 perccnt)
(3) The loss and incompetency of the Japanese
navy. (15 percent)
(4) Russia's participation in the war. (10 Percent)
(5) The appearance of the atomic bomb and
its future. (10 percent)
(6) The defeat of Germany. (2 percent)

b. The very limited scale of war industry.
C. The extremely low production rate of the
aircraft industry.
d. The backwardness of scientific techniques
in comparison with those of the Allied forces.
e. The vast difference in the strength of the
Allies and Japan (especially & the air forces),
because of the above.

ARAO, Okikatsu, Col., Infantry (General Staff
Headquarters)
The backwardness of our leaders in failing to
recognize frankly the weak points of Japan; especially in disregarding "Mahan's Principles of
Naval Warfare" and adhering to the outmoded
concept of sea supremacy which resulted in the
deterrence of aircraft production in a materialdeficient Japan.

OMAE, ~oshiichi,Captain IJN (Naval ~ e n e r a l
Staff)
Important causes for the defeat of Japan may be
classified as follows:
a. (I) Damage by B-29's (25 percent) affected
fighting strength, productive power, transportation capacity and morale.
(2) Damages due to task forces (20 percent)
also aff ected categories above.
(3) Losses due to submarines (5 percent) affected sea transportation capacity.
(4) The atomic bomb (35 percent) mostly affected the people's morale.
(5) Fear due to impending invasion (5 percent)
affected morale and caused unrest among people.
(6) Participation by Russia (10 percent) .

W A D A , Misao, Vice Admiral IJN (Chief of the
Naval Air Technical Depot)
The essential causes of Japan's defeat are as follows :
a. Very few war resources (fuel, steel, light
metals, etc.) in comparison with those of the
Allied forces.

T A K A T A , Toshitane, Rear Admiral IJN (Naval
General Staff)
The diff erence in air strength of the Japanese air
force and United States air force (naval and army
air strength combined) was so great that Japan
faced difficulty in maintaining her fighting power.
TAKASHIMA, Tatsuhiko, Maj. Gen., Infantry
(Chief of Staff, Eastern Army District)
Japan's defeat lies especially in the deficient National Defense plan of prewar days. Since the
close of the China Incident, general deficiency has
continually increased, and for this reason Japan
could not gain victory. Further reasons for Japan's
defeat are the fall of Saipan, the Philippines, Iwa
Jima, and Okinawa, capitulation of Germany and
Italy, and the intense bombing of Japan Proper.

b. The above in turn then caused following
conditions:
(I) Reduction in fighting strength (20 percent)
(2) Destruction of productivity (25 percent)
(3) Disruption of traffic (15 percent)
(4) Loss of morale (40 percent)

N A K AJIMA, Kiyoichi, President, Nakajima Aircraft Co.
No doubt the participation by the Allied air
power was definitely responsible for the defeat
of Japan.
In my opinion the following events are due only
to the activity of the Allied air power:
a. Total annihilation of Japanese Navy.
b. Fall of Saipan and its strategic use later.
C. Fall of Leyte, Philippines, and Okinawa.
d. Destruction of Japanese industries and transportation.
e. Use of the atomic bombs.
List of reasons for defeat of Japan from industrialist's point of view in the order of importance
is as follows:
a. Vast difference in the supply of material in
Japan and Allied countries.
b. The enormous gap between the abilities of
Japan and Allied countries in those industries that
might be converted into war industries and in
building new war factories.
C. Vast difference in the quantity and quality
of aircraft. The effective use of B-29's in such
large quantity was of particular significance.
d. Also difference in practical application of
science between Japan and United States. The
research of scientific fields in America was coordinated and practical while that in Japan was
isolated and impracticable.
In other words, the fact that there was such
difference in the strength of two countries in
scientific developments and basic industries was
in the main the chief reason for Japan's defeat.
Therefore, it was all a mistake that Japan started
the war at the beginning.

NOGUCHI, Matsuichi, Manager and Director of
T o b 0 Machine Tool Plant of Mitsubiski
Heavy Industries.
It might be said that the American air force
rather than the Allied air power was responsible
for the defeat of Japan. Tt is because of the absolute superiority of numbers and performances of
American aircraft that put Japan into submission.
The skill of their pilots was superb and the percentage of hits in bombing raids was very high
also.
KASAHARA, Itsuji, President, Dai Nippon Sei&
(Precision Machine Tool Co.) Director,
Tobe Stealn Boiler Co., Director, Ishekawajima Iizdustrial Co.
I. War leaders underestimated the industrial
power of the United States.
2. Failure of leaders in recognizing the necessity of scientific management of mass production
and general low level of scientific knowledge
themselves.
3. Lack of cooperation between the military,
government, and the public, due to various causes.
4. Failure of administrative policy in the government of occupied areas in the early Stage of
the war.
5. Overwhelming difference in air strength
made it possible for the Allied air power to gain
control of the air, which helped to gain control
of sea. Both resulted in complete interruption
of import traffic.

6. Japan received irrevocable damages to industries and cities by bombings.
H A R A , Kunixo, President and Chairman of
Board of Directors, Tobe Gas Co.
I. Incomparable difference in the wealth of the
two nations.
2. Vast superiority of Allied air power as compared with Japanese air force.
3. Inferior number of naval vessels in the latter
Part of the war.

AMAIZUMI, Toyoro, Director, Uraga DoclSyard.
Basically it is due to the inferior industrial
power of Japan but the defeat was accelerated because of rapid destruction of her essential industrial plants bfr the Allied air power.
SUGA, Reinosuke, President, Empire Mining Co.,
Chairman of tlie Board, Gumi Construction
Co.
I have no doubt whatsoever that the participation by the Allied air force was the most influential factor in defeat of Japan. The combined
effect of air raids, strafing and naval gunnery attacks even put fear in the mind of farmers and
miners who had hitherto been immune from such
attacks.
City people expected to be forced out of cities
into hill areas where lack of food might put them
to starvation.
The Allied air power was the advance force that
finally bottled up Japanese Army and Navy. In
my opinion the economic and political Situations
in Japan were such that the appearance of atomic
bombs over Hiroshima and Nagasaki were probably unnecessary. Although the military alone
was claiming the necessity of the final battle on
the homeland I doubt very much if they had any
confidence in its outcome.
HATTORI, Genxo, Vice President, Tobe Commerce and Industry Economics Association.
Probably no one will deny that Superior air
power was a major factor in deciding the outcome
of the war. When one realizes the fact that air
activities were not only limited to the war front
the importance is all the more significant.
The homeland of Japan was never invaded by
actual landing of troops in this war when the
truce was signed. This was due to the activities
of Allied air power, particularly of B-29's which
not only destroyed industries but by their incendiary attacks on cities during the last three months
destroyed lives, houses and the food supplies of

average people. This incapacitated Japan as a
nation and destroyed their wish to continue the
war. During the war we were engaged in the
production of fuses. The production was not
hindered very much in spite of scarcity of labor,
materials and transportation up to the end of
1944 when B-29's first appeared.
In spite of the earlier Statement by the military
leaders, possibility of air attacks on the Japanese
homeland became inevitable when we were forced
to participate in fire-fighting practices. This not
only wasted a great deal of valuable time but had
a depressing effect on the mentality of the people
by suggesting an uncertain state of affairs that
might come after the bombing of the cities would
Start. It was a shock to most of Japanese people
when the fall of Saipan was announced. It was
because of the previously published report that
the occupation of this island (which had been
made into an airfield by Japanese themselves)
would enable the Allied air power to use their
B-29's which reputedly were able to attack Japan
directly. The fear became fact when the first
B-2g appeared in November 1944. Increasing
frequency and severity of their attack became
prominent as the target for attacks were shifted
from munitions factories to large cities.
Wholesale destruction in operating rfficiency of
factories was inevitable due to direct damages to
plants and indirect causes which are too numerous to mention. Added to this was the attempt
to move plants to dispersed areas because of the
bombing and which practically stopped production altogether.
Even the local bombing of January 17, 1945, in
Ginza area stopped function of our main ofiice in
spite of its escape from resulting fire. The large
scale night incendiary raids on Tokyo of March
10 were epochal. This was also followed by
similar but larger scale attacks on March 13, April
14 On Tokyo-Yokohama industrial area.
There is no doubt but that these were fatal on
their effort on Japan's ability to continue the war.

SUZUKI, Shinobu, President and Superintendent
of the Sumidawaga Shipbuilding Corp.
I h i n k that the i n f e r i o i ~of our machines arid
science was a very decisive factor in determining
our ultimate defeat. This was obviously so with
various weapons and there was a great difference
in the effectiveness of aircraft. The fact that the

bombing raids were executed as scheduled is the
proof of the difference.

TAKASHIMA, Tatsubiko, Maj. Gen., Znfantry
(Chief of Staff, Eastern Army District)
I consider the Allied bombings 'as the chief
cause for the delay of munitions and ineficiency
among the soldiers in my command.

10. WHAT WERE THE INDIRECT RESULTS OF ALLIED AIR BOMBING,
AND H O W DID THEY HllNDEW THE INDUSTRIAL OUTPUT OF
JAPAN?
HARA, Kunzio, Presidentund Chairman of Board
of Directors, T o b o Gas Co.
Destruction wrought by air raids paralyzed Japanese industries which was responsible for the final
defeat. The direct destruction of factories was
secondary in its effect for the defeat, as I believe
that destruction of homes, damages to transportation, power lines, etc., were more serious in their
eff ects on production.
ASANO, Ryoso, Chairman of Board of Directors,
Japan Steel Tube Co., Akita Steel Mill Co.,
Korean Machine Tool Co. (Graduate of Harvard University 1912)
Production of Japanese industries had been on
the downward trend as the result of blockade and
the active direct bombing of the Japanese Mainland by the Allied air power put the finish on the
expected fate of Japan. The direct bombings by
the Allied air power was more important in that
it clearly demonstrated the superiority of their
force and thus giving opportunity to the people to
be critical of their government for the first time
since the war started. This psychological change
was very important. From the very fact industry is the backbone of modern war the lack of such
economic and latent industrial power may be cited
as the real reason for Japan's defeat. From that
point of view then the very fact of opening hostility may be said as being the fundamental reason for the defeat. A definite sign for defeat was
indicated when Saipan fell, which permitted the

Allied air power to establish bases there to bomb
the mainland of Japan directly.

KASAHARA, Itsuji, President, Dai Nippon Sei&
(Precision Machine Tool) Co., Director,
Tokyo Steam Boiler Co., Director, Ishekawajima Industrial Co.
We were forced to admit the urgency of dispersing our heavy industries when the bombing
by B-29's became frequent in the latter Part of
1944. Up to that date we were misled by the
government publicity not to believe in the necessity of taking such steps. When the-time came
for actual dispersion labor and materials were
scarce with enormous handicap in transportation
which made it practically impossible to effect the
program.
The main difficulty in the operation of our plant
after raids was not due so much to direct damages
to our plants, which were comparatively slight,
but damages suffered by the subcontractors were
fatal to the scheduled production program.
Complete stoppage of necessary materials was
a decisive blow to the Japanese industries. This
is almost entirely due to the action of the Allied
air power.

SUGA, Reinosuke, President, Empire Mining Co.,
Chairman of the Board, Gumi Construction
Co.
With increased number of raids on cities not
only laborers but clerks in government ofKces and
commercial firms suffered from the lack of trans-

portation. Interruption was due to failure of
power lines, lack of sufficient cars and destruction
of rails and bridges themselves. Congestion on
passenger trains was almost indescribable due to
evacuation of women and children into the
country. The restrictions and the usual red tape
connected with anything the government attempted to do in such cases caused a great loss of
time by men whose families were to be evacuated
which further added to poor attendance at factories and ofices. Lack of food in urban areas
forced men to seek it in the black markets among
the farmers. This was an additional burden on
men who were needed in industries.
Scarcity of passenger automobiles, damaged
communication Systems which could not be repaired for a long time, unreliable mail serviceall these contributed to inefficiency. Psychologically people were uncertain of their fate from day
to day, unpleasant incidents were beginning to be
noticed in the unfair distribution of food. Some
military men were involved in this respect and
general reaction of the public was a wholesale
condemnaton of those militarists who took unfair
advantages.

NOGUCHI, Matsuichi, Manager and Director of
T o b o Machine Tool Plant of Mitsubishi
Heavy Ind~stries
Aside from the factors already enumerated the
indirect effects may be listed as follows:

I. Interruption of passenger traffic made attendance of workers drop at least 25 percent. The
general confusion further decreased the railroad's
ability to carry war materials.
2. The diverting of saltpetre, which is an essential material for production of fertilizer, to the
manufacture of gun powder caused severe shortage of fertilizers which in turn resulted in food
scarcity.
3. People's reliance on the army was severely Set
back because of the latter's inability to counteract
the accurate bombings by B-29's either by the antiaircraft barrage or interceptor fighters in spite of
boastful propaganda.
4. Instability of daily life by frequent air raids
made people so nervous and affected them mentally
so much as to influence a drop in production.
5. It was about the early Part of 1944 that difKculty in traffic of essential materials was beginning
to be felt due to activities of the Allied air power
from bases at Mariana and China. The materials
thus affected were iron ore, bauxite, lumber, and
food.
Taking the example in iron ore, the decrease in
import of this critical material was as follows:

1941
1942
1943
1944
1945

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5,058,000 metric tons
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4,880,000 metric tons
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3,660,000 metric tons

1,668,000 metric tons
(up to August) . 145,000 metric tons
...............

11. 	 WHAT WER€ THE OUTSTANDING BOTTLENECKS IN JAPAN'S
INDUSTRY THROUGHOUT THE WAR? WHAT EFFECT DID ALLllED
AIR BOMBARDMEMT HAVE I N KEEPING JAPANESE INDUSTRY
FROM SOLVlNG THESE PROBLEMS?
SUGA, Reinosuke, President, Empire Mining Co.,
Chairman of the Board, Gumi Construction
Co.
The bottlenecks during the war were most serious in case of materials, labor, transportation, 2nd
electricity. The air raids affected three of the four
above directly. The destruction to one item al-

ways caused unbalance which was detrimental to
the smooth working of industry. Over-stocking
of some articles which were found in some Army
warehouses after defeat definitely proved this unbalanced production condition. None of these except the supply of electricity was solved to satisfaction during the war. This was because of con-

tinuous bombing which gave no time for necessary
steps to be taken.

KASAHARA, Itsuji, President, Dai Nippon Sei&
(Precision Machinc Tool Co.), Director,
Tobe Steam Boiler Co., Director, Ishekawajima Industrial Co.
Lack of essential materials due to blockade
(from middle of 1943).
Lack of labor (from the beginning of 194).
Decided drop in transportation facilities (from
the end of 1944).
Scarcity of food (from the middle of 1944).
As the frequency of B-29 raids increased the
solution became more difficult. There was no solution to the lack of essential materials due to complete blockade of Japan by mine laying operations
of the Allied air power.
HARA, Kunizo, President and Chairman of Board
of Directors, Tokyo Gas Co.
The scarce items increased in number and quantity as the end of war approached. Lack of materials, labor and disrupted transportation are general items that caused greatest difficulties and air
raids aggravated the traffic Situation. Another important bottleneck in successful operation of wartime industries was the unnecessary interference
in the management of the factories by the government officials and militarists.
As most of the industrialists were against the
war from the beginning the militarists were
suspicious of our intent and action during the war.
In some cascs young and inexperienced men
were given authority in the management of vast
organizations which required years of experience
in specialized fields.
W A D A , Tsunesuke, Managing Director of Fuji
Den& Seizo K. K. (Electrical Manufacturing Co.)
"Bottleneck" conditions in our company during
the war:
I. Insufficielit workmen.
2. Insufficient machine tools.

3. Shortage of materials.
4. Food shortage.
5. Insufficient means of transportation, cars,
trucks.
The need for more workmen was a Iittle rclieved by the formation of "Teishin" (volunteer)
teams of high school children and insuficiency
of machine tools was also somewhat mitigated
through the governmental order for increased
production to machine tool makers which, however, did not satisfy all the demands until the end
of the war. The shortage of materials becamc
gradually severer as the war progressed which was
an important factor in our defeat. The food
shortage at the Start of the war did not give us
much difficulty but starting about the spring of
1945, considerable hardship was experienced resulting in a number of malnutrition cases. Considerable difficulties in transportation arose from
dearth of cars. The government Set up a priority
System in freight transportation but the effect was
so small that much difficulty was experienced in
the transportation of our products.
I wish to describe effects of air raids detrimental
to the bottleneck materials aforementioned as
follows:
In the companies I was connected with, the
effect of air raids on the workmen was not great.
This was because the number of times we were
exposed to air raids were not many and the damages we sustained were slight. Therefore there
were almost no workmen who deserted us for
their home from fright. However, this was the
case with our company only and could not generally be said for all Japan. Destruction of workmen's dormitories by fire made their living more
difficult and some quit work for their places of
birth. Rather than to mention the direct effect
the air raids had on the mind of workmen, the
indirect effect by the air raids which temporarily
disrupted traf& was a great worry to us. Actually production decreased greatly.
The lack of proper machine tools and materials
was furthcr aggravated through loss of products

themselves. Burning down of factories through
air raids and the temporary shut-down of transportation System, together with the food problem
plunged the difficult state of things from bad to
worse.
The damages caused to railroad tracks through
air raids considered for all Japan seem to be not
so great compared with other damages. Nevertheless, temporary shut-down of the Tokaido line
made us experience great difficulties in transportation of materials. Further, the branch track in
the premises of our Kawasaki factory was hit by
bombs which took over ten days for us to repair.

KAWAKAMI, Kaichi, Chairman of the Board,
All Japan Musical Instrument Manufarturers
Association.
Referring only to my f actory :
a. Up to 1943 the material supplies were sufficient to operate then existing plants to full capacity.
However, when a sudden decision was made to
expand plants, machine tools were at premium.
b. In 1944 shortage became obvious when some
of the materials necessary for expansion of plants,
such as structural steel, were diverted into mate-

rials of directly supplying munitions. Even with
this emergency measure electric copper, molybdenum, nickel, etc., gradually became scarce which
resulted in the desperate attempt to switch over
to Substitute steels and materials. The loss of
forge shop capacity extremely handicapped its
production with damaging results in propellor and
engine reduction in August and September 1944.
C. With increased activities of air raids from November 1944 to January 1945 disruption to rail traffic became very noticeable, which impeded the
smooth flow of already irregular delivery. The
difficulty of obtaining aluminum forgings due to
lack of bauxite further forced us to seek such radical Substitutes as laminated wood propellor blades.
d. As the incendiary raids were extended to
smaller cities raw material plants were also destroyed. At that time dispersion was of prirne importance to us and our production came practically
to a standstill. This temporary lull in production
gave no warning to the material supply r n a n u f a ~
turers when the dispersed plants began operation.
The expected "bottleneck" in materials did not
actually take place because the defeat came before
the dispersion plans had been completed.

12. COULD JAPAN HAVE BEEN DEFEATED WITHOUT THE INFLUENCE 

OF ALLIED AIR POWER? 

NOMURA, Tomekichi, Rear Admiral IJN
(Naval General Staff)

I believe that we would not have been defeated
i£ the Allies didn't have an air force. However,
this answer does not mean that "the defeat was
caused only by the air force". In modern warfare, only by close coordination between the army,
navy, and the air forces can victory be expected,
as it is improper to say that Japan's defeat was
caused only by the activities of the Allied air
power, but the air forces played the most prominent Part for the Allied victory.

HARADA, Sadanori, Maj. Gen., Army Air Force
(Chief of Staff of 1st Air Army) 

We should have never lost. 

AKZSHIGE, Jitsue, Rear Admiral 1JN (Second
Department Head of Munitions Office at the
Naval Ministry)
Japan could have continued war for a long time
without the Allied air power even though her
victory might not have been possible.
MOMONOI, Naomi, Governor, Gifu Prefecture.
No, I do not think so.

KAN, Haruji, Lt. Gen., Artillery (Chief of the
Ordnance Administrative Army Headquarters)
If the Allies had had no air force, Japan would
have won the war.
ONUMA, Haruo, Maj. Gen., Infantry (Army
General Staff in Imperial Headquarters)
If the Allies had no air force, I think that Japan
would not have lost the war.
K A WAI, Iwao, Rear Admiral IJN (Head of Personne1 Office, Navy Ministry)
Without B-zgs the defeat of Japan could not
have been effected.
KATO, Tadao, Rear Admiral IJN (Commander
Technical Air Experimental Department)
It can be said that Japan lost the war only because
of the superiority of the Allied air force, without
which the Allies wmld never have won.
OMAE, Toshiichi, Capt. IJN (Naval General
Staff)
Japan would not have been beaten without the
Allied air power. I am Sure that it would have
taken a long time even if it is assumed she would
be defeated.
TAKASHIMA, Tatsuhiko, Maj. Gen., Infantry
(Chief of Staff, Eastern Army District)
Yes, I believe Japan could have won the war if it
hadn't been for the Allied air force.
KUNITAKE, Michio, Lt. Gen., Artillery (Chief
of Staff, Central Army District)
If the Allies had had no air force we would
never have been defeated.
AMANO, Masaichi, Maj. Gen., Infantry (Section
Chief of the General Staff Headquarters)
I suppose it is very difficult to wage modern warfare without an air force and it is impossible to
imagine a war being started without one. However, if the war had been fought with each country

using only its army and navy, I believe that we
wouldn't have been defeated.

Y OSHITAKE, Keiichi, Chief of Combined Planning Bureau.
I think that without the Allied air force, Japan
would not have been defeated.
TERADA, Seiichi, Lt. Gen., Army Air Corps
(Chief of Training Department, Army Air
Headquarters)
Japan would not have been beaten if the Allies
did not have their air forces.
MIYAGAWA, Yoshira, Capt., IlN
Japan would not have lost.
UEHARA, Yoshio, Rear Admiral IJN (Chief,
General Affairs Section, Naval Air Administrative Headquarters)
If there had been no air force, Japan could have
escaped defeat.
MATSUZAWA, Kyohei, Col., Army Air Corps
(Chief of Air Corps Field Ordnance) 

We would not have been defeated. 

ENDO, Saburo, Lt. Gen., Army Air Corps (Chief
of General Affairs Department, Army Air
Corps Headquarters)
Would not have been defeated.
UEDA, Masao, Maj. Gen., Infantry (Chief of Information Department, Imperial Headquarters)
Although it is difficult to determine whether or
not Japan could have been defeated without the
Allied air force, it is needless to say that it did
lower the fighting Spirit of Japan and had an
overwhelming effect in crushing our supply lines.
It is dificult to deny that the air attacks also
played a great Part in crushing the fighting
strength of the Japanese Army. Without the air
forces, I believe Japan would not have been defeated in 1945.

BABA, Hideo, Maj. Gen., Infantry (Chief of Staff
of shipping at Hiroshima)
But for the Allied air forces, we would not have
been defeated. If we failed in the defense of the
coastal regions, we planned to go into the mountains and pr~long the battle by conducting
guerilla warfare with the cooperation of the
people.

TOMZOKA, Sadatoshi, Rear Admiral IJN (Naval
General Staff)
Japan would not have been defeated. Even if
Japan were defeated, this would have required
many years.

ISHIWARA, Takeo, Bureau of Chemistry, Ministry of Commerce and Industry.
I do not believe Japan could have been beaten
without the Allied air power.

SUGIYAMA, Rokuzo, Vice Admiral iJN (Naval
General Staff)
Even if there were no air force, Japan could not
have escaped defeat. However, the American
air force kept the American losses to a minimum;
therefore it is obvious why they were able to conclude the war in so short a time.

SUZUKI, Shigeo, Planning Board.
Without the Allied air power and B-2gs, in
spite of lack of war' materials, Japan could not
have been defeated.

SAKADA, Eiichi, Techanical Expert on AgricuL
ture and Forestry
If there had been no Allied air force, or if it
had been inferior, Japan would not have been
defeated.

OHARA, Hisayuki, Engineer.
I do not believe Japan could have been beaten
without the Allied air power.
NAKAJIMA, Yukiho, Petroleum Section, Ministrv, of Commerce and Industrv.
I do not think Japan could have been beaten.
Even so. it would have taken a long time.
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KONISHI, Keitare, Operation Bureau, Ministry
of Transportation.
I doubt very much if Japan would have been
beaten if it had not been for the Allied air power.
NOMURA, Masatoshi, Communication Section,
Ministry of Railroads.
I do not think Japan could have been beaten
without the Allied air power.
SAKAMAKI, Munekata, Vice Admiral IJN
(Chief of General Affairs Section of the Air
Materials General Office, Ministry of Munitions)
I do not believe that defeat would have been
possible without the Allied air force.

NAKAMURA, Yutaka, i d Lt., Infantry
I think that even without the Allied air forces,
defeat would have been inevitable. However, the
Allied air force played a decisive Part in speeding
he defeat of
YASYKAWA, Daigoro, Chief, Department of
Coal, Ministry of Commerce and Zndustry
Japan could have carried on war for several
years more if not for the Allied air power.
OKIMORI, Genichi, Governor, Saga Prefecture
I do not think defeat was possible without the
Allied air power.
TOGA, Muneo, Economic Control Section, Bureau of Public Safety
Japan would have been defeated eventually but
that would have taken a considerable time without the Allied air power.
KORI, Yuichi, Finance Section, District Bureau,
Ministry of Interim
It might have been that a defeat was quite
possible without the Allied air power, but it
would have taken a long time.

TADA, Rikizo, Vice Admiral IJN (Chief of 1st
Naval Technical Depot)
United States air power played the most conclusive role in the defeat of Japan. I cannot believe that defeat would have been possible without
the United States air force.
KOMURA, Keizo, Rear Admiral IJN
I believe that Japan would not have been defeated if the Allied Nations had not had air
power.
ITO, Taisuke, Captain I1N (Naval General Staff)
It was because of the Allied air forces that
Japan was defeated.
WATANABE, Koichi, Lt. Gen., Medicd Corps
But for the Allied air force, Japan would not
have been defeated.
FATAGAMI, Tsutomu, Col., Infantry (General
Staff Headquarters)
I do not believe that we would have been defeated without the aid of the Allied air forces.
MIYASHI, Minoru, Col., Army Air Corps
If Japan possessed an air force and the Allies
had no air force, Japan would definitefy not have
been defeated.
TOMOSUE, Yoji, Governor, Ibaraki Prefecture
Without Allied air power the defeat could not
have been considered.
KISHIDA, Smhio, Chairman of Board, All JapanElectrical Construction Control Association
It might be possible that Japan could carry on
much longer war without defeat if the Allied air
power were not so powerful. However, the appearance of B-zgs was the deciding factor.
KITANO, Shigeo, Governor, Gumma Prefecture
I believe the Allied aiz power was the deciding
factor in the defeat.

ONO, Masaichi, Governor, Nara Prefecture
Yes, but with much more loss to both sides and
longer period of struggle.
SAEKI, Toshio, Head, Mobilization Section, Employment Bureau, Welfare Ministry
Even without the Allied air power the eventual
defeat of Japan was inevitable, but without it, it
would have taken a much longer period.
HAYAKAWA, Saburo, Member, Tobe Prefectural Council.
No, I do not think so. It was definitely the
Allied air force that put the end to the war.
SAITO, Noboru, Vice Governor, Lanagawa Prefecture
Without Allied air force it would have been
dificult to defeat Japan.
M ONOBE, Kunro, Governor, Nagano Prefecture
I do not believe personally that Japan could
have been defeated without the Allied air power.
ONO, Renji, Head, Semetary Section, Ministry of
Interior
In the absence of Allied air power the war
would have been carried on a considerable length
of time.
ISOBE, Iwao, Governor, Akita Prefecture
Yes. But without Allied air power the war
would have gone on for a long time. It is definitely clear that the Allied air power was the
direct cause for the defeat.
ITO, Kinji, Head, National Health Bureau, Welfare Ministy
If not for the Allied air power, Japan could not
have been defeated.
T A N A K A , Keiiclzi, Counselor, K y uslzu District
Government Department
Without the aid of the Allied air power, Japan
could not have been beaten.

HAYASHI, Keizo, Governor of Tottori Prefecture
~t rnight have been besten in the lang run, but
it would have taken a long time.
NICHIOKA, Hirokichi, Government Section,
Okayama Prefecture
Without the Allied air power the war would

have lasted more than ten years although the
eventual defeat was inevitable due to stoppage of
war materials and bankruptcy of national life.

KANAI, Masao, Member of Japanese Diet and
Governor of Wakayama Prefecture
If not for the Allied air power the war could
have been carried on much longer.

13. WHAT ARE THE REASONS FOR THE DEFEAT OF THE JAPANESE 

AIR FORCES? 

TERADA, Seiichi, Lt. Gen., Army Air Corps,
(Chief of Training Department, Army Air
Headquarters)
The reasons for the defeat of the Japanese air
force: The decrease in aircraft production and the
blockade of the fuel supply brought about by
Allied air raids were important reasons, and together with this fact technical inferiority is also
one of the reasons for the defeat of the Japanese
air force.
TOTSUKA, Michitaro, Vice Admiral, IJN,
(Chief, Naval Air Headquarters)
The principal reasons are the fact that enough
planes could not be replenished to meet successfully the operational needs because of the damage
caused by American air raids and the fact that
the training of flight personnel fell back and the
training Standards gradually declined because of
the shortage of instructors, teaching materials and
fuel. Good fighter pilots like those at the outbreak of war were not to be Seen any more and a
state of disadvantageous aerial combat was
brought about. Morale was very high until the
very end but ability was definitely lacking.
Therefore, I believe that the principal cause of
defeat was the fact that the operational needs
were not met in regards to replenishment of men
and material necessary for aerial combat.
MIYAGAWA, Yoshihira, Capt., IJN
In both the army and navy, the policies concerning the important aspects of air power lacked

thoroughness. In particular, the navy's idea that
ships are all important could not be shaken until
the very end. This, of Course, was an extremely
great obstacle from the standpoint of aerial
armament.

TAKATA, Toshitane, Rear Admiral IJN (Naval
General Stafl)
The fact that during the war, improvements on
aircraft performance did not compare with the
United States, airplanes and armament were not
appropriate for the use of the rapidly trained air
crews, and lack of necessary fuel and implements
for the training of air crews was the cause of the
defeat of Japan's air force.
AMAN 0 , Masaichi, Maj. Gen., Znfantry (Section
Chief of the General Staff Headquarters)
The failure to give top priority to the air force
as well as its own traditions hindered progress
and development. Before the outbreak of war,
the air force was never given top priority. Even
though this necessity was realized during operations, changes were made too slowly. Furthermore, they could not cope with the Situation technically and industrially. Although we cried for
top priority, it was extremely difficult to obtain.
Furthermore, there are many instances where the
lack of unity between the air forces (allocation
of materials, skills, etc.) 'proved to be a hindrance
to Progress. For these reasons it was impossible
to achieve maximum fighting power. The loss
of personnel and material, resulting from the

early depletion of skilled personnel and the damages suffered by industry from the air attacks,
must be considered the reason for our defeat.

MIYASHI, Minoru, Col., Army Air Corps
The air force which reflects the strength of the
nation did not lay Stress on using their strength
to bomb offensively but put their efforts into expanding for defensive combat.
SAKAMAKI, Munetata, Vice Admiral, I/N
(Chief of General Affairs Section of the Air
Materials General Office, Ministry of Munitions)
a. Inability to recognize fully the importance
of air power by the army, especially by the army
general headquarters.
b. The air force always was secondary to the
army and the navy even in preparation for battle.
It was already too late when the navy began to
emphasize air power.
TAKASHIMA, Tatsuhiko, Maj. Gen., Infantry
(Chief of Staff, Eastern Army District)
The reasons for the defeat of Japanese air force
are as follows:
a. Lack of far-sighted planning and preparation, in keeping with the world Situation, in the
organization of the air force, particularly as regards to technique and production.
b. Lack of a unified air defense.
C. Ineffective air defense intelligence and warning Systems.
d. Lack of an over-all strategy.
e. Lack of organization for the waging of total
war.
MIYAGA W A , Gihei, Capt., IJN
a. Those in authority did not fully recognize
the fact that modern warfare can be positively
controlled by air strength.
b. Those in authority were devoid of adequate
knowledge relative to the employment of aviation.

C. Air forces of the army and the navy were
not unified.
d. Ability to construct air bases was poor.
e. The absolute lack of air armament.
f. The inferior techniques of production of air
armament, especially radar equipment.
Some European missionaries and Japanese
Christian religious leaders were asked to comment
on the effect of the Allied air attacks on the religious life of the people. Although it was realized
that the great bulk of the Japanese people are
non-Christian, the opinions of the few Christian
leaders were regarded as valuable contributions
to the over-all picture of life in Japan during the
war.

Tatsu Petrus Doi, Archbishop of Tokyo, Archbishop's House, 19 Sekiguchi Daimachi
Koishikawa-ku
g MAY1946.
In reply to your request of 25 April 1946 I first
give a biographical outline of myself.
I was born in Sendai in 1892, entered the Small
Seminary of that city in 1906, attended Middle
School and graduated from high school in 1914.
Immediately afterwards I left for Rome and
studied philosophy and theology at the Collegio
Urbano, graduated in 1920 and returned to Japan
the following year, when I was ordained priest.
Thereupon I worked at the mission posts of Morioka, Sendai, Ichinoseki, Kesenuma, and Wakamatsu. In 1933 I was appointed secretary to the
Apostolic Delegate to Japan, Msgr. Paul Marella.
Later on I was elected Archbishop of Tokyo and
on February 13, 1938, consecrated, now holding
the Same position.
In answer to your letter I shall state what effect
the Allied air force had in bringing about the
surrender of Japan, in particular what psychological effect it had on the population as a whole and
how it affected the religious life of the people.
Thus it will be shown how the surrender came
about.

I am no specialist in military affairs, but I believe that the Allied air power forced upon the
Emperor the decision of August 15, 1945. Without doubt the submarines played an important
Part too in cutting the line of supply. But
already in the battles of the Solomons and Marianas the Allied air power showed its superiority,
the victory in each case being the result of the
activity of the Allied air power.
In the fall of 1944 the bombng of Japan proper
commenced and grew more and more intense.
Its broadscale destruction gave a shock to our
people, Especially, the ravages produced by the
incendiary bombs reducing one big city after another to ashes had direct effect on our means of
production and on transportation facilities. Economic life became well-nigh impossible. After
this, the smaller cities and towns became the
object of the air raids and the population in utter
helplessness awaited their turn or evacuated to
the country.
Under these circumstances it was naturally impossible to hold large meetings for religious services. The Government mobilized the religions of
the nation, Shintoists, Buddhists and Christians to
rally the people, but it was done not so much in
the interest of the spiritual and moral welfare of
the nation as for the aim of conducting the war.
Thus e. g. the destruction of the Meiji Shrine by
B-29's was used to enrage the populace against
America, with little effect, I think, as I never
heard an expression of hau-ed against the Americans even during the time of intense bombing.
Buddhist monks asked the Government to grant
facilities in helping the destitute population, but
the Government showed little concern. So everything went from bad to worse. People became
somewhat fatalistic. Not even the destruction of
the Meiji Shrine did arouse them much. Besides, such blind faith as they had held about
Japan as the land of the Gods began to lose its
hold on the people. Hitherto, they had held the
firm belief that as Japan waged a just war, certainly Heaven would send another "Kamikaze"

to protect the land. But even a belief so strongly
rooted in the minds of people could not help
fading away in the presence of such formidable
weapons of modern science.
Now, with regard to the attitude of the average
Catholic Christians they did not expect a miracle
to happen in order to save their beloved country.
They put their trust in God, offered their trials
and daily suffering to Him and prayed for real
peace. Non-Christians, on the other hand, tended
to seek something superhuman to cling to, as the
crisis grew more and more awful, nobody knowing what might happen tomorrow or even at the
present moment. This feeling was new, clearly
different from the blind trust that had been
fostered in the nation by extreme nationalists.
However, family tragedies occurring nearly every
day and in almost every home began to tell upon
the nerves of the people, the younger generation
showed signs of demoralizatiofi, by disregard of
property or want for pleasure. This again irritated the nerves of the better Part of the people.
It was after the fall of Okinawa that many
realized the possibility of an eventual breakdown
of Japan. Then came the unforgettable days
of Hiroshima and Nagasaki. But not even the
atomic bomb gave rise to the idea of surrender.
The nation would never give in. To realize that
there was no hope of winning the war and the
will to surrender were matters of an entirely different kind. The people had made up their
minds to offer life and everything for the country.
Then all of a sudden they learned through the
radio of Japan's surrender. It was to them incredible news, so sudden and unexpected came
the broadcast upon them. If the Emperor himself had not taken this awful decision, surrender
would have been impossible. Surrender became
possible only through his resolution. For the
military had ever urged the people to fight to the
last, and even before the Emperor they had forcefully held their principle of not surrendering,
even if the nation perished. But the Emperor
seeing the misery of the people and the destruc-

tion of the country decided that the people he had
taken over as an heritage from his ancestors,-as
it is expressed in a Poem of Emperor Meiji, which
in fact he quoted to the Assembly of the Military
War Counci1,-this very people he must save from
destruction even at the cost of his life. The result was the acceptance of the Potsdam Declaration and following this the broadcast of August
I57 1945The nation as a whole would not believe the
truth of it, but being reassured by Emperor and
Princes that it was reality, they showed perfect
obedience to the will of the Emperor. Thus the
war came to an end.
TATSUO
PETRUS
DOI,
Archbishop of Tokyo.

Rev. Joseph Flaujac (Foreign Missions of Paris)
Founder and Director of the Order of "The
Sisters of Bethany" (Catholic) engaged in
Tuberculosis work in T o b o

T 0 : Commanding General
Pacific Air Command, U. S. Army
Tokyo, Japan
Permit me to submit the followDEARGENERAL:
ing answer to your letter of April 25. In order
to make my answers clear and accurate I am writing this in French.
The first important question is whether the
Japanese people are religious or not, which has
been discussed many times for a long period past.
Some say "yes" and some say "no." But from
my personal observation of 37 years in Japan I
can only say present-day Japanese are not religious,
but many are superstitious (have blind faith).
The education of Japanese nationals since the
restoration period was along nationalistic lines to
assist traditional regimented Spirit of organization which has been handed down from feudalistic periods. This was done with Shintoism as a
tool for the purpose as you have known well since
the Manchurian "incident."
People were forced to obey and observe without question certain forms of militaristic cere-

mony, government orders, censorship, etc., which
was particularly noticeable during the war in the
operation of "neighborhood associations" by
which they were accustomed to conventionalism.
These general Situations were not created spontaneously. These were the results of mechanical
imposition. When the pressure was strong the
people were active and enthusiastic, but when low
they were uninterested. During the war prayer
meetings at temples, flag ceremonies, ceremonies
at the soldiers' departures to the front, reception
of the honored dead, etc.-all these were forced
by circumstances and, to some extent, with a feeling of fear. In other words they were false enthusiasm and not spontaneous.
Confusion of patriotism and religion was useful in some cases, but opposite in other cases. The
demarcation between patriotism and religion was
not well defined to the detriment of religion.
Of Course, the basic question of what constitutes religion should be made clear. Once when
the first attempt at legislation concerning religion
was proposed at the Diet Meeting one representative asked for a definition of a religion which
was not answered. The question of religion has
been clearly guarded by the farnily in the mind
of Japanese. But in spite of this there was no
comection between the daily life and religion.
Religion is only a matter of traditional Shintoism or Buddhism.
Here I like to consider whether such religious
idea of Japanese was promoted or retarded during the war. In religious countries it is certain
that misery, privation, suffering, sacrifices due to
war generally assist the growth of the religious
mind. It will bring back the religious feeling
which might have been forgotten. However, I
could not notice such change in Japan. Contrarily, if I am not mistaken, it only resulted in
bringing out the differente between various
religions.
I say it retarded rather than advanced. In one
word it was the Buddhistic fatalism. Defeat of
Japanese, particularly of incidents recorded in

our university was in the Center of the bombardment and it was only due to quick and powerful
action on our Part that we lost only one building instead of eight. This personal experience
during the many air raids on Tokyo and my
contact with our students and the bombed out
people forms the basis for my -answer to the
questionnaire.

I. Psychological eflect of air-bornbardment
The word "psychological" already indicates that
I purposely exclude the strategic and economic
effects. Besides other reasons I would not be in
the position to pass any reliable judgment, since
the material damage of the raids remained to a
large extent unknown to us.
What effect did the air raids have on the population of Tokyo? The Doolittle raid did very
little. It was just 12 o'clock noon wheri the alarm
was given. Most of the people did not believe
it, thinking it was just another drill. But when
they learned it was a real raid, nobody could hold
them back to go outside, to climb the roofs or the
chimneys to get a better view. In order words,
it was a thrill rather than a frightening event.
When in November 1944 a few B-29's made
their first showing over Tokyo the same curiosity
and lack of seriousness was noticeable. For quite
a few months to come it was my greatest task to
convince the people to take shelter during the
raid. From November 1944 up to February 1945
the air raids were generally regarded as a great
"nuisance", but one could hardly say that the
population became terrified. However, locally,
where the bombs had fallen, the population began
to realize the seriousness of h t u r e large scale air
raids. It may be of interest to note that psychologically day raids and raids with explosive bombs
had a far less effect on the people than night raids
with incendiary bombs.
It came the month of March and with it air
raids of B-29's on a larger scale which brought
about a definite change in the attitude of the
people. It may be said here that there are three

nights which no one in Tokyo will ever forget
who was fortunate enough to survive them.
These nights were March 1015, April 13th and
May 25th. It is my honest opinion that these
three night raids convinced the population that
Japan was utterly unable to cope with the situation. This however, does not mean that the population became panicky or restless. The orientals
are different, they take such calamities with great
calmness, they are almost stoics, they are fatalists
and easily reconciled to tragedies whjch are unavoidable.
Let me illustrate what I just said. The air raid
is On. I am standing on the roof. The first series
of incendiary bombs hit the city. They are not
far away. It seems to be our night. In about 40
minutes the city is an ocean of flames. We are
also hit by about go bombs. Several buildings
are on fire. Quick action extinguishes most fires,
only one school building is hopelessly ablaze, cannot be saved. Our whole neighborhood is on fire.
B-29's swoop down and on the wings of these
silvery ghosts we see ghastly reflections of the
fire. The air is unbearably hot, a gale of firesparks sweeps over the city. The skin burns and
the eyes get Sore. It is an "infernum" (hell) like
that which Dante so masterly describes in his
Divina comrnedia. And what about the people?
There is not much excitement. The only voices
you hear, are those of mothers calling for their
children, or children calling their parents. When
all the small wooden houses round us were burnt
down to the ground, it became evident that the
Campus of the universitv was a place of safety.
Rehgees began to pour in by the hundreds. All
were silent and calm, but the horror they went
through reflected in their faces. There was no
disorder. Every available room was used for
shelter. That night we took in 876 victims of the
air raid. When I went rhrough all the buildings
I saw unbelievable misery. I heard of many
tragedies which made my heart bleed; they all
realized the hopelessness of the situation, but there
was no sign of unrest or revolutionary tendencies.

They took all that very stoicly with the remark
"shikata ga nai" (it cannot be helped). When
the first food was given out, it was done most
orderly, just as if nothing had happened. When
early in the morning I took my bicycle and went
through the city, I saw long processions of bombed
out people carrying the few things they had saved
and were heading for the country to find shelter.
All the Caravans I met had an atmosphere of deep
silence about them-they were exhausted, depressed, unhappy, but in no case in a radical mood.
The orientals are fatalists. This picture I have not
only Seen once but after each of the major air
raids. As much as it is true that there was no
hope that the people might take action and finish
the war, it is equally true that the air raids convinced the people-and not only the cornmon men
in the street but just as much if not more effectively the leading men of the nation, that through
the superiority in the air the Situation had grown
hopeless and a disaster unavoidable.
It may be of interest to mention her0 that the
people dreaded most the B-zg. When an air
alarm was given, the first question asked by the
students, the men in the street, the shopkeepers
or any other person was: "Are the invading planes
B-29's". If the answer was: P ~ IF6F,
, or any
other smaller type, there was an atmosphere of
relief and hardly anyone went to shelter, but
continued the work he or she was just doing. It
may not be exaggerated to say that it was the
major air raids of the B-29's which psychologically effected the opinion arnong all classes of
the population that the war was lost.
Although the bombing of other large cities like
Nagoya, Osaka, Kobe, Hamamatsu, Yokomama,
etc., had their place in breaking down the resistance of the people, it nevertheless seems undisputable that the three about-mentioned major attacks (March ~ o t hApril
,
13th and May 25th) on
Tokyo-the capital, the seat of the government,
the sacred city of the Emperor were the decisive
factor, the turning point in the mental attitude towards the ultimate outcome of the war. Okinawa

may have been strategically the beginning of the
end, psychologically it was May 25th, the night
where a rather large portion of the Imperial Palace burnt down. The atomic bomb was not the
cause, but a long-awaited-for opportunity and a
stimulus to do, what was already overdue. It
may be noted h a t Japan, a few weeks prior to
the atomic bomb over Hiroshima, had already
approached Russia to use her good offices to bring
about peace, which contact brought about the Potsdam Declaration. It is therefore my humble
opinion that the mighty air armada of B-29's
played a vital role in breaking down the spiritual
and psychological resistance of the people.

,

II. The eflect of air bombardment on religion
Before entering the discussion of this question,
I Want to mention that my answer will be restricted to the Catholic Church and to religion in
general. It is beyond my experience and outside
of my own activity to speak for Buddhism, Shintoism, or other religious denominations.
Although about half of the Catholic churches
and religious institutions of the country have been
destroyed by the air raids it can be truthfully said,
that it did not affect in any way the belief of the
faithful. Frequently it happened that during the
services an air raid alert was given. There was no
confusion: We made announcement of the nature
and location of the enemy planes and in most cases
the service could be continued without a Single
person leaving the church. To my knowledge
there has been practically no disruption of service
and hence no cleavage between the people and
the church was noticeable. After the destruction
of a church, schools or private houses have been
used for conducting divine services. In the big
cities the shortage of churches and places of worship have been greatly alleviated by the dispersion
of the population to the country.
The general interest in religion and things
spiritual have noticeably increased during the last
years of the war, although many people did not
dare to show it publicly on account o£ the rather

increasing hostile attitude of the military police
towards Christianity. Statistically it can be shown
that during the war there was a definite increase
of converts to the faith. The real effect came only
to light after religious freedom was given to the
people by the terms of surrender. All Catholic
schools and churches experience at present an ever
increasing number of former students or catechumens who now Want to be admitted into the
church. It is of course impossible to determine
whether this was brought about by the Allied Air
Bombing or by the general catastrophe of the war.
Concluding, I Want to state that the tremendous
spiritual vacuum created by the abolishment of
state Shinto and by the collapse of the nation's
ideology creates not only a unique opportunity but
a serious obligation to fill this spiritual vacuum
with ethical and spiritual values which will enable
the nation to find her proper, place in human
society.
BRUNO
B~ITERS,
S. J.
Rector, Sophia University.

MIYAKODA, Tsunetaro, former Student at
Union Theological Seminary and Columbia
University, New York. Lately, General Secreiary of Moral Uplift Association and Associate Editor of the Christian Newspaper
It is my pleasure to write some impressions upon
the effects the Allied Air Bombings had on the
Japanese people.
(I) Eff ect on Christianity in Japan
(2) Effect on Japanese morale and religious
psychology in general.
(3) Some general remarks on air attacks.
The air raids by the Allied air power actually
begun on 1st of November 1944. In spite of government propaganda, the fear from air raids forced
people to take whatever measures each individual
thought were necessary for his protection. In
the latter Part of the war when the direct bombing
raids by the Allied air power became imminent
many churches had to evacuate from cities as any
other business or industrial organization. Aged
members of the churches as well as Sunday School

children were evacuated from cities (most of
Christian churches, either Protestant or ~athblic,
were located in cities, except a few Catholic
churches in Nagaski prefecture because of long
historical background of over 400 years). During
air raid warning lights were dirnrned after dark,
ahd evening services were difficult to hold in
many cases. Further difficulty for Sunday services was caused by a common practice of holding
bucket brigade exercises against fire on Sunday
which were mostly attended by housewives under
compulsion. When the actual raids became frequent the attendance at the churches became impossible as it so happened that many of the attacks were made on Sundays. The actual physical damages suffered by churches were 500 Protestant and IOO Catholic buildings during the war
which amount to one-third of the Christian
churches in Japan. The number of churches thus
destroyed only does not, of course, indicate the
loss of Christian service in cities. Members
themselves evacuated from cities without the benefit of Christian services in their new locations.
Pastors had to move also when their houses were
destroyed by fire. Interruption to services thus
caused had some influence on the activity of
church members.
?he destruction by air raids were not only
limited to Christian houses of worship. Many
more Shinto Shrines and Buddhist temples were
destroyed. During the war all Shhto Shrines
held special prayer services. The Emperor himself visited and prayer at Ise Shrine, which is the
national shrine to the Imperial family. These
services were held in the hope of possible victory
because of common people's belief in the invincibility of the Japanese Empire which was once,
by chance, proved on the occasion of the Mongolian invasion about 600 years ago at Northern
Kyushu. In this sense it might be said that the
Japanese people's mind was religiously active during the war. As the raids became more frequent
to Meiji Shrine their faith begun to crumble.
Common people realized that even the Emperor

himself was not immune from air raids when the
palace was destroyed by fire. The loss of their
faith together with the loss of morale due to physical damages to their homes and because of uncertainty of life left them to degenerate into such
selfish creatures as had not been thought of.
In contrast to this general tendency I might say
that Christians lost nothing of their faith in spite
of losses of churches, bibles, and even their homes.
The raids, therefore, had an effect of destroying
false religious ideas of Japanese people. Some
sought conversion into Christianity which is proven
in a way by an increase in church attendance.
Those already in Christian faith were evermore
convinced of the righteousness of their belief that
God only rules the world.
Common people were led to believe that Japan
would eventually win the war. At first they were
overjoyed by successful reports at the beginning of
hostilities although some had some doubt as to the
outcome of the war even at that time. In spite of
expanding front lines they were anxious in fear
that such strategy may lead to many tactical
difficulties. Their first conviction was proven
when Guadalcanal was isolated. As the time
went on more and more people became doubtful
of the government announcement. But when the
large scale air raid by the Allied air power became
a reality as proven by their March 10, 1945, raid
on downtown Tokyo, they had no hope for any
victory for Japan. Successive raids on May 23 and
25 brought such additional loss of morale as to
cause Sabotage in some factory workers. I myself
was burned out on May 23 bombing on uptown
Tokyo. The raid which was totally incendiary in
nature rained so many bombs it was impossible to
take any measure against the fire it caused. For
ordinary people who had no experience of being
bombed in factories I can say that incendiary raids
had the most effect. Undoubtedly the destruction
and damages wrought upon factories, transportation, etc., by the activities of the Allied air power,
aside from the incendiary raids on cities, had a
direct effect on Japan's ability to wage war.

Rev. H. Lasalle, S. J, Hiroshima, Nabori-Cho,
Catholic Church
My name is Hugo Lassalle, I was born in Germany, on November 11,1898. I entered the Jesuit
Order in 1919, and 10 years later, in 1929, I arrived in Japan as a missionary, where I have lived
since, except I year, 1938, when I was back in
Europe. Until this time, I was stationed in Tokyo,
afterwards in Hiroshima.
The air bombing certainly was a great trial for
the Japanese people. The immediate effect however was not that they wished the war would be
ended at any price.
The bombing of rnilitary targets they considered as only natural and obvious, but the bombing
of residential quarters they thought to be incompatible with humane principles. But in the
Course of time they got used to the totalitarian
warfare. The Japanese have great endurance in
catastrophes which they cannot help. This has
been observed long before the war, on the occasion of earthquakes, floods and typhoons which
occur every year somewhere in the country. The
most striking example I noticed, during the airraid on Hiroshima by the atomic bomb. That
day we had to take refuge on the bank of a river
in the city, and while staying there with Japanese
of all classes, many of whom were badly injured,
I did not hear even one word of complaint or discontentment with the government or of hatred
against the enemy.
During the war, people did not attend the services at the church as regularly as in normal times,
but as far as I can judge from the people under
my charge, this was not caused by lack of faith
or any other spiritual reason, but by external circumstances because most of them had to work on
Sundays just as well as on weekdays, and because
there was a considerable shortage of communication facilities. Their attitude towards religion
was not weakened at all; on the contrary, they
realized more than ever that religion was a source
of great strength for them, and they felt sorry

for those people who were deprived of this consolation.
How much the bombing contributed to the final
defeat of Japan is beyond my knowledge. As
far as I know, the main reason was shortage of
raw materials and insufficient war production.
How far these were affected by the bombing, was
kept a strict secret, especially from foreigners.

YUYA, Kiyob. One Time Student at the Southw n Baptist Theological Seminary and Pastor
at the Mejiro-ga-oka Church. 415 I-Chome
Shimo-Ochiai Yodobashi-Ku, Tokyo
10 &Y
1946.
FRIENDS:
To MY AMERICAN
This is my first information to you about our situation and experiences in detail since the war ended. A year ago,
we were still under the terrible attack of the Allied
air forces. Our church, the kindergarten, the
student dormitory, and the other equipment at
Kago-Machi all were burned down by the air
raid on April 13, 1945. But providentially we
could be safe because we moved here to ShimoOchiai from Kago-Machi just a year before the
attack.
We, however, met the dangerous attack twice
at Shimo-Ochiai, and our church was partially
damaged but was saved from destruction by fire.
There were many churches burned in Tokyo as
well as in the other, and many pastors had lost
their residences. There are countless number of
church members who had lost their houses.
Some of the members had escaped from Tokyo
to the country for refuge before or during the
bombing. Some of the people who evacuated
from Tokyo can not come back to their city after
the war ended because they have no houses.
We are fortunate having our services at our own
church, though it is a very small group.
But most of the churches that had lost their
buildings were holding their meetings at the
houses of their members. The people could not
come to churches, though they wanted to come,
due to difficulty of transportation.

It is not easy for pastors to visit them for the
Same reasons. The destruction and physical damage to the churches by bombing was severe, but
their beliefs and Christian friendship have not
been affected much. They have rather increased,
in my opinion. Their faith and spiritual life are
being led by their pastors or friends through
prayers and mutual correspondence.
One of my experiences and by which I used to
be impressed was that right in the midst of the
severe bombings, whomsoever I had ever met on
the streets were keeping bright smiles on their
faces. And the usual words which I could hear
from the mouths of my friends who had lost their
houses was "Now that I have lost everything I
feel much easier in my heart." And really it
never sounded sour-grape humour.
I must confess that I had been rather pessimistic
about the morale and spiritual condition of our
people during the war. Especially the unlawful
means among the military and the governmental
officers filled us with dread. The national motto
given by the leaders sounded all right. The common welfare of the Eastern nations should be
realized. But with such a morale condition like
this, how could Japan be the leader among the
nations? This was the point which caused me to
pray. This morale weakness of the people was
not from the effects of the bombing, but at least
one of the causes of the defeat of Japan, I am Sure.
It seemed to me that the most important things
for Japan were her self-examination in the light
of God and becoming humble before Him by her
repentance. Our nation had been too proud and
self-conceited.
They had depended upon, too much, "miracle"
without self-reflection, they had expected that if
they come to stand at the crisis, the "divine
tempest" will be blown by Gods just as they had
before when the invasion attempt was made by
the Mongol hordes of Kublai Khan to Japan 600
years ago.
But this time their expectation was betrayed.
Since the war took place, the divine tempest had

blown from the other way, but not from Japan.
Big earthquakes, frequent floods and typhoons,
famine, and the other, those natural calamities had
visited Japan during the war. It was like the old
saying, "misfortune never Comes simply".
In the House of Peers on January 26, 1945, an
explanatory speech was made by Dr. Masaharu
Anezaki about the terms "special Providence" and
"Divine chastisement'' and a question was asked
of the Premier Kuniaki Koiso about his own
opinion. The Premier Koiso agreed with Dr. Anezaki's opinion and said that one who believes in
"special Providence'' also believes in "Divine
chastisement", and uprighteously confessed "We
are now surely facing the 'Divine chastisement'."
By this, we can understand how our national
leaders were being led to reflect at that time.
But the most, the final and the fatal "divine
tempest" for Japan was the Allied air bombings
by the B-29's on March 10, I am sure. Later the
atomic bomb both at Hiroshima and Nagasaki
gave the coup de grace for Japan.
When most of our houses and workshops made
from flimsy bamboo, wattle and Papers were faced
with the incendiary air attacks they were just like
. match boxes in a fire.
Since the war ended, I have been very much
concerned about the morale situation. But it was
much better than I had expected on the whole,
though it was sometimes not good.
One of the phenomena in which I am interested is that many people are wanting books and
especially feeling hunger for the Bible, because
they had lost many books in the air raids.
These days, one of the greatest problems for us
is the problem of food. But when we think of
our lives a year ago, we are certainly thankful
to be able to sleep without any hindrance today.
Our people and friends have lost their houses,
clothes and personal properties by the air raids.
At the Same time, they have lost their national
pride, self-conceit, racial faith, national ambition,
national ideal and fighting Spirit, too. In one
word Japanese people have lost everything spiritu-

ally and materially they have ever had. The air
bombing might be taken as cruel. But as to its
effect, it will be good for Japan in order to recreate her anew.
These days, I see the new huts being built in
the burnt areas. Emptiness by entire destruction
must be the present figure of Japan. But from
this emptiness will come a creation for her future.
From idolatry to the true worship of the true
God, from the temporal to the everlasting, by the
air bombing everything is going 20 be made anew
in our lives.
As to the time when the Japanese realized they
had lost the war, their opinions of Course vary.
A says "when Okinawa was occupied." B says
"when the Marianas were captured." C, "at the
Philippines." D, "when Iwo Jima was taken."
But E said "when I saw the grand view of flights
of the Allied air powers in formation, at the time
of occupation, over Tokyo, I felt in my heart that
it was no wonder Japan should have been defeated.
Majority of the Japanese people did not know
why we had to fight against America and did not
like to fight against America. When we calmly
reflect upon ourselves, we recognize how weak,
how powerless we were in conduct with our own
people in the past. I am quite ashamed of myself
about it. It seems to me now, the Japanese
people are strongly determined to start on a new
way to build up a peaceful Japan and are going
to make some new contribution for the world
in the future.
I earnestly request you to remember us in your
daily prayers.
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Among 1,554 churches in Japan 445 were either
destroyed by bombing or by fire caused by incendiary raids on cities. Among 1,500 followers

belonging to these 445 churches were 331 who
suffered from loss of their homes.
The estimated number of Protestant members
of churches is believed to be around 300,000 but
those who regularly attend church services are
said to be 167,990.
More guileless a man is, more likely he may be
led to believe anything easily. General public
which might be ignorant but honest in nature
were led to believe that this was as a "just" and
even "holy" war. It was a war in self-defense, it
was claimed and we all believe it at first.
Government propagandists preached the imperialistic ambition of the United States which
never approved of the activities of the rising Japan. We felt quite chagrined by the feeble influences of churches in America which could not
turn the tide of war-like intention in the United
States. I was embarrassed by this situation toward my own congregation and people. The indiscriminate bombings over cities killed so many
innocent people which were repeated mercilessly.
Under this situation it was very difficult to enlarge
our congregation. It was the first time in my
40 years' teaching of Christian gospel that no progress was possible for propagation of teaching by
Christ. Added to this was the woe of oppression
by the police and the military with the result that
many schools of Christian faith were forced to
close them altogether and most of the Christians
were looked upon with suspicions. Even before
the war anti-Christian feeling was so strong as to
cause a movement of a girls' school in Hiroshima
of which I was the principal. This occurred twice
within 6 months. Because of this undercurrent
before and during the war the incencliary raids
on cities were signals for the claim that propagation of Christian faith with nothing but an attempt to colonize Japan. But the tmth came to
light after surrender. Facts we were led to believe during the war were entirely false. This war
was based on the ambition of our militarists and
false leadership of politicians. From the time
General MacArthur made announcement on his

policy of occupation we have been convinced of
the true intention of the United States. Daily
contact with GI's and our meeting their chaplains
on professional ground all proved to our satisfaction that these were all due to their Christian
faith.
During the war special emphasis was placed in
inspiring Japanese public of their "God chosen"
nature. Their country was "God's country."
Therefore, their country was invincible in the
light of a 2,000-year-old history. These were the
points of inspirations by extreme nationalists and
educators, which facts were harped upon by newsPapers and magazines. Following these, propaganda materials were issued to all brariches of life
by ministries of education and interior. In spite
of these claims of invulnerability of Japan as a
nation and Japanese as a people, destruction of
Shrines at Ise and Yoyogi, which "divine wind"
should have protected them against air raids,
made the general public realize that they were not
Superior to any other people in the world. The
holy idea of their superiority became a myth. But
I do not think these air raids had any effect on the
religious mind of Japanese people. If, however,
a Christian faith is embraced by tmly religious
Japanese people, such catastrophe as caused by air
raids with attendant privation and misery would
have led them to a new spiritual awakening.
Those who are already believers of Christ feel
added zeal and responsibility for their mission in
the face of these bitter experiences. Japanese
people are fundamentally a religious people.
Shintoism, which was once in the minority due
to popularity of Buddhism, is nothing but a form
of ancestor worship. The adoption of Shintoism
by state and emphasis on education which placed
fulfilment of personal ambition to the detriment
of spiritual quality made them become a people
of ambition but without principle. During the
war, many prayers for victory were offered at
Shrines but they were nothing but a matter of
ceremony. Their blind faith in the government
was completely overturned one day when the sur-

render was announced by the Emperor. Their
outward appearance of people who lost their soul
is only natural. By this time, however, they have
fully realized their mistake in this war. At present, ever-mounting problems of food, housing and
clothing only are occupying thier minds and even
of those engaged in teaching religion.
Most of the residential members were lost to the
church when evacuations begun either before or
after the bombing raids razed cities. Spiritually
and financially it weakened the power of the
church. Thus it was necessary that some of the
Pastors seek means of livelihood by other means.
When the need for evangelistic work was most
needed this was a distinct drawback. It is at this
point that we would like to have the help of chaplains of the occupational forces.
In case of people in urban areas,-particularly
the young and even those who are less than 50
years of age were not concerned with religion.
Therefore, I doubt very much if they prayed even
for their lives during raids. Even after a period
of stability, Shintoism or Buddism will not come
to influence their spiritual mind. These faiths do
not have any significance on rheir conduct in daily
life. Only Christian faith alone will be able to
raise the level of their thoughts, belief and morality. Its leadership in social conscience will enable
Christians to be active for years to come. These
coming few years will be a critical period for

Japanese Christians. Without their help I am
afraid most of the people would turn Communists.
Without the Allied air power, I ,think Japan
would not have been defeated. There is no doubt
but that not only the Allied air power accelerxted
the final defeat but it was the most important factor for bringing about the defeat. It is an abss
lute fact which cannot be denied.
I have stated my answers in previous questions
but I may add one remark about atomic bombs.
Their application made people wish all the more
for the quick ending of the war.
The incendiary bombing was more effective
than the explosive bombing. Incendiary raids
were thorough and totally destructive tuming a
great city into heaps of rubbles overnight by Single
raids. The effect of the atomic bomb was too terrible to state but its appearance was the Signal for
stopping the war. From that point of view its
appearance could be thanked for by Japanese people in order to eliminate any further suffering by
them in invasion. Most of the Japanese are now
very regretful of the very fact that the truth of situations both before and during the war could not
be learned. If the truth had been known rhey
would not have started this war and continue it
so long. Fundamentally they were ignorant and
without religion. If they are religiously led they
will be more positive in their attitude in preventing a next war.
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